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„-In the matter of: s

, ~ CAROLINA POSER AND LIGHT COMPAÃf . Docket Nos, 50,400
50,".;401

: 'Shearon Harris Nuclear Power P3.ant,s 50. '.402
Units Lg 2g 3 and 4) 50".403
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Grand Jury Room
Federal Building
310 New Bexn Avenue,
Ba3.eigh, North Carolinao

Tuesday, 6 March 1979.

Hearing in the above~ntitled matter was convened,

pursuant to adjournment> at 9s00 a,m.

" BEFORE

XVAN H SMITH~ Esqo, Chaixmang
Atomic Safety and Licensing Boaxd.
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DRo Jo VEHN LEEDS'sqo g Membero

MRo GLENN O. BRIGHT, Member. (Not presento )
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On behalf of the Applicants

GEORGE P. TROWBRIDGE, Esq., and JOHN H. O'EILL> JR.>
Esq„ Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridgef
1800 M Street, N.Ho, Washington, D.Co 20036

RICHARD Eo JONES'sqo g Associate General CounseL>
Carolina Power and Light Companyo
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On behalf of the NRC Regulatory Staff:

EDWXN J. REXS, Esq., Office of the Executive
Legal Director, Nashington, D. Co

On behalf of the Attorney General of North Carolina:

DENNXS P. MYERS, Esqo and DAVlD GORDON, Esqo,
Office of the Attorney General~ Raleigh~;
Noi~ Carolina.

On behalf of the Conservation Council and Nake
Environment, Xnc.

THOMAS So ERNXN, Esq„ Mater Tower Court,
115 No Morgan Sto, Raleigh, North Carolina 27602o
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CEQXX1Uhv4 SEIXYH: Good morning, gentlmuea.

I t«iak I iadicated before tee hering vegan t«at

its.Bright had appareatly a raiaor accident at «oa43 efllen I
say "minor," it's not a life-threatening situation. S«e ia-
jured ner «ig, an@ Elz. Ozight had to rwuain in ~washington

yesterday because he thought she would «ave to qo to tie
nospital. He «ad .hoped to come in last night but I see X

have a phoae message frock «im this iuoraing, as~;iaq ice to call.
'\

And he is still in the office in our headquarters, so he won'

be here at least. today.

The Commission rules-™- I tisink we'e already

been through thi's once in tais case. The Comuissioa rules

do provide that we can proceed oa a quorum providiag Liat
I

ti>e quorua includes the Chairman, so we will do that.
'lr. Reis, do you have a report now on t«e iafor-

iaation we requested you to get?

RC. ECJ'XS: On the I icensee i valuation dotificatioa

)9

.20

They aze still coasidezia'g it up in neadijuarters, aalu X will
nave a report by tomorrow morning.

I guess that's tne peadiag--

DR~ LHHDS What are they considering?

HR. Bi'XS: )fell, I had a 'request as I interpreted
as to wnat use should be made of this, aad if Stere is

any Staff position on what should be made of the i''valuation
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deport other than tL>e. letters and t~>e part of tne report as

to the scope of what it attempted to sisow. And I
contacted'ir.

ifarry'Thornberg of XGi; 'on that yesterday, ewd spoke to

him briefly on it. And timey are still consictering w'aetner

'they wan" to say anything more than their merooxanua in that,

and they will report to me, I am told, today. Dad I will
report to you further tomorrow.

CIDLXK+%4 SHITH: Yes. X guess, more particularly p

it is not so bauch the use to be made of the report. 'lne

Staff's advice on tnat ruight be helpful but essentially taat

becomes our responsibility.

its taore important thing ti)at we wan" from tne

Staff is to let toe Staff know that, if this report is incfi-

cative of the availability of evidencq and infoxiaation whicn

this Board should consider in this remanded hearing', now is
tne ti~>e, anat we'e asking for it. And if tnexe isn't any-

thing—
lGt. BEXS::4y present indication is that there is

nothing further. However, X would like to reserve until
tomorrow morning to give you a definitive answer on it.

CHi&R4%% SMITH: Then we still have toe unopened

business of the Atlanta office, and Mat is we'e trying to

account for the nuabers of people-- You re~i>~er we thought

it would be a reasonable assuraption, tnat. if. him numero„of

people who made a contribution to that report were equal to
h
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tne number of people.who gave a response to 2r. Long's ques-

tion there, and considering the times, we could .probably make

a reasonable assumption that all ~ios~ people nad an oppor-

tunity to present their views in this area.

KRo BHXS: X waink Hr. Dance ann ~lr. ~ong will
be prepared to address that and, as a matter of fact., we might

ask them as a first order tnis morning wnen tuey resume Lie

stand.

CUAIReM4 SilXTH: I think tnat. would ue a gooa

thing to get out. of the way.

Xs there any otner preliminary business before we

proceeds

iIR. HDDlJR~4: Nr. Chairman, X believe I was

supposed to report. on some stuff. X can do that later if it
is okay.

CJQXKP 4 Si4XTli: Let's do tnat
NR. EDD~I-QQl: Okay..

The 5 April '75 thing that, I referred to, X find
out. that I was wrong about the date. ~d of tne two copies-

I thought I had, X searched through all my boxes and I can'

find either. one of tacan, so I take full responsiuility for
goof in+ up+

The one tning X nave is a note that says tnat tue
actual date was 5 April '77, and it, quotas, 'a4RC to CPS'e:
Reactox Control Instrument Trip Set. Points "being found set
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beyond limits pemaitted by facility technical
specifications.'hat's

the only note X have on iL~ ilaving

searched through all that stuff, I feel a great Qeal of

sympathy for tue poor lawyers who were also searching and

couldn't find it because X gave thou, U)e wrong cate.

Concerning the stuff from Boo Pollard' Qid find

ree newspaper articles wherein Pollard raentions @at tne

first cable failuxe reportt the one where they put tnem 5-.1/2

feet apart, meeting all the standarQs, 5 1/2 foot vertical

separation and both cables faileQ. I was not able to find

any mention'n the press of tne seconQ report, the one where

they tried it with bad insulation and so on, and it sup-

posedly failed.

The ztoinic Safety and licensing Appeal Board

decision that I referred to, to require a plan reasonably

expected to resolve all safety issues for nuclear plants

under construction, that citation is Gulf States Utility
Company, River HenQ Station, Units.l anQ '2, 6 ARC 760, i4ov~er

1977

Xt says that it requires a suable.xy description of

g~eric safety problG4ls ~ ~ ~ ~ a progrGM t 0 resolve t4le issue g

how long to solve the issues, any intermc measures useQ until
iney're solved, and what alternat'ives are available if the

research program to solve this progrma fails.
That's the best cite X could get on that.
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also have< concerning tice Zion react>r which

I compared Brunswick to, a little bit of data. Xt states

that the design level emissions for noble gases 'from, Zion 2

were 1200 microcuries per second and, as you'l probably

recall, the figure for Brunswick, the lower figure that was

cited in that report, was 13,959 out of a common stack for

both units,. which would be considex'ably in excess of this per

8 " unit.
The total has been, according to this report,

3400 microcuries per second for the fourth quarter< 1975,

and 7,'396 mecroauries per second for the first quarter of

1976. And all these figures except the last one would be

less: than the lowest figure per unit that, was cited for,

34 Brunswick 1 when X mentioneQ it.
I'ra not certain whether X was also asked to bring

37

38

23

in anything else that appeared to be relevant.- I do have here

a. copy which is from the Union of Concerned Scientists report<

"Brogans Perry, the Regulatory Pailure." This pux'ports to be=

a copy of a meo to John D. Davis, Deputy Director for Pield
\

Operations,,Directorate of Regu3.atory Operations, Head-

quarters> through iloaaan C. Mosley, Director, Directorate of

Regulatory Operations g Region IIp

frolic

C l" iiurphy.

This'concerns develogaaat of guidelines for .

installation,. ox cables and cable support systems. I don'

have to x'ead it~ X can. give'you a copy of tuis and X wring
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the Staff can find tne original. But it, concerns the initial
cable installations at Robinson 2, among other places, also

including Robinson l wnich did not meet the intent of the

respective PSARs." That's tl>e Pinal Safety Analysis i<epprts,

"nor what would be considered as good industry practices.

"X personally expended an eaomaous amount. of time

and effort in attempting to achieve acceptable levels of

~ CC quality in installations with whiQx I was associated and I
am aware that Bower and others have also."

And Bower is S-o~-e-r.

12

"Me have not yet achieved our goal.

And it goes on to mention a nuM'ber of issues and

complexities in this

MR. TRONBRXDGH: X wonder if we might borrow that

$ 5 HR. EDDLEMM: Certainly.

The other thiag X,have is a newspaper report It
17

is

probably isn't directly relevant but it. conceras fakiag data

~for a nuclear regulatory decision, and it's charges by

Dr. Geq:aid Sohn who was .involved in the Beabrook caseo He

states:

"The'ecisiOn had no legitimate

scientific basis whatsoever."

He charged the consultants with sc'ientific fraud

contendiag they not,'aly presented extremely poor data but

intentionally manipulated distorted scientific findings to
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negative effects the plant may have.

MR. HHXS: Caw I ask biz.Zddleman whether that'
the EPA pzoceeding oz the 'HRC pzoceeding7 I believe tnat4s

the LPA proceeding-.

HR. EDDlZlIM: You'e righ . However, the HRC

conditioned its action on what. the EPA did, so this'-is a

rather complicated, continuous change. But I tnink if ae's

correct it still zaises the- question of whether the factual

basis of these things is accurate.

The other thing that I have is a xeport on tice

NRC inspection pxogram. Xt.'s entitled "Looking but not
f2 Seeing." The author is Lawrence S Tighe. I intended to get

in touch with him to see if he can send us an affidavit that
the thing was correct -to the best of his knowledge, and I
have,.not yet reached him I'm going to phone him again today.

And X have a copy of that
That's all I have'.

18 14R. TROHSRXDGEc Mx.. Chairman, may X observe that
$ 9

22

thexe's a great deal of material which has no xelation to
matters raised in the limited'ppearance stataiiaat. This is
an emnple of what we were. concerned with, of bringing up

iteins one by one at the last moment Xt may be impossible fox

us to respond to items of this nature

HR. ZDDZZd@hH! Xf I may say, maybe I misunderstood.

I thought that I was asked if I had anytning else that I
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eh 8 wanted answered that X should br'ng it. in this morning. And

X asked at the beginning of this whether, you liow, that was

the case, and X Qidn't hear the objection then.

X'm not attempting to foul these gentlemen up.

They'e perfectly free not to respond to any of this stuff.
Of course the Hoard is pexfect1y free to rule it irrelevant

X guesse

CHAXR84M S14XTds Okay.

The hearing room is filled almost to capacity.

. 'f0 Ne'.re in tne Grand Jury Room. Let's see if we can get this
gent3.eman out of the closet

herc'I

Do you- have any othex preliminary business befoxe.

we proceed with the panel?

MR. REXS: Hr. Long and Mr Dance, pleaseo Hill.
you- come forward.?-

Whereupon >

PRMCXS Je LONG

18

20

HUGH Ce DANCE

resumed the stand on behalf of the HRC Regulatory Staff and,

having been previously duly sworn'> we'e examined and testified
further as follows:,

EZAMXNATXON BY TlN BOARD (Continued)

BY CHAXRCG4 SMXTH:

Gentlemen, have you been able to gather any
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information which might reconcile the doubts you >cay have

been the diffexence in the enort- to the Board and the

answers to ilr. Long's maaozandum2

Do you know what I'm referring to?

(Nitness Oance) Yes, we have some information.

Good. That,'s fineo

Let us conzer just a second.

(The panel conferz'ing.)

Let me sta"t, sir~ Ne have no say'f knowing who

was surveyed on the first survey.

Q The first survey being....? Was thai the draft
12 survey2 I don'. have that document.

J1R REXS:: Licensee Regulatory Perfonnance

Evaluation, Board Exhibit 8.

WXT'IESS DANCE: However,— So we don't know who

17

$ 8

was Mere for that suzvey and pazticipated in it.
I

"lee have surveyed our staff and made a counting

of people on the inspection staff at that. time versus —wellf

20

at 'that time+ and, who may have left, and who
I

pleted a survey sheet..

Ne. have an inspector by the name

nas not com-

of Parker wno

made inspections at Brunswick —or who made

Robinson in '76 and '77, none at Brunswick.

inspections at
P

He has left &e
Commission, and we have not contacted him.

Ne have an inspector by the name of Ritchie wno
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eblO made inspections at Robinson, and none at drunswicko Bad

be has left the Commission and we have not contacted
«i'e

have another inspector that's in our office

who made one inspection at Robinson in early '76. He made an

independent review of ~ie docket for our Director and he did

not make the second su~ey sheet.

'10

14

15

17

18

21
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2

Other than those, we can't account for the

people that have beer. involved.

BY CHAXsJS N SNXTEI .

There those inspectors, were they ecipients of

the memorandum from llr. Long in preparation for the testimony

for this hearing? They have not received those?

A (Witness Darce) The last gentleman had.

Q So. at least that person has already had an

opportunity to present his views to this Board?

1P Yes.

The others may not have had an opportunity?

That's right. He're confident they did not.

Ju"t as a suggestion for discussion, do you think

14

1S

't would be feasible to submit 14Ir. Long's questionnaire to

those people; or a'form of it, even though they have left,
and give them an opportunity to advise this Board if they

have concerns?

18'Witness Long) Ne could do that, sir. Xt would

21

be difficult to say what the time fram would be. Xt would

certainly expedite it if —we know precisely where one

gentleman is, but we'e not sure of the second one.

A (76.tness Dance) X think we know where both are.

Of course you can invoke the authority of the

Board. And if there's any difficulty about it, the use of

subpoenas, of course, would be appropriate if we have to.=
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But X think it would be better if f3>e record

,wexe complete on this point. That way, then, if we have

x'eports from them we will be assurx'ed that everyone who has

submitted a report on which Board Exhibit 8 is pxedicated
k

'has also either submitted a report to us or had an oppor-

tunity.

MR. REIS: Mr. Chairman, can we make that

survey by telephone, or would you prefer it in writing?

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Xt can be made by telephone

and followed up by writing. That way we would have the-
we could reasonably close the record and then supplement it.
We could reasonably put aside our doubts about it and then

supplement the record.

WITNESS LONG- I believe we can get, the forms to

the gentlemen. I understand one of them is still in town,

and the other one is not too difficult to reach. We'l gust

get the forms to them.

BY CHAIRMAN SMITH:

Mr. Long, before we adjourned Friday, I asked

you if you would look at the testimony, the testimony

beginning at the top of page 2480,'line 4, and ending on

line 3, X guess, on 2481.

Do you have that before you?

(Witness Long) What I would like t'o do, Mr.

Chairman, if it is permissible, is to read a statement that
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mpb3 I believe would clarify it. Xt definitely does need clari-
'fication because it was a rather strong statement.

Q Yes

Well, could, X ask you,. just so that we will have

-5 r 'a neat record, would you read your original statement and

then your clarifying statement? Do you have the transcript

before you?

Yes,sir.

Page 2480, beginning on line 4:

IO "Could X gust make one more comment?

"One thing on our method, it has been

stated that we never really have had a very

concrete or uniform, procedure for the prepar-

ation of,'estimony, and my personal opinion

has been that we make the decision at some

point to support the permit so when we develop

the testimony it's generally, X, think in near»

ly all cases it clearly would lean toward the

suppoxt —towards support of the Applicant's

20, request for a, permit.

"So we have not attempted, and X

'don't remember too many instances, if any,

where adverse information appeared in the
4

testimony. Xn other words, we worked—X,

t?Oink that we probably tried, subconsciously
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mpb4 s perhaps in some cases, to work around" —there are

some words missing—

"...work around by supporting another

approach and highlighting the dissenting or

the many opposing views of certain things, how

to resolve —the best way to resolve the

problem..."

Nords missing.

$ 0

22

f3

"Xn other words, in weighing all the

information we had, we still supported the

permit or the issuance of it because those

things in favor outweighed, far outweighed

the problems that, we were aware of, and our

know'ledge of pending resolution of the pr'ob-

19

20

lems."

Obviously some words are missing there.

"So X myself, in writing testimonyf I
very rarely ever tended to discuss excessively

the problems that X saw; I only discussed

those problems that I saw no immediate reso-

lution to, or those that I didn't recognize

had an immediate resolution."

25

What I would like to do is to make this 'state-

ment that X think or would hope would clarify that, because

I 'c'ertainly would agree that it is stated very incomplete.
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mpb5 1 'And this, the subject, as X reca3'1, generally

ve vere discussing hov testimony vas prepared, hov ve go

about preparing testimony for each case.

Usually testimony is prepared on a requ'est from

our XE headcpxart rs staff. The first major de'cision ve

must make is whether or not our inspection results as "

reported in the docket file vill support the issuance of a

license.

Generally we would conclude, in the absence of

serious problems, coupled with XE's knowledge of corrective

acti'ons, either taken or 'anticipated, that. our posi'ti'on.was

'to su'pport the license. One of the objectives of the

'inspection program is to collect sufficient facts vhich would

=.'enable XE to make a recommendation either for or against

i'ssuing a license.

18

$ 9

20

21

Obviously if our overall evaluation results in
the decision to support the license, the testimony vould be

prepared to reflect that. Both favorable and unfavorable

facts vould be included. However, the unfavorable facts
vo'uld be followed by statements regarding adequa'cy of Me

coMective action.

Xncidentally, testimony often vill identify
open items for. vhich resolution is still pending, still
'pending at the time the testimony is introduced. This is

nto'e expected since the inspection program continues.
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When adverse findings are identified at any +Me during the

;preparation of testimony or during the hearing stage, these

findings would he brought to the attention of the Board.

And an example of this was this recent QA inspection which

we added to the recoxd during the early part of the hearing.

So in your view the testimony at. 2480 was in-

complete.

Do you have any actual corrections to make to

that testimony?

)0 I was looking at my notes hack in —that I made

while we, were sitting here. I would have added on line 14

of page 2480, following the phrase "where adverse informa-

tion appeared in the testimony"., I would add some words

like "without accompanying resolution or identified

corrective actions".

l7

~, lS

V9

20

"Nithout accompanying resolution or"?

"Xndicated or identified corrective actions".

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: Mr. Eddleman, are you going to

correct my copy?

MR. EDDLEKQl: Sure.

Do X have your copy of Friday's, testimony?

MR. ERNXN: Xs this a correction of the testi-

24

mony, or is this—
CHAXRMAN SMXTH: The offer was an explanat'ion.

And then the last question was —that is a supplement and
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mpb7

3

explanation. But the original testimony stands uncorrected.

Now he's making—

MR. ERWXN: He wishes to amplify it. But this
is not taken as a correction of the transcript.

10

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: No, this, is not a corr'ection

of the transcript. This is.'an opportunity for him 'to -«

MR. EESRNc 'o amplify the statement2

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: Yes. The transcript will stand.

MR. EHRXN: I was mishearing what this'as.
MR. EDDLEMAH: So should. I label this amplifica-

tion of statement2

CHAIBMAN SMITH: Well, never mind. X'll take

care of. it..
DR. LEEDS: Why don't you put in there "See

March 6. transcript".

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: Would you give us that again,

$ 7

$ 8

please2

WITNESS LONG: I would change line 14 to read:

$ 9

20

"... the testimony without accompanying

resolution or identified corrective actions. "

DR. LEEDS: I'm confused now.

Mr. Long, are you saying the Court Reporter

took the statement down wrong2

WITNESS LONG: No X'm gust, clarifying my

statement. That' all.
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DR. LEEDS: Xt..is not, then, a change2

NXTNESS LONG: X'm not xeally corxecting it.
I don't believe the statements are in error. But they do

need clarification..

On lines 22 and 23, I would like to amplify or

clarify.
".'...resolution of the problems precluded

-- undue conce~. Open items were shyly 9denti-

fied in the testimony."

$ 0 Xn other words, my point was not to haply that

j2'e did not identify open items. He put items into testimony

that are still open, or where. the resolution is unknown, lance

today th9.s hearing open items-would )ust be left open. And

where we identified" problems, I feel we have cleaxly

15 identified also the corrective action.'f we ax'e not ho3d-

. ing it- as a continuing issue, there should be a corrective

'l7" action identified'n the testimony in all cases.

j8 BY. CHAXRHAN SMXTH.

Xs there a difference in the appxoach that. you

20 and the Staff would take in preparing testimony which is
required compared to testimony in response to a Board ques-

tion?

(Hitness Long) Of course the big advantage of

the Boaxd's question, X feel. like they are usually more

specific. And having discussed the issue, we of course
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understand better what the Boaxd really needs "or has to have.

So there would be a little bit of difference.

X did want to, if I might comment:

Over the years we have not, ueud the approach

'that we have in this hearing. The survey, for 'example.e', that.

is cpxite new and very unicpxe to this hearing. That, has been

cyxite informal, that pxocess. Ne have gone .. through it.
But we have made no effort —X honestly couldn't say we

20

have really made any effoxt to poll every individual who

might have something to add one way or the other.

Ne have mostly done this within the group

23

speci'fi'cally involved 'in inspection. of that facility'.
Those people, maybe half a dozen or so, and the supervisors

who were most closely associated with that docket file, and

15

26

27

the inspection there. AaR surveying the peoplef X think
'is probably a good thing. Ãe have not done that in any

'formalized manner befoxe that I know of. That's the ul'min

difference between this testimony and the-previous one.

BY DR+ EMBEDS

20

22

g Mr. geng, let me make sure the record is clear
on this point with respect to what you said Ln answer -™ in
your answer showing on page 2480, and then I would like to

xefer to some questions I asked you starting on '2484; and I
guess it runs through 2487.

First let me ask~ did you read that material2
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mpbl0 "4 (Ãitness Long) Yes.

Secondly, the second point,, that is:
Did the CouM Reporter err, make a mistake, omit,

or anteing else in taking down what you said, as you rememb

I don't believe so. I didn't recall anything in
the grammar. Of course, there are disconnected phrases. But

I felt like that .at least that my intent or my understanding

of the process is reflected.

So that would be a true and accurate record of
what you saidP

A . Yes.

$4

17

20

I would comment, I was discussing with our

director the term I used, "support"; the word "support" might

mean different things to different people. It certainly
doesn't mean that we support unconditionally the issuance

of a license.

Part of our obligation in IE is to determine at
what point the licensee has met all requirements and commit-

8 h Lt 11M tJ *~0 !W» M bl

And we in turn —when we are satisfied, in other words, we

make a recommendation to our headquarters.

I used the term "in support of the license", not
the licensee, but in support of a license. And this 'i's

conditioned on the fact that our recommendations for
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mpbll conditioning the license and that sort of thing generally

would have been already in .the system, identif9.ed somewhere,

any o

10

l2

13

Now this usually is more true of operating

licenses because we " more often do recommend conditions on

operating licenses. Xn the operations business -- in 'other

~ words, I personally, my people do not get involved too much

in construction permits t conditioning of those. He had no

'input into that., But we do make recommendations, very

"specific recommendations in the operating license process.

. They are really open items or matters that need to be 'resolv-

'ed,, or by some means satisfy the U.censing people and the

'ER that comes out

Okay'5

16

Now I want. to go back and make sure I'e got the

"anger'o my question without any lengthy explanation.

On the pages I referred to the record as 'taken

IS dol by the Court Reporter is true and accurate of what you

20

21

A I think it is''d have to read it again,'ut
I'ead it through last night, or rather Priday night,'and I
didn't —I could rephrase things perhaps, but—

Yes

I'm not talking about the way we all speak in

these hearings, with pauses and sentence fragments 'and so
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mpbL2 .1 foxth. X'm not looking at, it as a grammatical'thing. I'm

'looking at iC as saying did he take dawn what"pou said.

Is it a true and accuxate xecord of what you said, that's my

cyxestion.

I would have to read it again in order to be

perfectly honest. X did not have a probLem with it when X

xead through it last week.

BY CHAIRMAN SMITH:

10

3'1

9 Maybe a word of explanation why we'xe incpxiring

into this might help. Me don't see any sleepers in this.
'This" isn't —we'e not seizing upon a phxase ox'wo and

12 giv'tng it xelevance and haportance.

14

The answers to these cpxestions axe relevant. to
th'e remanded issues in that they explain the b'ackground of
the testimony we have to rely upon and explain Che testimony

17

19

today o

But in addition to that,, even though th'

Commissioners ckd not. remand Co us anything except the

Sheaxon Harris proceeding, we tQdak it is probable or

'reasonably Co be anticipated that this hearing may also be

viewe'd by units at the Comnd,ssion as how it may reflect on

23

the hearing process. Therefore we think that Chere sh'ouLd

be 'a complete record along that line. And if you Chink we

are'oing beyond what is our direct franchise, we'll'hear

you complain about it But X do think it is an opportunity
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mpb13 reasonab1y connected to the issues on remand .to have a fu11

record on how.this situation came to pass.

MR. REXS: Nr. Chaixman, in looking at the

Commission's order, of course much of that does xefer to

ISE, though,it was more directed to whether there was any

dissembling in the particular testimony.

X. don'0 look at the xemand as a dixection to the

Board,to i@quire in that. However, I think in ordex 'fax

the Board to preserve its, we might say, jurisdiction, in

order.to preset its process, X don't think that,'is t'oo

far afield, px'oviding it doesn't overshadow the substantive

12

13

issues that involve CPSL. And CPSL is here and 'involved in
this px'ocess. Xn the sense —to the extent th'at it wiLL

'il'Luminate the record in this process, X ted.nk it 'is 'calcite

pro'pe'r." And I think these matters should be brought 'forth.

However, thi,s is an adgudicatorJJ hear'ing

18

20

21

involv'tng licensees and intemrenors and directed to 'a

'part'icularlicense. And I think Chat'end resu2;t must be

'kept 'in mind.

- * -: CHAIRMAN SMX9R: Yes, I agree with you ent'irely.

My only reason for raising it is that we wanted

to be completeLy candid Me're asking cyxestions maybe

directly on the issues .In discretion we might have

'stopped. a. Little bit earLier, but X'm confident 'every''qaes-

'4cin we have asked is still sufficiently reLevant, to 'the
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mpb14 I issues -on remand and the evidence underlying it.
BY DR . LEEDS

0 Hr. Long, after vou've had a chance to read

that, I'm going to ask you to —I'm not going to try to

remember to ask you, and I'm going to ask you to tell me at.

an appropriate time.

A (Nitness Long) I'e read through it again, and

I don't have a problem with it.

I0

Thank you very much

BY CHAIRS SMXTH:

9 At the conclusion of. Priday's testimony we were

inquiring. about the written testimony on page 3 of She

Pane1 XXX testimony, and X was asking whether the lan'g'uage

'theie which is:

I6

"CPS'mpresses us as a conservative

management organization, tough in dealing

~
-'' with the issues that tend to create an

'- expansion of manpower recjuirements.

I was asking if that Lancpmge could have been

20 a euphemi.sm or another way to describe CPSL's attitude, and

we weren'. communicating. Me were not getting resp'onsive

answers.

Mow I gush wander ifyou'e had a chance to
- look at. the questions and view it again.

25 MR. REXS: Mr'hairman, X don't want to
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g mpb15 interrupt you, hut +hat vas the page you referred to2 You

said page 3, X he3.Seve.

CHAXRMM SNXTB: Xt vas page 9.

T5

l8

20
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Xt's the testimony of March 2 Xt begins at 2971.

BX CHAXRKQf SMXTH.

9 Have you had an opportunity over. the weekend, in
addition to all of your other problems, to reconsider the

responses to that cLuestion2

(Nitness Long) Yes. Again, X xefexred to my

'f0

original notes, which were very thino

But my intent of the term that X used and that,

X hav'e heard commonly used is we were discussing the issue

of personnel or staffing, doing whatever i.s necessa~ to take

thorough and acceptable corrective actions

f2 Me were also discussing the gA program. This was

a point in time when the biggest concern of most licensees

was the obvious need to increase their staff to meet the

" QA px'ogr'am rectuirements of the Commission
tp

So my use of the term conservati.ve was intended

'to describe CPaT.'s approach to resoluti.on of problems and

f8 "'.taking corrective actions That is< they do not rush into

commitments that would increase manpower recpd.remands or
~ -. create unnecessaxy labor relations problems,

Conservative management would insist strongly on

their" rights to manage and resist pressure to enlarge their

Do you have any couaaent on that, Mr. DanceP

'-work forces without a clear indication of the contribution

;,'o safety,

0
1
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(Nitness Dance) I think what we'e saying here is

3

that. CPSL is not —don't want to rush into any issue involv

ing the increase of personnel unless then"s a clear under-

standing that theze4s a requirement, for them to do soo,

Nell, gentleman, I'e made every effort, used

$ 0

every resouxce known to me, to get —to tzy to get a

responsive answer to those questions, and X've failed, So

X4m gust. going to let. it zest thexeo

That is not a response to that series of questions,

No~ X'm not- going to let it zest thereo Just so

that the recozd is complete, X'm going to direct you gentle-

'men to respond to the questions Now, if them is doubt in

your mind about what the question is, tell me. But'ight
'ow .you have standing before you a Board order directing you

. to be responsive to that sexies of questionso

j6 A 'Nitness Long) Sir, would you xe-ask the question?

$ 8

20

* Q .'-. There were'a series of questions, but X will
I

restate 9.t and szpla9Jl ito .I';:z.
X'm not asking you you'e alxeady been ".given

;;;."'an opportunity'o say that the language on page 9 expz'esses

-,your .'concept of the situationo Xou believe thit,is sin
~ g C

.. accurate statement And X4m not quarreling with thaC'o

25

My question was a much more limited, one:.

as ou haveXn the course of your employ, y
'. discussed this statement with your colleagues and w9.'Ch
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yourself and maybe even with CPsL, have you used other terms

to express this -idea? Have you used other words? .I'm

seeking words here X'm. txying to learn whether this is a

euphemism, or, perhaps as you mentioned Friday, a more candid

expression of this idea

Now,, is there any confusion about- what X mean

'here? I understand what your opinion is along th'is 1ine, X.

thizOc you'e articulated that well enougho But that wasn'

my questiono

Ny question was'hat-- words, other than the words

'' appearing on page 9, have been used to express this idea?

Now, if the question —no one has objected to

the question.. It will be given proper weight. by the Board,

Xt, will be surrounded in the record by what you mean, what

you want, to say,, Xf a word less than favorable has been

'used along this line full opportunity will xemain to explain

. it.
Xn the meant&ac, X have been frustrated and

'defeated- trying to get an answer to that question.

So neat you axe under dixection. to provide a'

~ r
. answer,

A' Hro Chaixman~ I can thhQc of no=other words that

have been used—
A11 right, that~s an answero

—to describe that That's the best'ord that X
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could useo And conservative to me may mean a lot different

gust the same as in politics,
3 X'm not talking about meaning, X'm talking about

A Xt's not a euphemism~ X would not, think,

'Q Xf you can-think of no other words which'ave been

7 used" to describe this point, then that's an answer to my

'question.

X think conservative is the best word that X can

$ 0 . think ofo

That's not the question. The question est Hhat

has baen used? Mxat have people heard from their mouths in

; expressing this idea2- That is the questiono
(. ~

How, do you know of any other expression+.that
' have'.been used2

)6

17

L
")'i

A
I

lf ~

t il '

don't recall any other

AXl right That's a response to my question

j8

19

20

Now, hew about you, Mr, Dance2
I

''.A (Witness Dance) CouM X prepare you an answer2

'Q Certainlyo You'e under a direction to 'xespond

to the questiono

Right,o

BY DRo XsBRDS t

Just so we don'0 get hang up on anything else,

X'm very interested in this also, and X want to make sure
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when the. Chairman uses the word euphemism that that doesn'C

get so delimited that we don't get a response that ve want,

X vant to add, to that that Che word euphemism in

my mind means also code woxdso Xt also means synonymso. Xt

. also means any adjective used to describe Che management of
~) )<)

' MSL wi;thin Che intent of that sentence.

So X don't want to, you know, come back and have

.)0

j1

12

= 14

)9

20

a. response that, there vere no euphemisms usedo X wa'nt to

.' 'm'ake 'sure of Chat, And X don't knov how else to say-it
r

But X vill add to my statement that X vant any
I *

:,-synonym of any of the words X used to be included in thato

;:.-"X,think that will get it broad enough —you Rnov, lawyer-
T. )~

;.;=-'Like', they use 14 words to say the sama thing.. That'

:*;"to catch all these things

A The reason why X say X would like Co prepare you
'I

,.:-".,'an miswer is because you say we'e been unresponsive thus
C

)

~ .)

BT CHAXRMM SHXTHe
)

9 Yes 8m~ Xeng~ X think, in his final answer is

nov responsiveo He doesn't Know of any And if you don'

21 > .-know o'f any, okay But don't explain—

A (Hitness Long3 Xt is not a euphend.sm, nor would

X say< in viev of what Dx Xeects explained> X don't think

it is a euphemism at all Xt's not, intended to be a code

word ox nean someChing else hidden somewhere



0
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But you see you4re still missing one of the finer

points of the cgxestion.

The cgxestion is not only asking about your ideas

and whether you view it as a euphemism, but I'm asking what

. words have actually been employed, whether you agree with

them or not. Shat words have actually been used2

7 = 2L I!ve heard the word tough, for eemnp3.e, which
" 'e have used a couple of times, And that may be my own

interpretation, because they have been tough/ I think+

'dealing with is'sueso You know~ Chat sort of thing

But I know of no substitute for the words I'e
$ 2

' heardo

SY DRo XRBDS!

15

18

20

9 You'e still missing the Chairman's pointo His

point is not that you have you know of another substitute

:fax that word, but he's asking you if I had a tape recorder

'and X had. Chat tape recorder running and X selective'ly
': looked through what it recorded> what words would X find
' on that tape recorder to descr93m conservative management~.,

:;.. tosh in dealing, and all the things we'e been talki'ng about

':-'in that sentence

Xs that now what you'e asking2.

BY CHAXBKQf SMITHS
hr

~ k" 0
PI

. Q X want words, words

:or written, as the case may be»

that have been used, spoken
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(Nitness Long) And X know of no other wordso

That, sir~ I think is responsive

On page XQ'of your written testimony, on the

second answer Co the second question, where you say:

"Xmplem ntation of QA/QC controls over the

conduct of maintenance at Brunswick has shown Little
improvemento"

is that what you intended Co say, or did you intend to say

little impxovemsnt, or a Little improvement? Xs that, a

30 .term of~ in common parlance< when you might. say someone has

shcem little improvement you are indicating an unsatisfactory

amount of improvement'

Mould you explain what, is meant by that sentence2

$ 7

18

'$S

Zf it means )ust that, we wi11 let it goo I )ust want to

make sure that the meaning is clear

A (Hotness Dance) X think they have made great

strides in the improvement of the control over the mainten-

, aiice area» However< as explained in the answer Co the next

question~ we have continued to find non-compliance in the

:: aiea of maintenance controls

That's primarily why the word the texm little"
was used»

Q Xt is a studied tenn, theno You didn't leave out

24 any words g or anyt2~g, Xt was intended to mean that,

little improvement, a small amount af improvement'
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A Yes. Hell,

0 Mould you say the idiom of Little improvement woul

be inadecpxate improvement?

A Me've had much improvement, but X still have

problems with ito- So~ therefore~ I don't want to say that

we have had great improvement because it hasn'0 been 'fully
implemented, So, the'refore, I could characterize it as

Xn the second answer —the first answer to the

first guestS. on on page l3. ~ in the middle of the page~ you

states

"Implementation of the program has, often

resulted in 'a slower timetable than we would like
Could you give us some cpmntification of that

if it4s possible? How have they fallen short of your

': desires? And~ of course< you are using the word "like

'$8

20

there. Xt, would be a sort of subjective term,, X would

imagine,

Xet me ask you this! Xs the use of the word
L

"Like" a sub)ective term? %hay have not fallen short of
the requirements of Law, have they?

A (Hotness hongj I think this is something Like

"druthers " Qe do see areas of improvement ~ It's not, a-

matter of compliance They do meet the rectuirements Bat

we often see things that we would prefer or like to see
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slight1.y differentg or done much bettero

A (Hitness Vance) The current emmple. that comes

Co mind is the hnp3.ementation or the corxectiv action

imposed has not been fully effective at this point in time
I

'.Co prevent the occurrence from happening again> or to get

:..a ready or rapid change to a design~ for instance,

He refer in our testimony to the conCrols over

the HPCX room bulkhead doors,, Although they had established

achainist~tiva controls i although they have initiated
.'changes to put the alarms on those doors,, it has not been

~ -. fully.y effectiveo

8o, therefore< X t3dmk their. response is 'slower

than ve wouM likeo

0 Xt's a term that would be difficult to quantify,

theno Zt is more a subjective than a professional conclusion

9 On page 15< I think the anewr Co this is,,clear.

, j a'car< 'that in Banuaxy 1977 Rsgion XZ confixmsd management.

.- qaali'fication had met, AHSX H18 7, Their confixmatioa is
t:"

thde inspection that +as the subject of Mr, chessman's memo?

That's correct

And the subsequent letters from Hxo Long to CPUT

Yes,

Excuse, me, X don'4 recall the manes from Long to

CPSI Chat you referred to,
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Mell, X'llbring that up, X have a question on

Some of the matters raised hy Hro Messman vere

then~ X believe~ incorporated latex on in a letter from Hro

S Long to CPSXo

So your testimony doesn't reach thato and"X may

7 be ttnmg. And ~hen X bring that up XeI3. be corxected

X think this is attached to Nr CantreII's

10

,.:testimony< but X will come to that.

X would like fox you to go to the ANSX Standards;

„
i'4 you have Cham before you, and give us an examp1e of ~e

,.'.ta y t 8 ~, K%I I 9 tb
li

'.-"tech specs of Brunswick hear that differs fxam one that's
'. solely ctesirableo

Neer, X had this question prepared before X-

understood that the SRO and RO positions desirablci wYiire

2o240

'2$

apparently uniqua Co Brunmeick~ But even so, X mould IQce

'o have an explanation of ham ~ end up in tech 'sp'e'cs Mth

cU6icretionary or optional data> and show me hm an MSX
r ' t en'ds up in the tech spec, and give me an

earn@le of personnel +here a certain level of achievement-

's'equiredo
The'ech specs for Brunswick vere the 1971 AHSX,

, and Chat is one that is that corrects
~ M I% ~

HR~ RBXS! Mr> Chaixman, these gentLeman> X
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think if you incpxize further, you wK11 find don4t prepare

tech specs, and they axe not involved except in making

recommendations to what, should be in tech specso

CHAIRS SMITHS'o I'm asking the wrong pane12

MRo REXSc You're asking the wrong panelo

47

CHAIKCLS SSXTHt All righto

They of course have testified to that several

times novo

DRo LEEDS! In fact, it's on page
13'Y

CHAXRKQf
SMITHS'2

'13

16

18

19

20

23

9 You explain, beginnong on page 24, how the civU.

.." penalaty came about And~ of course~ we have as part 'of

;.staff!s exhibit., all the correspondence on the civi1 penalty+

:„garlier in your testimony, or on examination, you also

;-''~lained that CPM has never had a violation> or<."X';.:tdd.nk

-:.:., the t'estimony was that Brunswick and Robinson have 'nestor
'~;'f",

''k„"gjcui~violations which demonstrated the needo An'ca:.I
)Vnf', '-

s ~ '

piight have had a mis impressiono I thought a civ9.X penalty.

.'",M second to the worst thing that could happen"to -a'.~'ility
';;.koli&hg a license< the worst thing being having the',,'J9,'cense

:" Qeiked.

tnt an l vscng sheet this2 h civil pcmaIQ:, then,'-

,.-'gjvolvns non compliances of a category less than violation2

: j<g': 5 (%itness Xeag) Sir< the civil penalty is 'an

'- "enforcemsnt action< and it may be based on any oC the 1evels
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of violations or non-compliance infractions, a violation
berg the most severe infraction typical in a deficiency,

minor'non-compliances, Xt's purely on the magnitude or the

$ 0

,32

, numbers and the cunmIativa significance of all of those

!.roo compliances

Xf one inspection< for emunple~ revealed "an
I

-:, unduly large number of non comp3.iances, this sometimis'u1d

indicate 'the need for escalated enforcemento- 'he civil
'..'.'penilty is a type of escalated enforcemanto

Q So it couXC be that non»compliances belev the

: level of vioLation have a cpm',Lative 'effect of' situation
(

'greater than a single violation, for emmple'g

A )3 'A Xt could beo,one violation probably +auld not

necessarily< X imagine> rarely in itself~ result in a civil
l5 penalty~ because so many things axe not clearly the xesult

'l7

;of bad management or neglect< or that sort of thingo:.

But maybe 10 non compliances of the infraction
. category would be significant< wauM indicate a need for

20

some Jihad of a'dditional controls

0 Then Let's go to that question as +as raised on

page, 30'n
your table there X note that there axe no

violations in the first @cero And than ve had, as far as

infractions are concerned this is for both plants+ hut

Unit 2 was alone in 1975 and Unit 1 begins in 1976 —but, at
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the infraction leal X have 17 infrai~ons in 1977, and for

1978'= fox a parC of the year, Chere were 13. And when

Hro d'Meill was examining you on Chat, X intexposed in Chexe

that, that is for a part of a yearp and it carrot be

measurecL exeMlyo

So< based upon what was available Co ma~ X txied

. Co make the most recent calculation, and X extractecL from

your testimony somsplace Chat. for the most complete 12 month

,-.pex'iod available Co us~ October 1, 1977 Co September 30,

Bp question isa

Xs Chat significant2

ir Co say that CMsX believe it would be fa
" represents a clbination of thingso

1978> Chere- are 18 infractions~ which is an increase

One+ most certainly< is an increase in the

inspections, particularly in the area of security safeguards,

where X4m not sure of the number right, offhand in Chat.

'arear'ut it definitely would indicate an increased
5

> inspection effort,
The number in itself, the increase, would not

indicate a ma/or change for the worse„,

A (%itness Dance) X don~t Chin3c Che nuQmr 18 and

: "9 is significanto Xt~s pretty mach in

0 Xn the first, place~ am X coxrect about. Chose

numbers'2 Frankly< at this moment X cannot, )ustify Chat
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number XS. X have 3.est my source of that numbero

Xt's on page 31, six, That's the source,

'All righto Yes,

31

16

17

20
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2 ebl And the s~ae is true of deficienci s. Xf 5, 7

and 9 axe significant, would you please tell roe about it?
A Nhen it. comes to deficiencies, if you can just

consider deficiencies as failing to document, it is almost

in that category in all cases, so deficiencies would be of

very little significance..

Xf you were referxing to a numbe.'." that you could

use to get a 'rend, X think primarily the infraction numb'er

would have more mean'ing.

c3 Q Page 23 'n answer to the second question, the

question being:

"Xn. view of your staffing observations

do you. believe CPGL capable of managing Sheaxon

Harris?"

And you give what X view to be a qualified

answer, and X'm not pushing you to say Yes or No if the

>8

$ 9

qualified answer is the correct answer. Hut X would observe

that there is no Yes oz No answar there. Are you able to say

Yes?

All,right. The answer and question pertain to

the radiation protection area. This answer was prepared by

our radiation protection people. This was their words Ne

didn't want to reflect upon ito
The do qualify later in their testimony in the

next few questions having to deal with their concern of
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whether CPGL can maintain a staff of tacnnicians in the

radiation protection area.

HY DR LHHDS

Excuse ma for interrupting hare.. Do you say that

that question. deals with radiation protection
.alone'es@

sire

Q Xs there * similar question in the document for
staffing just. in genera12

A I can endorse the sama question other places and

I think wa have addressed it other places, but that question

specifically. was to zadiation protection.

BY CHAIRS SLiXTH:

Mow I think the question has to be modified'hen

$4 because the question seems to ba a general question

MR. REIS: Hz Chairman, can I refer to the last
few pages, like pages 67, .68 and 69, where wa try t'o bring

this all togathar2 X agzea that, it probably should have bean

18 in the second question but, the top question is directed toward

f9

20

radiation protection, and we tried to break this up as wa

show in the testimony.

Bafoza this wa showed that we looked at various

areas and we ara talking about, various areas, and then, when

we gat to the back: we bring it all together again. Pad that'
the scope of tha testimony~ I'm sorzy it didn't coma through

that clearly.





CHKXK1AH SHXTH: Yes't does come through. X'm

aware what the ultimate conc3.usions of the witnesses are,

but, E am a little bit concerned about. specific questions

remaining dangling, and when it is our xesponsibility to see

those and clarify theia. THey'e exp3.ained it..
X've seen in the past questions that refer to

proposed findings that. are outside the context of the who3.e

testimony. That,'s why it is desirable to clarify these

"9 things.

M'HAXBNM SIXTH:

So in any, event you view that question to be one

relating to radiation pxotectionP

14

15

A (Witness Dance) Yes, I do

Q On page 26 we have a statement similar to those
4

that have been made throughout your testimony and other

testimony, and that, is:
~ ~ ~ .CPEJ (is) committed to meeting

security requirements. ~ ~
."

That's the first answer And there again X'm

gg interested if you intend 'that answer in terms of personal

motivation, ox are those couuaitments baoked up by the manage-

ment structure and the resources, or botM Just what do you

mean by "committed~'P

X mean that they axe committed to meeting the

xegulationsg the security regulations is a pretty in-depth
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4 program. They may not agree wifm, the depth of the regulation

but I thiuk the regulation is clear and they are committed

to mee'cing.that regulation.

That is the individual officials of CP&J who are

in charge of the responsibility'f meeting security require-

ments, in your view have- the personal raotivatian to meet

them?

Motivation.And requirement, if I might add

Yes o

$ 0 Yes+

And also the resources?

Yes ~

Ãe'have a similar question about. Robinson on

page 28 in which, as I observe — I was mistaken. I had

observed this page during Nr O'Neill's cross-examination

Xn Robinson< the rate of infractions for 1978 has

increased to 12. t~e don.'t have the full year of '78.

Ny question is— I'm talJd.ng about your testiMony

and. the table on page 28 ~

A I see the table but I don'0 see 12

Q Right. Because X'm referring to the rata of
infractions. '76 is six infractions, '77 is nine. 1978 tiuvug

August would be eight. And my point is if that same rate were

to continue throughout. —were to have continued duoughout

all of 1978 it would. have ended up at 12 which, on a graph,



0
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O ah 5 would, be a rather snaxp ascending line.
A 'his would he a proper time for me ~m correct. the

table.

On page 28—
Maybe I'm missing som U>ing here in this testimony

but I view 1976 as a full calendar'ear, 1977 as a full
calendar year, 1978 as two-thirds of a calendar year

I'd like to make it a full year.

Okay~ That; is what it is'P

iso I would like to change the numbers to make it;.

a.full year

That's fine Thank you.

On the enforcement

of infractions fox '78 for'he
table on page 28, the number

full year is„10; fox defi-
ciencies it is five. So if at. the top of that table. for
'78 delete "Thru August)."

'l7, While we'e on. the page, go up to the reportable

occurrences.

How about deviations2'id you give deviationsP

No change

Q On the,same page, page 28, under reportable

occurrences> the number for 1978 is 30. -Also delete 'Thru

August" after 1978

So if we wsxe to slice off time 'periods. for a

comparison, the final four months of 1978. was a decline as
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far as rate of these non-compliances is concerned?

A As far as any trend there, X don'. think you see

any trend X think they are at about. the faix'iddle where

they'e going to be

Q That's my basic question Xs there a trend here2

X think not,,

Okayo

On page 41, gentlemen, again there's a question,

the last question and answer an the page. Xt's a question

which, if it. can be answered Yes or No> ox'f it can be

a'nswered Yes, as seems to b'e the tenox of the explanationg

would you indicate that, please? Can you give a Yes or Ho

answex'o the last question on that. page2

X can say No~

You can say No? X 'see

HR. O'NBXLL: Just to clarify that., >fr Chairman/

will you refer specifically to the question? Xs that an 41?

CHAXRMAR SbfXTH: The last question:

"Do their. facts support opinions con~

trary to yours?"

And the answer is, now, No.

"The opinions expressed are. based.

. et ceterao

aY CHAXamm ~CH:

Would that be fair?
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eb7 (Witness Dance) Yes.

Q At, page 43 X think we may have a typo in the .

answer to the first. question, the last sentence in the answer

to the first guestion-

"Qualifications of plant staff and

nondestructive testing personnel are routinely,

checkedy..."

$ 0

Did you intend. to say "assure" ?

"Assure

le EBNXN: Excuse me The substitute word

instead of —7

CHKXRHM SMXTH: "Assuxe" instead of "issue "„

1Qt ERllXH: X sea Thank you.

BY DKo LEEDS
'5

Q Mr. Dance, let me step in here just for a second.

X didn't find an answex in your answer to the question The

T7 question was a

TS "Do the persons at the operating plants

have the qualifications to do this jobP"

And X found statements that they have the means

p~ to evaluate> and that. the qualifications at the plants axe

gp checked, but X didn't hear whether or not they do have

2S qualifications

A (Hitness Dance) Are you referring to a specific

gg questionp
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Yes, on page 43 ''m sorry.

You see the last sentence. The answer to that

might be Yes, you found it out or you Qidn't find it out X

can't tell from this— X have no way of knowing what the

answer to the.question is

A That's the last question on page 432

Ho f sir. Xt' at the top of the page> thhe same

question the Chairman was talking about, the last part. X

have no way of knowing from that what tice response is.
Do they have the qualifications or don't they2

Yes, they do

Yes Pine.

BY CHAIRMAN SHXTH

9 Page 44, the first answer'here which is espon-

sive to the last question on page 43 says:

l7

"Does CPSL have a method of checking

and seeing that these incipient problems are dealt

with2"

1S

,20

And. you say Yes.

- Then in reference to Robinson you come up with

the final conclusion:

1 gQ

"This program seems to be working."

That seems to be less than a positive answer, but

if that is the way you intend it, okay.

A I can also substitute:
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~ ~9 "This programma, 'n our view, is working."

On page 47; the first answer to the first ques-

txoIlg you say "

"Has CPsL in tAe past experienced a

high turnover rate in the upper and middle manage-

ment of it" operating nuclear. facilities2"
And your answer is that:

.in 1975 and 1976, (Brunswick)

had a higher turnover than might be expectedo"

fo while Robinson's was relatively stable
's

there any way in which we can compare the

f2 turnover of high and middle «- X mean uppex and middle

management with any national or regional statistics?

f4 Now I'e heard your testimony that it's hard to

f5 compax'e plants because plants are different, but are there

fe any statistics available to us which would pexmit a quanti-

tative comparison?

fS None that I'm aware of, no/ six.
Do you have a view, an opinion, of how this might

py compare nationally?

2T A Does a- View" mean "opinion"2

/

r

Yesg an opiniQDe

Yes, X have an opiniono

For the '75 « '76 time frame X think it would be

higher than normal.





But you couldn't quantify it any more than tha.t7

No y sir a

When you work. with management on the problem of

turnover of personnel, if you were to assuae at any one

moment a finite supply of technically qualified personnel

for upper and middle management, in your working .with them to

correct this pxoblem, would you take into account that if one

plant is understaffed and you caused them to bring a supply

from other places that you may be taking qualified people

from other plants2 Xs this ever taken into account when you

work with reactor operators on their staffing2

A No

You. just expect them to keep properly staffed,

and it, is their responsibility> the staffing7

Yes

Sizq if I might add to that last answezt we are

aware that CPGI has two plants Nhile let's say we'e not

concerned about them obtaining personnel from another area,

we aze aware that they don't rob from one plant to supply the

other one and leave the other one below their qualifications,

so we'ze looking at either plant to be properly qualified

Yes ~

Ne've had quite a bit of testimony about the

eight positions, supervisory'evel positions at Brunswick

in which the tech'pecs require or state that SRO senior
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reactor operator licenses are desirable»

On page 53 there are actually 27 SROs at.

Brunswick. Bow the point I'm making here is the testimony

may have given the impxession to people who nd.ght read this

record or be familiar with parts of this record that there

is onLy one SRO over there at Brunswick, and really that was

not the case There are 27 SROs there currently; is that

correct2

As of the time we wrote our testimony in October,

that s the numbex

Do you regard that, over-all as an adequate number2

Yes g I do»

The question might be one of distri&ution but

<4
the total number of SROs in your view is adequate2

$ 5

$ 7

Yes»

Zs the same true with ROs, reactor operatoxs2

Yes~ it iso

18



k
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. RB/mphl
'2

go 250

On page 54 —no„ X have no questions on page 54.

Let's go to pageF50.

You indicate on page 60 —my summary of it is
the general answer on page 60 and 61. indicates 'that. a
F'

problem of fu11 management attention being fecu'sed on

"op'e'rations sti11 persisted after our hearing in October of
\

77 g but the trend in repetitive occurrences is decreasing.

No+ knowing what you In'bout the m'ana'gement.
P ~

of CPsL Sn the operational area since the hearing, only +hat

you kaav- since the hearing, this is almost an impossibility,

but would it have changed your testimony in October of '77@
F .

.'kiuniiag what you knaer nowt

', A Ho.

f4 You still feel that your testimony was basically
'so

un'6

X do~.

f9

2'f

Yes.

—is yet to be solved, as X understand LC. X

'Rhckn,"it is sti11 a pending problem.
F

Had'ou, known in October of'977 that it would,

9 htov. there 8 one item'hat )ust co@88 to mSJld to
i

'me,'nd there may be others Scar this gust pops in my mind;

when X read the testimony of, X t2xink it was Mr. Banjus'nd.

Uttley.'n the Applicant'a testhaeny,, that problem 'of'. th'
"~ .1,

'PCX. 'uB&ead deox, AM that be a 'good desc'r'iption—

F«l,

'q

0«t
~ ~

~ 4

FFF P W F'~ ~, E F« h *
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BB/mpb2

"3

still be unresolved so long in the future, wou36 that have

affected your )udgment any?

That one event would not.

So that you don't th~4 in itself is typica12

A X think —X have confidence on that particular

'item, that in the interim until we get the final resolution

of the alarm on the door that it is being checked an'd

'onfirmedthat the doors are closed at least once a shift
How long have we bean wrestling with that'roblem

or', let me 'say, how long have you been wrestling with 'that

p'roblem2

$ 2 Gse, at l.east two years.

9 Hell, it gust seems to me that X couM ge to a

'h'ardware store and come up with a bell-thing that would

~ 16

somehow make a noise X could train my dog to bark when that

. 'door is opened. And X would like an explanation for 'it, you,

know, )ust how does it happen that that problem is st'i3,1

even being discussed here today2

l9 Ne11, X can see why it's being cKscussed, in =

20 retrospect, but being discussed today as an outstanding

problem. How does t?d.s oceae to pass? Can you give us more

of a narrative explanation for that2

A You'e asking me why it has taken so lang 'to

insta3.1 ala3ms on the door I think that's the issue. And

X don't have an answer for that.
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mpb3 BY DR~ LEEDS:

Let me pump in here for gust, a second and make

sure that X understand the problem.

what si"e door are ve talking about2

A normal size door.

Does it look like that door over there2

jo

No. Xt's a ship-type door.

A ship-type door.

BY CHAXEjAN SMXTH

With dogS on it2
Yes.

BY DR~ LEEDS.

So if you filled the compartment with mater

you ~uldn't have leakage into the other 'compartment. 'hat'
why the door is there, is it,for fire protection2

A Ox

flooding.

Or flooding.

js Maw Iet ne go and look at @hat would it take «o

run s'cene conduit facy a source of electricity to +here'his

door is. Xs there a source of electricity in the xoohi, or

do you have to cut holes in concrete or something 1.ike'hat

to get it in2

A 'he resolution that vas being pursued was 'to

a1aaa in the contxol roore

Okay e
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jO mpb4 Is there a source of electricity 'to 'that door?

Res, there is.
g , Zs there a path in conduit or something like

that to get to the control room?

,A Z'm sure there are several.

So X could.run wires2

'A We3,1, X don't know about that.

%lail, what would I run if X didn't run wires2

Nor

ta Your question, as X understood it, could you

use the existing conduit< and X don't know'about that.;

12 Q Okay

Are there s~axe wires installed, somewheres that;

: X.'cou1ck get to,. so that, X'ould pick up sccae spar'es

to ran, the connection2

16 X don'0 Rnow ~ - 1 f

29

20

" conduit,

" is: that
''',"'"'A

Xf X had to chop holes in the floor and ruhr the

—or in the. ceiling or in the walls or whaler it i
a major task2

That in itself is not a ma)or. task. Xt's'~t as

'Maniple as one wall'. But it's a- manageable tick
--' - - 9 Do X have to penetrate any compartment seals,

7' I Fgi llllR th X.

have'ny reaL tricky penetrations to make2

''- I wouldn't call them «tricky«'.

~c ~ ~i
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Q So X couLd almost get some noxmel —in other

words, the installation of alaxms here is not a:fantastically

complicated problem. Xs Chat right2

X Chink Chat Chat @as the import of the

Chaixman' question

X Chink it is pxobably more complicated Chan

ve're saying.. But X'd characterize it like you say

Okay.

10

Let me ask you the gut cpxestion, Chen. Scaae-

times X get.. a feeling for how complicated things are if X

knez@ ho+ much it. cost.

'f2

13

14

16

Hex much would it cost to put the alaxms in?

X don t lQlove

DR. LEEDS: Excuse me fox'nterrupting.
BY CHAXBM SMXK

Do you still believe it is unnecessary or un-

'17 .

js

desirabla Co incorporate the bsLUchcmd door ennunciator

~ problem into tech specs?

Pirst, X'm imputing to you a belief Chat it ms

20 unnecessaxy in Che first instance, which X believe—
'"'A X tkd.nk it was proper ta incorporate" it in the

tech spec

Z4

Xt dkould have been incorporate@?

X Cl~k it, would have been proper,, yes.

So was Chat a change of attitude on your part?
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mpb6 Zoo

9 NeLL, when the matter was fir'st 'r'afsed-

appears in several testimonies and X can't identify it, so

X'm going to rely upon my memory, and please corr'ect me,

but consideration was given to making it a part o'f the

tech specs, and then that, consideration mes abando'ned

because it was hoped that CPSX would proceed in due cIo'urse

and so1ve it.
, ~

$ 0 A Ho, that's correct We made the reccmmendation

12

that it be incorporated in the tech specs,

Q You did?

Yes-.

So the recommendation started at least as 'far

as'o'u.

And how high did it go?

Xt vent to our headquarters.

$ S

20

ab M Ih L ~ht X

bee'n 'adopted, they viewed it was not necessary to incorporate

it in the tech specs.

So your oxigina1 vicar remains unchanged

Has it strengthened any in 1ight of the long togae

~ it has taken to soLve the problem?

X think it strengthens that our originaL
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mpb7 recommendation would have been proper.

What is the RCXC problem —we )ust got done

with the HPCX'ulkhead door, HPCX being H-PM-X.

Now what is the
RCXC2'A'eactor

Core Xsolation Cooling systim.

10

9 The Applicant, aov, in their testimony has

:explained the delay.

Did you read their explanation of that'P

I did, but X don't recall it.
'Q. 'y question would have been are you 'satisfLed

kith th'e explanation.

So would you find out what it is2 X think it
related to that the problem could not be addressed when the

temperature —the problem could not. be addressed out of
season, because of temperature differentials.

17

MR. aOmS: Th t's HPCX.

CHAXRMAM SMXTH: ]Recuse me

BY CHAIRMAN SHAH!

Mould you find, the explanation for the RCXC

'0
MR. TEN%3RXDCE: Do you want to do that nowt

CHAXRMAM SMXTHe. X think we can do it, during the

'

Q
end lE

Ttd.s would be a good. time for a break He'l
CaRe a 15 minute break

(Recess.)
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CEKXK&tT SMXTH: During the recess X called back

to the Panel office~ and X leaxned that the inguxy to'rs,
Bright +as rather severe, Xt4s done a lot, of damage to her

hip~ and she's undergoing surgery, and Hro Bright, simply vill
: not be able to goin us for this session at all. He is

i

, needed thereo

So ve MXL continue under the cyxorum ruXe for

this veeko And, of course, you knew the vay the quorum
r
"rule mrks, the missing member of the Boaxd gust reads the

transcript but participates fully in the decisiono

BY CBAXBMM SKH%a

'j8

20

{? Cn page 67 Mere you'e referring to the examples

of Rabinson management responsiveness f since the tiime Df

@Reparation of your testimony have any other examples

>'occurredto you that rise to this level of sign9.ficance?

A Qfitness Dence) No~ siro

.A @fitness Xeag) Mo, siz,

Q Thzeughout your testimony you'e stzossing the
(

;- ..;improvement in CP&X's management abilityo On page 70 you
V

:.~ observe that CPGX has been one of the earliest utiXLties to

commit to nuclear power Of course X'm aware ~t so far
as construction is ccncexned, they have had turnkey pro)ects

befoxe But having been in the nuclear business for so

long< do you think that it is a nozmal situation for them

"to continue to have problems with their management abilities,
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or would you have expected by now Chat they should be

farther along than they axe'P

A They axe expanding their involvement in a cga.te

large degree, going from, say, a single plant at Robinson

to two plants at Brunswick and. four at, Harris,

X don't really see a pxoblemo I would not expect
I'

a ma)or pxoblem, because of the tremendous experience that
th'ey'xe gaining in their current operating plantso

The construction "- manage.nt, of Course, is
something that 'we have to obsexcra~ and we wil1 obsexve that

'.very closelyo

Mr Murphy's area of responsibility will rest, in

'.%he construction area,

I don't th9.nk there axe any problems

9 Nell< the creation that it boils down'o ia!
'i =

Have they taken full advantage of their many,

many yeaxs of experience in nuclear pcwer, do you feel2'

I think they havet yes~ sir, DefQd;tele'o...

9 Okay PinaX.Xy~ on page 71, you are getting to
'he conclusionaxy aspects of your testimony, You say" in

. Che beginning'of the first full paragraphs

"The operations portion of this testimony
" contains considerable evidence of weaknesses in the

~ s

~
4

various management controls involved in axeas "

Hmre- we have inspectedo
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veX, 3
j You didn4C have that conclusion in your original

testimony, at least it wasn'C so specifically highlighted,

Could you Cell ma how it happens Co appear here,

and explain @hat circumstances prevailed to have you come

to. this conclusion here, and you didn'C express it so

'pecifically in your earlier Cesthnony2

A 57itness Dance) Of course this testhnony is a

. vastly expanded vsrsion of the first testimony, I Chink

$0

the first testimuu>y did say that they have had numerous

'ioblems;: They have been slav in correcting problems ~,

But in our vievt the changes that have been made

12 :, tp management and Co Che Qh progra~ that Che trail. wa's

: definitely on an up trend

f4

$ 7

18

Does Chat answer the cpxestion?

Hot reallyo But X don'0 tnt if you can give me

.: jm aneeir+ E guess ve're all faced vtth a similar problem<
~ <

., and that is< the first time around it vas )ust another.

'.-; case,'nd this thne it's @squiring more attention on'..'gee

.,'part of .all of uso

Do3s that partly explain your problem2
I

J

Yes p siro

Qfitness Xnng) Yes,

Which raises another things0

Xf you had to devote the same amount of attention
I.' and'time to the managemant aspects of Cho Applicant for a





construction permit in ecLch casey and the Same amount of

time on other issues, wouM ydu be able to do it. with your

present, staffing~ your present responsibilities2

A (Witness Dence) Nel3.~ ve'd be able to do it> but

we ~u14 need to find a way to streamline our effort
A (Nitness Long) Xt should be vexy difficult to

conduct tee parallel right novp because of the staff
limitations Xt's very demanding on manpmero

jo

BY GRo XREDSe

X'm afraid we'e going to have to ga back to the

front part and ~rk our way forward, and

CHAXRNAH SMX9%e Befoxe sm start here~ X do have

soms questionse

37

38

23

Q At the conclusion of questions on this testimony,
t'

„'I have some questions specifically directed to your. original
''-Mstimon'JJ, but X thought ve +auld conclude this aspect'f it

,
I'

~',firQt'o
'l ~

MRo RBXS! Hr~ Chairman, X could e9,ther'ug on
"i 1::a .gP

i -. t..>1
'i "redirect, or xemind you you had a question pen@in'g on .'the

'„reactor coolant injection system,
'c

CHAXRKM SKKTBs Oh, yes, thank you.
C

HXTSESS MNCEa You had asked me befoxe recess
" if X vouM revoir the CPaX description of the RCXC pxoblem~

,;, ep4 whether X agreed with 9.t ~
t



C
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X do agree Pith it, hut viCh one explanat9.one

They are saying that the daily testing of the

RCXC was conducted during this modification process,'nd X

think thi. record shows that this was as a result of our

Lnspecti'on< when they started the incxeased inspects.on<

surveillance of the systemo

l2

BY CHAX~MM SHXTBa

9 Which x|sminds me, for the first time ~ have notC

". discusseck the ultimate course of the heaxing here,
'KLXRNANSHXTHe Does the Staff have in/ pXans

, to address any aspects of the Applicant 8 testQIKRy Mich
hl

~"they 'feel they disagree vith? '

>t

"~ ~ HR.'RXSe Mell, X ve asked the Staff to provide
' ms questiens> and I do intend to ask some questi'ona on ap

-': cion of the Applicant
~-

' 'I

As fax as I did not specifically ask the'taff,

20

2f

you knovy @as them any particulax instance where you

'isagxeed~ hut X did ask them to review it and ixhibit any

'qiestions. they willbring to ma in areas +here their
position is diff'exent

CHLXRNQl SHISH! You don', have any plans yet to

-,.:bring Staff Wtnesses back after the Applicant's Witnesses?

HR RH'IS a Ho~

CELXRKS SHXTHe MeD< then X thhOc it inight be

'an appropriate time to ask this questions
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RB/mpblfles
vel5 2

BY CHitXMRZ SMXTH:

g Xn the areas vhere you have responsibility, is
"Were'nything about the Applicant's testimony tha't'ou mant

''to'bz'izig to our attention that rmuld be in additi'on to the

questions that Couasel is prepared to asks

You have reviewal the App19.cant's t'esthaony,

haveri't you, gentlenen2

' ' (Witness Long) Yes.

A (Witness Dance) Yes, I have.

10 Q Xs there anything in, youx; teshQM1ly that pou

'feel. that the Board should knox about2'isagreements "on

12 'signi'ficant matters2 j
(Witness Long) X had no disagreasmmts or,"any

'prob'lem at all I thought it. >ms rather caaspxe1umsive.

15 Hr Dance 2

(Witness Dance) X don't have any
specifi'c'c4aiyieat

18 Of course,, our tes0Qaony is written 'fr'oh our

'yyigt of view and %~a is mitten from their poin of vicar.

RO

P 1 k V But other than that, I don't have any—
"'"":. "

Q There is nothing you feel compelled to coiie back
P

"on'he stand on and say, Nell, this.is not, the case2' ',

.'-"."',:. ' A Moi

Anything along that line you'e already tiken up
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mpb2

,2

vith Counsel for him to develop on
cross-examinate.on%'R.

REIS: X asked them to supply ~ir questions

to me this evening.

WITNESS QANCEs Maybe this is a point.

Your earlier line of cpxestioning had to do vith
the'PCI alarm doors. X have been informed by CPSX during

the x'ecess that one alarm for one of the Brunsvick units seas

'installed in November, an& the second alarm on the other unit
was 'installed during this current refueling outage. So their

$ 0 ~ position is both the doors are alarmed nav.

Me have not inspected that, area since ee preps~
ed our 'testimony.

BY CHAXK%8

SHIRRED

9 Have I misstated the Applicant's testimony vk.th

'respect.'to the bulkhead doors' Xf I have, X certainly'mt
'the opportunity for the record to be corrected ~

18

~ q ~ .

HR JONES s I don't believe that. you
have.'HAI%4M

SHXGRe All right
'Y CHAXEQQN SHXTHe .

'-'9 And you had asked for time to consider the

2$ 'pmstion I had about the use of other terms. and euphemisms.

Do you still mant nore time
HR 'REXSc Hr. Dance said he mould like .to reply

ihmie'diately after lunch
~ ~

CHAXRHM SHXTH: All right
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mpb3 BY DRe XsEEDS

Q The question about the bu33chead dooxs has

presented another problem to me.

The bulkhead doors must have been a continuing

pxoblem for all this time. Management of XM Region XX has

been aware of it, is that coxrect?

(Hitness Dance) That's corrects

You must have had a concern about 'it;" is that
right?

~ 0 A That 's correct.

There vas an extensive inspection of Brunswick

in January, 3;s Chat correct?

A On the QA progrma?

ra QA'es.
Yes ~

Q Why didn't somebody find out about the b'uXRhead

f7

l8

19

20

2i

'dooM'.in January? Maybe you can't answer Chat. question, but
"'it''est seems strange that here ve came to the hearing and

"iia58dy'sees'to Raov about the buljchead doors ~''m serry,
I

'no"'on'e'is incorrect. Obviously the Applicant kniaer. B'ut

"XsR '-"-'ntil this mcgnent I auld have thought, the b'uXkhead

'CaoÃ problem was still unsolved.
-'' {W9.tness Trig) Mo did state on page'62'hat

'they vere being installed. That was the last positive:
."indi'equation Chat ve had. The inspection, the QA inspection
~ C
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mpb4 was really a management programmatic inspection and uX6

not necessarily look at specific outstanding issues of that

type o

Where on 622

The answer on the addle of the page. The

question:

"Has CPS'aRen action Co rimed the

situation2

"The last information ve have res that

they veee being installed."

Q When cLbR you prepare this?

A (Witness Dance) October

C, > ~

This tsst&honyV

Yes, sir
A

A

(Witness Xamg) Peohably the emR of October,

(Witness Dance) The draft vent in October 20.

17

18

20

Okay'o@,

Let me preface this question by a statement

which' don'C want anyone to take as a statement t?Nt X have

'come 46 this conclusion+ Sot 3Ast'8 say for axcpsssnt purposes

Throughout your Cestimony I Mack pLaces W'ere

-you make statements 10ce you do on page 2 at the bottom of

Che page in the an~ to the aevi to the Last question.

You 'states

25
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I

mpb5

2

the ability and the capabi1ity to run a QA

program for operation. "

I'm not going to talk about the responsiveness

.50

55

52

of that, anstmr to the question. But what X'm concerned about

here is there seems to he a missing piece of information.

Do you have an opinion or have you stated'n
opinion, and if so, point it out to me where you conclude

that they vi11 do this. Xt is a projection of their doing

somiathing that I'm concerned with here.

In other words, you look at them —let me try
to explain that question and I'l came back to 'it again.

You look at them and say they have the ability
'to do X, vhatever X isy continuously throughout the testimony

you make that kind of statement. The question X have 'is do

you have an opini'on about vill they actually do Z.

I have an opinion, and a competent opinion. That

QQ$wBr is pose
' That they will?
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jg
'iBtB/mpbl

4.175

0 Refer to page 19 of your testimony, wtiere y'ou

talk about. posting labeling and control. ELnd a" Che end'f
Chat response it states:

"However the fact that additional

eximples were S.dents.fied appraxLumtely Cwo

months after the latest citaCion seems to

were not. immediately taken."

Hew do X make an evaluation of Chat2 Do you

10 mean that in Cwo months —Chat, they should have solve'd the

'problem in. two months2

l2 No. That, means CMo months after they should

have been,:solved', ve, found other instances where it had not

'been+

Okaye

$ 6 Se Choy should have solved Chose- instances as

'well,'the particular ones Chat are cited2

js A'es
Q Hcv, would a 'conservative 'managemint havs

st.ved Chose 'instances, Chose other instances2

A X. think Che control of these areas'is not a

simple evolution.- Following ChLs. last event, or maybe even

prior to the next to Che last, X'm not sure which, Che're

has been additional steps where these area doyrs have'been

p'ainted a uniquely colored. conspicuous —X don
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mpb2 whether it's yellow or green or what, but it's a reminder

for people, Hey, this is a id,gh radiation door and it has

to be mainta'ined c1osed.

9 One of these was a sampling room or sonetMng

1ike that, wasn't it?
X'm not sure.

Okay'Bt

s see g this was i ~ ~ ~ X have an

report that was issued in June of '78, and on page —"the

report is numbered Region XX, Report number 50-26L/78-13

And 1et's see, is 261 Robinson or Brunswick2

Robinson,

2(re we ta1king about, Robinson or Brunswick'

believe ~ere talking aleut Brunswick.

Me're taLking about Brunswick here. Okay.

HeLl, X mi'ssed my shot, then.
h

Iat, me ask about this report, because X'd 'Like

a feeLing fax whether or not this is in important thing or

~9 not an 'important thing X puLLed this one gust to see what

20

24

one o'f the things were that you had picked up, and it 'says

on page X2, Posting of Radiation Areass

"buring a tour of the amci1iaxy

building on the evening of June 5, 1978',' '

the inspectors observed that the sample

room radiation area sign wld.ch was on a
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mpb3

2

chain intended to be across the doorway was

hanging beside the dooms, and therefore

not conspicuous. The survey records and

discussion of the licensee representing

acceptable radiation levels in the roan of

five to ten HREMjhour routine3.y and about

15 NREh46mur. while collecting samples. The

'nspector cited this as noncompliance "

Ny cpxestion is< is this'he kind of thD$j'
we'e talking about when ve're talking about posti'ng,

'abe1ingand contro12

i2 A " No —well,", yes and no.

9 . This is not the specific item because this
deals with Robinson and this topic here was Brunswick2

A 'Right, ~ . Sut the one dealing with Brunswick vas.

a high radiation area, which is much higher
radiation.'es.

i9 Okay~

A That is. more of a general control.

9 How at, the bottom of that page you talk about

the offgas system, and it says'

eight years villbe recxuired to make the

system operable~ "



S
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mph4 1

2

Hov long is the plant going to Live2

A X, don't Ran whether we'e on the record as

Saying it's going to Live 40 years or 34 years.

0 So it''omething in that range.

So we'e tcQ3cing maybe one-fourth . to'ne-fifth,
of the plant life to get. thi,s system working, is that,'right2

A Sir,, X think th9.s is an area that Pan'e3; EV is
prepared to address He're not the ones- to set the thee

tabLe for the

10'1QLyo:
So you'e )ust ma1Cng a comment that third 'is the

'vs it is, and you stop there.

A
Yes'll

right.
HR., REXSx X might say that. Mr. Schwencer> when

Pane1 XV gets- ap, v9.LL address that issue.

DR. LEEDS: Okay.

T8 X must say, the C1ML:Lanan has done a thorough

gob kn cutting out my questions, vhich is what he ought. to

20

22

BY DR, LZEDS!
r

g —..On page 47 you refer to Appendix C of your

te'stimony, and let's see, Z tidmk X.!ve asked you abo'M the

organization atmrt, the organization chart, xight2

A (%itness. Dance) Yes. Xou've asked some
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mpb5 i questions. I don't 1m'hat your cpxestion is.
I gust wanted to make sure I had gotten it in.

Xt's th'e same cgxest9.on.

I couldn't remember whether I had askect you or

Mr. 1h.ownlee, Mr. Srownlee, Mr Mxrphy, and that. pane3,.

Well, let me ask the cpxestion, and we'L solve

the problem.

Refer. to Figure 6.2, 6.1-1, the managemont.

organisation chart. I understand from the session last
'week that, the manager of Corporate Muclear Safety an'd the

manager of Corporate Quality Assurance Audit has been

collapsed into one person now.

With that change, is this your understandi'ng

of the CPSX organisation?

Yes.

9 Thank you

Now if you refer to Axqmndix A to your testimony,

and' have a note here it''age 19, 'and this is a response

~:to Hr. Xeng's Letter to the inspectors in Region II. 'It saysx

"I would Sike to ask CP&L management'f Brunswick aucpaented offgas system will'e
operative. "

Have you all asked himP Have you all"asked

CPS'hen it willbe?

A They have sahara.tted a report to NRR -0tati|xg that,
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mpb6 X. believe.

What is Mr. Bux'ke's posit9on2 Who is he2

He's an inspector at Surzy at present.

And he has not been on Brunswick for'. wMle2

No, no, he hasn'.
X would thQQr. he's questioning the long eight

'yeax's o

Okay

So he's not questioning whether or not it is now,

$ 0 'hut he's concerned about the time period2

Yes X think that's what he's addressing.

Okaye

That finishes me.

BY CHAXHHM SMXTHc

X have some questions that go somewhat beyond

- .yo6r vritten testimony.

17

j8

X've already asked you if your conclusions of
,'porn. original testimony have changed, and you'e indicated

r

they; have not

20 s ~ Xs there any part of your original testimony that
—X think you'e already made one correction in your direct

~ vritten testimony. Are there any additional changes'you

might vent to make in your original testimony2

(Witness Dance) X have three pages X vanted to

s ~ s
' '



mpb7 On page 7—
Wait a minute.

so that the record is better organized let s

refer both to —let's mfer to Board Hchibi 3.0, which is
Volume 2 of the X&A reports page 7 of your testfhmny is page

$ 0

Did you say 7P

7 g yeso

'Xt's page 21 of Board ~obit. 10.

F11 right
On the second line, it's gust a typogxaph'ical

error. JuLy 13 should he July 31.

On page —let,'s see, it's 14 of the'riginal.
Xt must he about page 28 of that, where there is a table

at"the top.

Okay.

t top line is corrected ia this present.

20

testimony, hut X could give it to you if you weuM 1Qc'e it
:at,.this poiat,

"Q All right Qo ahead.

"" ""'"A Under the HPCX Inoperable, the number aced'ss

~ the'hree positions should he 18 under 1975, no
chinge'u'nde'r

1976, under 1977 the number should be 5{8), not'"l8 .
lhr 1e .g Mait a minute,

Ry note is X pick th9,s up from page 56'of your
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mpb8

3

Okay. 'ine. Thank you.

And on the next page, the numbers in the first
Line, the first,'two Tines, Enfoxcement History, 33 should

be '35 for l975. The number 25 should bs 33 in,l976, ind I'l
h'ave to check the '77 nmahar.

9

end lg 10.

MR EBNXH: Foz'6 23?

WITNESS DANCE: 33»

MR. ERRXM: And 35 for '752

NXTQESS DANCEc Yes.

*

18.

22

24



5

4

0
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lh ebl f Those are the corrections X have identified today.

BY CHAXHihM SlkXTH:

On page 32: of your direct written testimony in

4 this proceeding-» Oh, no, excuse=me. Theat's page 32 of Panel

Xn explaining how the testimony wa's prepared you

sayc

f2.

"X summarized the inputs and rexlected

my own experience Xn my view> full weight 'was

given to all comments including ?Ir. Cantrell's

recommendation to condition the license. X did not

agx'ee with his recommendation . ~
"

. to condition the license.

f4 Xs- that tne only significance that.you saw in his

c5'eport2
Didn't you see othex things, other than simp3.y the

recommendation for conditioning which you felt were signifi-

f7 cant that you did not, include2

(iH.tness Dance) No

Mould you like me to amplify thatP

All,'x ight.

2f X thought the A.75 testimony did ref3.ect, that CPSL

had hack pxoblems, repeat items They had been s3.ow in

correcting pxoblems, but that the trend was upward and'that

we found their program acceptable.

When th'e'Board became aware of tkr. Cangrell's notes
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and. his statement to Counsel that he cLidn't feel h's views

were reflected, wa noted —X noted that —we discussed-

it —that you had depended rathez heavily on Mr CantreU.'8

report to you. Sometimes you used almost the same woxding

Yes

So it was clear that you thought 6Vae'his cammmxts

were worth bringing to the Board, but you omitted soma things

that we thought were important. These were the things that

had, the potential of being important and these were tha

things wa brought. to the Commission's attention.

And.one'of them was that you indicated that tge

overtime problem extended- The extended work weeks went on

foz. a mattez'f weeks and months, while Hr Cantrell s x'aport

>4 was that this problem extended for years. And I think that
the testimony here in thi's remanded hearing does support the

fact that. the overtime problem.did extend fox a question of

17

18 Do you think that a— Nouldn't you nozmally when

you start up an operation expect extended work weeks for
a question of weeks and perhaps even months, but doesn't it
become a significant matter when the sama problem exists for
a question of years2

X'hink i,t does.

Nell, could you give us youx reasoning for
eliminating Hr Cantrall's statamant2 I don'. want to usa the
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eb3 word '"eliminate," but not including Mr. Cantzell's statement

that the problera continued for years?

A I thought at the time that the des'cziption in-

cluding extended —the condition extended for weeks and

months was pzopex ~ I didn't know whether I cau1cK support

"years" ox not, and to the degree I could support years.

Q How that you'e considered it, do you think that

the statement, that the problem extended for years is

supportable?

io I think I ought, to include it in the tes~mny

Today you would?

Today I wouldo

$ 4

Q By.benefit of hindsight— I want you to have

plenty of opportunity to exp1ain this, but, would you have

included it by additional information, not the problems

that we have with the Board paying close attention to this,
and many units of the Commission paying close attention?

Certainly if you had to do it over again there

would be many things you would put in just to avoid being

haze, but I'm not talking about that. I'm talking about with

the benefit of additional evidence, or for both reasons, but

distinguish between the two

Do you understand my point?

Nell~ I 'm not sure but-
All xight Go ahead
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I think the evidence we have in our current

testimony supports that, yes.

Supports this stacmnaatP

Yes.

Xf you had had thai evidence ihen, you would have

included the statement that the problem extended for yearsP .

Ne 11 f I don ' know, since I didn '.
MR. O'HHIXL: Hr. Chairman, could X interject a

request for a point. of clarificationP

CHhlKCM SMITH: Yes, sir.
NR. 0'?CHILL: X would like Nr. Dance to define

.C

what. he means in a11 cases by "extended work weeks," when

he's ta.lking about a probleia extending for years. Is he

talking ab'out, how many hours in the ex"ended work week? . X

think that term should be defined if we'e going to be using
tit here.

.CHAIRSÃ SMITH: Yes< I think so< and you will have

an opport,unity.

I want, to observe now thaC in my memory, and iC

is going to be the responsibility to check it., that Hr Dance

picked that very expression frora Mr.Cantrell In Mr.
Cantrell'otes

the term "extended work weeks" was used, and so the

question may be whah I4r Dance believed Mr Cantrell meant by

it as well as what. he meant by it himself. But you'l have

your opportunity.
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BY CHAZK4PJ~ SMXTHe

"3

Xn fact< would you comment on that nowt

(witness Dance) X'd be glad to

There is a memorandum as part of 'thi "file from

M. Cantre11 in the summer of '76 that says "that defines

is as greater than 60 hours a week.

Xn our current testimony X asked kb:o"Cantre11

'8 what we. meant. by that< and we agreed that '50 hoiiis greater

than 50 hours a weak»

Hcm those taro discrepancies exist But that~s the
V

case

Q Xn. any event you are not sure today",Raowing what.
I

you Ruow of evidence< not, Board, attention or "Co~ission

attention but; evidence+ that you- would inc1ude the ~years»',

26.

k7

28'

19

in your original testimony X guess X rea11y don't Resow

oxsctLy what your test&Qony iso '

i'0

The last X remember your saying is th'at you'M.

not. sure that; you would have included the staCaaent that,

the- extanchQ work met cont~ed, for year@

A X thiak kamting the facts< irrespective of the

hearing< ~ing the. facts as X aaov them today, X wouXd ha

in'eluded the- term

Q You. would have,

Another thing that was not, ~luded was
l'

Mi Cantre11's statement that the tech spscs turd that



J
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they cO.dn't Met the implications of the tech specs. X Ci~k

ve nor kacy what he vas referring to» He was referring to>

'X believe, the fact that ceit~ positions had SBOs desir

'ble ccmpaxed. to xeguiredo Xs that. @hat you understood it to

be?

'7'es p sir»

AlX, right»

Do you thuds today that that should have been in
eluded is the original testimony''

A Mo No, X don'ti

Q Xt would still be your opinion that't +as proper,

12 to exclude that'P

Xesp siro X thought,ve had properly explored

16

that interpretation and definition and. requirement»

Q X have a question fox''Mro Long on that» Hex it
comes back to me where X got Mr Xeng's involvement,in this

Toming to Volume 3 of the Xsh report<- Volume 3~

20

2f

'this is the letter X was referring to> Vot.ume'3 of Board

Exhibit 11< page 56 Shia is a. letter from Hr» Xengp our
: witness, as Chief of the Reactor Operations Hucliax Support

sxanch~ to Mr . ponos, Executive Vice President»'d. it is
Xnspection Reports 50 324/77 4 and 50 325/77 4; '-

Attached to that letter are data'ili< Detail XXX+

appearing on page 64 of the Board Exhibit 'll» AiC on that
page Mr~ ~g has incorporated in his letter unde'r paragraph
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numbered 3,, he has incorpox'atsd this observations

5 «3
~ M

4 ~

«During ths course of ths tnspectien

of training and qualification activities, several

observations were made'by the inspector (h3 P9.gura

6o2-3~ Plant Staff Organization identi,fists -nina

\
~ os "

Jcoy supervisory positions as 'SRO license IResir-

able» 'fthe iudivtduaLs currently occupying

these positions> only one had an SBD Li'ce'nse "

. Now mF qeastion is Mayb X aCsunderstocd this»

NR JONES'r Chairman< X behave jjou SAentifiod

, that as being part of Xnspectien Report 77 4 'Ekhrever+ it
ap'pears that it's 77-3< which was the January 'Mpection-
conducted by Re» Messmate»

I

CHAXRMM SNXTH4 Exactly»

e ~ ~
~ ~

Right» '~QL wrongg

- you~re x'ight

Am X correct< heirever< that this vis a portion
'ttached to Sr Leeg's Letter?

A {Nituoss Banco) Attached to his Letter~ but a
= pr'svious lethsr probably+ the Letter thaC went "peag with
'nspection Report Mo» 3» ~ 8

9 Pram Mr» Long?

A (Hitness Lang) Xt would have been<'" yes+ sir
Q My point is qual.te simpLe» This is'sos of Che SRQ

cbasirable> the eight key su positiensg Mas nlÃt risen
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to the importance ~here Hr Long has communicated with

Nro Jones< Che Executive Vice President< and Cold him about,

.3 these observationsi had this is @hat sy cpxastion was to
Hz' HssslQSno

Hr hong, what was your authority foi doing
this'hat.

authoritjj did you have to communicate eith'Mr~ Zones

about this pxobIemP

Hy responsibiIity as a branch chief 'is to transmit

Yo

aII inspection findings incIuding the anforcamant aspects of

it Co the licensee< and that would be a part of the packager

the letter with the enclosure which is the Xnspecition Report+

't2 Q You have to make a judgmentt however< as Co which

findings are important and which ones are notg 'don t youp 9~
Yes~ sir» Gener'QLy the findings Chat axe most,

important wouIC be those identified in the notice of vtoIation

part of the correspcctdenca+

Notice of non complianceV

'f8

20

A Notice of non complianceo Xt's caIXek notice of
violation even though there are no violations" '

9 Xn fact X believe that you op someone on your

behalf made such an appraisal because X 60IL t believe that aII
the items listed on page 64 X don't mean that'question

that way~

X don't balieve that, all the itams cLgpearing in
Mr~ Sussman's report are included on page 64,.', 4",don't have
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sxiRRlpleg in~plant tee by supervisors y for 8ZQRpley is Bt

least one example of something being misst'ug~

X want to apologize for rambling her'd'o Ne don'

have room here for all. my papers~ and X have Co depend upau

(Mitness cdance) I wiLL address thaC if you Like

AL1 right»

The document we see titled «Details '3" with

Xnspeatioa Report 324/VV 03c .which is signed 5y Nessman and

prepared by ~~ Iessman~ this &: his report of the inspecticm

conducted in January~ which he testified to

Shat you'e sayings that everything 'was not iu

P p

I.7:

eluded that he did
9

9 The point is X'm not suggesting that 'it should hav

- be'en or anything else~ X~m )ust trying % estabXish at what

a.th1 tJ aH 1 g~tbah
to'r~ Jones, what leve1 of"cdneern is this2 A4 X kuov that

'he c@servatian that he left soaxAhing out incU,cates that he

go 'as made some evaluation~ he doesn't gust routinely pass along

2,f 'ever+hing to Hei
Jones'ay

X give you a chronology which X 'Gus& will,
23'e heLpful?

Please

Our inspector Hr Cautrell had cyaistioued> are
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1 they qualified~ are they meeting their reguiremea,ts for.

qualification? Nro Hessman was assigned to inspect this area

He documented his findings as we document a3.1 of our follow

4 'p on non-compliance or XBRs in an inspection report< and

'7'M,s
is what we find in this Volume 3~

Xn addition to thatp he addressed a memorandum to

mer stating his findings aad what he based them'.oae and one of

~ ~ '9: .

'hose itams was checkiag the supervisory trips'ut through

the plant if you will Swee is no requirement fox thatp as

to how often a supervisor must be ia the plait'o he did not

include that.in the inspection reports

But Hri Nessman mobs the memo and he also wrote

the inspscticcL reporte Xt was his election what he should

.1.6

17.

-18

19

20

ox'hould not include ia the inspection report

9 Okay X wasn't suggesting that there was anything

wrong in dropping Hr~ Hcssmsn'8 points X was'only trying to
is'tablish if it is the case -that at least @Ms 'point still
survives as a matter of sufficient importanM Sae Hr Xeug

:= to write to Mr~ Jones about~

He don't have:that letter and X don't Know why it
21

May X add something else< st@2

Q
" desi

A Any iaspeothm report that we makiep even if there

is no negative type findings at, all> Mi~ Xeag Xs going to



I
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exits a lettor to Br~ Jones aud transmit that Nndmgi So

)ust the mere fact Mr, Long signs a letter to Mro Jones

maes not say tbat ve have a problem~ OQr normal corresponhse

to CPsI is to Hr, Jones~, Nl





NRBloom
wbl BY DR LEEDS:

.Nell how do you tell Hz. Jones that you have

3069

a problem? Do you say it, in the letter or in the inspection

report? Xs he supposed to infer frcm the inspection report

or infer from the letter?

(Witness Long) The letter is kind of 'strange.

Hhen there are no non-compliances it really is just a routine

letter transmitting the report and it effectively says there

5 ~ 220 14

$ 7

are nomn-compliances. That's about th'e limit of it,
when there are non-'compliance items. This is identified in

what we call Appendix A to the letter. Xt's purely a

legalism, a notice of violation as such which identifies only

non-compliances. And this is stated in the letter, then.

There is a difference. Xt's pointed out. to him

that there are non-compliances to which he must respond in

writing his resolution of.

Q So you hav e two boilerplate letters?

18 ~That's effectively it.
Sometimes .we do add, when we feel the problems are

significant or if there is some management concern, if it is
a programmatic thing we will'dd scm'e additional words calling

attehtion to some special additional response;needed for that

specific situation.

But you can't look at an inspection report- and

find out whether there is an Appendix A or not?
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!ORB/wb2 1 The inspection report will simply state that an

item -- it will identify items of non-compliance. But, it s

not separated in any outstanding form.

A (Nitness Dance) Let me clarify that.

The items of non-compliance are contained in an

attachment to the letter, though.

(Witness Long) As Appendix A.

(Witness,.Dance} That.'s the formal"language of the

10

non-'compliance, "contrary to so-and-so."

BY CHAIRNM Si~fITH:

Q I don't want to take this out of context. But

the letter, pages 64 and 65, it's under the heading of
"Training 'nd Qualification," and the items concerning SROs

precedes the following statement,

"During the course of the inspection of

training and qualification activities several

observations were made by the inspector."

So it's called an "observation."

(Si.tness Dance) Yes,'ir.
But at. the end Hx. Long says, or Mz. Wessman

has him saying, I guess,

"The licensee's activities relating
to training will be reviewed by the inspector

on a future inspection."

So can we infer from that that the item was
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RB/wb3

2

sufficiently important that it's being kept on the open

accounts of the inspections?

3 (Witness Long) Yes, they would be sufficiently

important.

And that you agreed with that?

Yes. That. is the inspector's statement, meaning

he personally would follow that,. And it does go into our

8 own o'ffice tracking system.

And, of course, you either officially— I mean,

fp 'you agree with all this, too, otherwise you would not have

permitted your signature to be attached to it?
A Yes, sir, that's correct.

<a.

All right.
I'm going to leave that subject, but I think you

still want to say something, Ãr. Dance?

(Witness Dance) Let me add just one'comment:

f7 We did not treat this subject lightly. At the

close of the inspection of Nr. chessman's we did have two

corporate officials there; Yu. Purr and Mr. Banks. And then

we subsequently presented a review of our findings again on

the inspection 77-04 I believe it was, the one in March.

I believe it is the same one. And Mr. Furr—not Mr. Purr,

but Nr. Banks was also at, that meeting.

Q Okay. So you did regard it as important enough

to keep —to talk about, to write about, to keep open and
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discuss with management. Xt was that important. But it
wasn't sufficiently important that you felt that Nr.Cantrell's

comments along that line should have been brough'o the

Board's attention2

That's correct.

And this was a part of your subjective profession-

al judgment, you simply can'0 put a number, a quantity, a

weight on that and add it all up. Would that be corrects

A Yes, sir.
Q And it is still your opinion that it never did

rise to the level of importance that it. should have been
I

included in your testimony2

That's correct.

Does the fact that Mr. Cantrell believed that....
CHAXRMN SMXTH:. Dr. Leeds has:-commented —So

26

f7

that the record will be clear on this. —that the lettsr in

which the inspection'eport appeared,'including pages 64 and

f8

f9

65 of Board Exhibit ll,vis the letter dated February 17th,

1977 g signed by Nr. Long. " And it' Attachment 7 to Hr. Wilber

'estimony.

2f Strike that previous question.

BY CHAXRMAN SNXTH:

On page 9 of your original testimony, which will
be page 23 of Board Exhibit 10, you come to your basic

conclusion that —Xn,the last paragraph on that page you say,
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"Since no workable standard presently

exists to permit making a meaningful comparison

of a licensee's performance against other licen-

sees, no attempt, was made to make such a comparison

during this review."

So we recognize that even when you prepared this

testimony originally that. you secre telling the Board that it
is difficult to quanCify this information.

A (N'itness Dance) Yes, sir.
'l0 ~ Q . And that this has been developed thoroughly in

'his hearing. And that is the case: you can't mme. a compari-

son between plants because it is hard to make a quantified

standard for comparing one plant, isn't it?
14 Yes@ sire

So, as you stated, your exercised your judgment

f5 and you eliminated that aspect, or you failed to include that

aspect of Nr. Cantrell's notes.

f8 But this is what troubles me:

Xf you have to depend so heavily upon individual

professional subjective judgment~ do you feel that you gave

sufficient weight, then, to Mr. Cantrell's independent,

professional subjective judgment, recognizing his opportunity

to observe and his experience in this business?

A X did at the time, yes.

Xf we are missing objective standards for evaluatin



0
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performance, wouldn't it be even more important, however, to

give deference to the professi.onal opii>ion ox youx colleague?

Because you cannot, discard his opinion based upon some

specific objective standard.

Would that statemerit be correct'?

Ff

Yes.

Was it close? I mean, was it a marginal con-

sideration? Or did you feel that you had a large margin

of safety when you left out the observation by Mr.Cantrell'?

TO I'm talking now about the implications of the

-tech specs concerning qual3.fications of pexsonnel.

I mean, was i.t a close cally or did you feel quite

comfortable in leaving 3.t out'?

I felt quite comfortable.

l7

js

Ne're talking about requirements, the qualifica-

tions of people. We performed an inspection in that. area

to determine did they meet the requix'ements. Ne were talking

to CP&L at that time.'We had understood what +heir training

program, how they were expanding the qualifications of their

people. So I myself felt comfortable.

Q These decisions to select.and reject items from

Mr. Cantrell's report were made by you; is that right/
Mx'. Dance?

Yes, they

On page 6 of your or3.g9nal'testimony, which is

1 - ~ - ~



r
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page 20 of Board L'&ibit10, you begin at the top of the

page by stating,

"This testimony reflects the views and

records of the Office of Xnspection and Enforcement."

And this was consistent with your view of the policy for

testifying then in effect; and that is, it is essentially a

consensus 'testimony?

Yesg sira

And this is your way of telling us that this is

vhat ve vere getting> a consensus?

Right.

However, now< do you sti11 believe, knoving what

has happened and how Nr. Cantrell feels about it, that that

statement is correct?

Yes.

Can you e>~lain that?

f7

2f

NR. REXS~ Nr. Chairman, I want to note. for the

record that if counsel had asked that question X would have

objected, in that X think it is beyond the function of this

Board. X think we'e getting a little too—Ne're not testing

the capability of CPSL, or even looking at the scope of

NRC testimony; ve are, X think, approaching getting into the

area of the views of individuals on that testimony and

whether they testified in complete candor last time, which I
thought more was a function of the X&A investigation. Where it
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it, is germane to this testimony, to test this testimony and

the testimony on the qualifications of CPGL, I can see it.
3 But, I think we'e straying over the line a bit.

CHAIRS% SMITH: Well it is true that questions

along this line do go to the policy of testimony and.how

this came about. However we are still faced with this fact,
that, the record of this proceeding on which findings of

fact were, made and a construction permit issued depended in
part upon this piece of evidence.

I

MB. REXS: No question about. that.

CHAXBMAN SMXTH: And'his piec6 of evidence is

24

still in evidence and hasn't been withdrawn, and has not, been

corrected with respect to that statement. And although my

question may have been unnecessarily conclusionazy, X do

think that it is something that —I know you'e not raising

26 a question about our right to ask it, but whether it, is
a fair thing.

TS

19

Nell I think it's relevant to the issuesp it s

relevant to the basis for the original testimony. But
= furthermore I gust think that notwithstanding X@A's responsi«

22 bility in this, X think that we have a responsibility also,
and we'e going to, without stzaying too Ear from the rele-

vancy, develop the point.

Furthermore, I would expect that Mr. Dance would

welcome the opportunity to comment on that.
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NZTNESS DANCE: I Don'c object to the questions.

BY CHAIRMAN S|'4XTH:

Moreover, Nr. Dance, before this remand 's over

X hope you'l feel that you have had a chance to say every-

thing that. you villvant to say, whether it's relevant ox

aot to the issues.

Qo ahead;

(Nitness Dance) X thought the testimony reflected

the vievs and the records of the office because they did

identify the problems, the recurrent problems.

I'm giving you much repetition. But that is my

position. Xt vas not a trouble-free utility. They have had

their problems. He veren't necessarily happy vith all their
resolutions.

Mr. Cantrell had identified many issues and

17

i8

20

problems, and X thought ve had included those in the original
testimony to a sufficient depth.

Q On page 15 of y'our testimony, under your Conclu-

sions, you state,
I

"During the past. tvelve to eighteen

2j months of constructhn vork on BSEP-1 f CPRL manage-

ment increased their visibility and participation
in decision-making activities, due in part to the

high cost in time and money for the corrective

work at the Brunswick facilities."
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~question there is: Even .though you do say that

the high cost of time and money for corrective work is only

partly the motivation for this, didn't you feel compelled

4 to point out g if such was the case, that s imply a desire Co

.'have a safe operation could be a motivating factoii;7, ".

$0

$

2'4"

I
\

15

'6'ell

that portion is addressing construction,A
J

Z

.so X think

~ I

re cU.on that's being referred W.
l ~

A Yes, sir.
Q And not, the problems

--::referring to.

'hat.
Xf I may add, s9.r". the'specific answer

Mr. Brevalee ought to respond to that.

Nell this is corrective work of construe'tion cor-
,'I

C

'; ~ .'p,'i,'

of operation 'tha't'~u'~,
r

~ .,~ ~

va

~ J/

'ww'
Okay. Mell, ve'1X, let Hr. SrmaQ.ee-"aaeeei

you vere questioning dealt more in the next paragraph

f8 0 On page 43 of Board Exhibit 10 is the conclusion

'made by Hr. Cantrell in his notes to youc
~ q

CPSls management stil1 does not appear

to have committed the required manpower and

C

24:

financial resources to assure that plant programs
4

are identified promptly; the problems are analyst
by persons knavledgaable in the area, that correc-.'

l

tive action is initiated, and that the corrective'
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action is fo1loved up Co assure the action is Chmsly

ance sppropriateo

And Chan he gives examples which he- be1ieves

supports that

Do you be1ieve that that view ap'peari in your

Lss~~yg your original Cestinony Xtsk roferring'o2
'7 X think that the Ceau corrective ac@dun as

" ':f 'olly-up to assure Chat action is timely aud:agip'ropriate<

"5'0

';I
'12

X think that is reflected in the testimony, X CNak Chat

message came through in Che test:Lmany, Chit.

Q That, corrective acCion is fo~eC up to assure

the action is theQ.y2

Yes g sire

As a positive statement or a negative statement2

a Z thine it is in the original tastanony W a

56

I8

negative +ay in that they have not, alvays b'can Cimely for
'corrective action+

g But the rest The rest of the conc1usion

by Nx;~ CantrelL< boas it appear2

Sf
Zv
Pt"

23

The issue is corrective action< do'"Cherefara X
~ r

think it is include@ in the initial testimony, 'Xf< for
" iNiatever reason, the corrective action has not*baca timely~

X'"think that was identified in the original tisthmiyo Aud

that seems to be the issue to me,

Kf DR XBEDSe



~
\

h
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((b2 Let ms make sure I understand you As you see it,
the issue 'is thaelinsss of corrective action> not a comnitmeut

on the part af SPEAL, Xs that what you'e sayidg2 X'I not

trying to put vords in your moutho ~ 0

-'7-

~ "8

Vg(, I

~

fo'f2

A X see the Ceo as going You Rnov, 'it's a very

'ine line but X see the Cairo as going hand in h'ancL THe

"commitment of corrective action is a Nell,q tiiis1y corrac

tive action is a coed.tment of CPGI i
9 Okayi

Xf X may characterize this paraqgaph'as a para»

graph that makes a conclusion at the beginning', "o ~ ~ ~stiLl.
'

doss not appear to have coIRLLCtscL the rQgoir04"*manpo~e ~ ee
r

and then it says areas that this conclusion sM&fs up< and

than it supports 3.ater on with an examplei X gather +hat

you'e saying is then that X should have concluded fmm a

lack of timely responses which are inferred in your testimony

that they haven'. committed the necessary raanpoeer and so

forth> and therfa was no need to tell me about it," Zs that
'ehat you'xe saying?

A Ho, 2'm not telling you thati

Okay

SY QLXBNQf SHXTHs

Q Xs it your viaar that, the original testimony in
cXucbes this conclusion by Mr~ Cantxxsll on page "4'3 in a specific

place? Xat s go to your testimony and glint ~6~'where you
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Page 13 "s page 27 of Board Exhibit 10.

Yes.

' "' Paragraph A is discussing the managehent qua1i-

fications. Paragraph 8 is discussing the repet'9.tive items

'a'n'd the timeliness of corrective action.
"" 9 And then you do'refer to corporate resourc'es.

~ .".". "" 'A And then ve do give examp1es.

~
' ' 9 Xs that the portion of your testimony 'which you

c6 $ 0

'think'incorporates Me. Cantrell's conclusions2' '

That part, and also in the conclusio'ns on page

1S—""Hci, that's the wrong part. On page 16 ~

Which is page 30 of Board Rhdaihit" 102

Yes.

So X am saying that they have had —that correc-

'tive"actions have not been timely and that ve have rev'ieweil

th9;s and tb9xBc we'e on a good trend.:

~ ~

X guess my particular problem is that X could

19

20

not'ee in your original testimony +hen X was looking''for it
a'y statenumt which brings to us clearly Hr Cantrell"s

concern, his conclusion that CPUT. management sti'1L does not.

ippear to have come into the required manpower and financial
'r'esources. 'hat's the key that troubles me, and X )ust can'

'i'eem- t6 find that so explicit1y.
C ~ ~ a~ So it is really the comment right there that X



'

I
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A That conclusion I would say is not addressed, but
'his findings to back it up is addressed.

9 Okay.

This was another )udgment that you made.

Yeso

And you had not overlooked it You gust simply

Did you disagree with that statement about cxetmitmant of
r~ired manpower and financial resource¹2 Did you dis»-

a'gree with that, statement2

Yes, I did.

You gust didnt th9,nk that statement was 4nxo2

A X didn't think it was true Nell, le@ me not

say it"s not true. I didn't think it was factua3. in the
'3.ight'of the changes X understood that ~ had gone through

in the program for corrective acticne
' I'm not suggesting that you thought he Was simply

-'Lying about it.. But you just disagreed with his concXusion

RLght2

Yeso

9 And that is the reason you cLMn't put ih in your

original testhaony2
'' 'A Yes

Okay.

CHAXRHAH SMXTHa X CMBQr. I'm about done, hut X



0
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~ ~s would 193ce a chance to look over the notes. So. would it
be appropriate if we would recess, and make our move nor,

P

and 'then we411 wind th~~ up right after lunch, and give the

opportunity for cross»exaahaation2

Ne vill ad)ourn mar and we'l meet, back at the
P

~ 'Ut'LXit9.es'ceamf.ss9.on Hearing Racun at X,i30.

{Whereupon, at 3.2a15 p.m., the hearing Xn '

'"""'Me above-entitled matter was recessed to reconvone

End HRB 9
HELandon

fls fo

'""'' at i>30 p.m. the same day )

> ~ ~

y ~

21
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AFTERNOON 8BS 8 XOM

(la30 porno)

CHAXBMM SKETHa Are you ready~ gentleman2

PRAHCXS 4O LOS

zesumect the stand as witnesses on behalf of the Regulatory

Staff and, having baen previously duly sworn, +am exenNmd

, and testified Cmrther as follavse
.'I

exam'.TXm SV ma SOaaO <Conti nW)

SY CRAW SHZTHe

~:. - 9 Mould you refer to Mro Cantmll's testimenyf

~ attachaent 82 It's the letter, or a memorandum, Xaam 8r,
'I

' Dance,to"Mr~ Long> dated Ha@oh RL, l977o Zn it. you x'ifer
~,,

„ to a +sating of Bmeh X7~ l977. That +as the maeting''that
I

',: you gust '~ferred to before tom noon break~ I 5elievis,'. in
I

;"; ICE'ch„yoQ cU,scnssed these problems that Mzo 8408cs and Neo
I

':. Tollefson

Ital X~ You state that 2 of 9 person'el M
it I:"~a i*! I Il,. ap

.. @cabal 'is to have acMitional supervisors parsee SRO ~Lining>
~ . hM .Chair evaluation was that the Ammed'.atle need oui to

:uk6nCt4a a steidy staff prior to menitoringo
t ~

C

I
At. the time that 8sssrs Daeme~ Central and

k VpY
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Messman made the inspection in 8anuaxy, the report eras Chat

they had no plans for trainingo

Xs this statement inconsistent, or does it reflect

4 a change in managemsnt attitude after your inspection?

A Qtfi.tness Dance) I don't think it reflects a change

in management attitudeo X think it xeflects a continuation

7 'f the xecognition of need for. additional trainingo

0 Hellt perhaps not a change in attitude, but is it
9 a chinge in the management's plans?

30 HLo Hessmon 8 IMRArandum of the inspection stated

31 'hat. they did not have the SROs listed as desirable,.nor did

15

$ 8

f9

20

"they have any plans for training any But here is a- specific

. ".'.atatement that there axe Cwo people actually in trainingo
A

Ho~ + ~ X seeo o + they axe not in training for
l

',: -,;...SRO.license~ are they? They'e in training to be ~ ').ust

:..:,:;:in corporate trainingo

They'xe in the training program, but maybe not
4~i l
PL'o ~ i

foi; SRO licenseo
I

9 " All right+
7

~ . So this statement number l is not inconsistent,
t

:„,.:Cben~ with the statement that He chessman made in his
" xeport od inspection?

A ~ X don't think it's inconsistent+ but it is
different

Ne11,~ has is it different?
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A Mell, Mro Messman was not aware of any othex

planso Sy Ma@eh we wereo And X don't know where the change

9, Zn Mro chessman's report he specifically miks if
they had any immediate training plans, X mean in his, md.t

inteivtew with them he specifically a'eked Lf they had any

"",-~diate training plans, and the answer was no, they had

noneo'

&tJ

So this is a changed circumstance, is it nott

)7

18

And also his memo to ns foXLowing that inspection

.= stated them was no stated the same thingo He didn'
I

;,~ow'' of any other planso
'r

t

So X would say~ yes, this is a change.-,'

Oa the second page oC'hat letter you says

'?Q.thoughwe didn't see all issues ecgxal, -the

cohemnication gap is d&ahaishingo"
I

Zs that comunud.cation gap still dimXnishi'ng ~ in
"; 'pour vicnat

A . Yes> sir~ Z doo

'

I" ~

~ g: c{',i,»

PYes'iLo
Going hacR to page I of that lettex, item qumbsr 3,

~Corporate and plant management axe not

contemplating additional moves that wiXI evaluate

'eeds caxefully< xecogniling the need to stabilise
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personnelo

CouM you clarify gust what moves axe being

referred to
themes'e

had addressed the many changeovers of plant

managem nt, even the middle managements the upper management>

at the planto That s the moves EAR xe referring too

30

Management moves, management
slots'ighte

thatCHhXKQLH SHXTHs Those axe all She questions
'* the Board has of this panelo

No+ w'ait a minute You wanted an oppoitamity

after lunch to respond to the first question of tbe morning,
'C

or. last question of Pridayo 9'o you have a response new, sir?
'ro SeaceP

HXVHRSS MBCEe Yes< X doo

~ ~

I CBOLXRQLH SNXTHe MouM you mahs your
response%'7

MXTHBSS %LICE! The qaestion, as X understand it<
'~.'ii t33at you wmxXC desks for me to express informal'...;

;., inspector views in the officeo
~ 6

I1

* CBhXRRM SKCTHe Expressed views, statemstitso

MXTNESS MHCE! Yes', Expressed views in .'the

-:;Office, independent of regulatory requirements, An'4: that'
e

%/hat X RL prepared to doo
, ~

CBAIRNhH BHX'.Ma Well< in the original questions

.,"X'larifQacL the views made at least in the course of Wxk,

t ~

~ gP
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or nmde gratuitously at a social event, without opportunity

to - well~ gust answer the question, and if iny of those

are of Chat, nature„vela. ~%en= we want Co identify themo

But X'm talking about other ways in wM.ch Chat

'hought was expressed by people in the of&.ce, or outside Che

office, as fax as that's concerned, so long as it was.

related Co their employnu~nt

HX5.'BESS MRCEs X understando And X gust rant Co

preface mp rema:ks to mala~ sure we have it in Che context,

though, that you fadge the contexts as they are.'

thf.nk many of these commenCs we could say about

many otheL utilitieso Me could even say about our oem

'.travel sectiono

So X want you to take me in that regard

Hs have heard comments about and we'xe +peaking
IP ~

,
', of CPQ . that hnrrassmant< impeding of inspector access

'~ due to delays at the gate~ and providing escort:for:
'

".; 4aspectoxeo He have heard comments on they try 'ou'r. pa'tience

.; .,regardin'g tinLeLiness of corrects actiono Me'~ hmi4'

";eomhe'ntN on they only do ahab. is required, and they, ice
: .tight«.fistedo

%eat's the type of comnantso

BY CBAXRWLM SNXTHe

9 X'm a little bit conosrned hereo X thi'nk X used

'he aced tight-fisted, X hope this isn't heing mirrored
I

;1
I t

I'
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back here,

A X hope no o Xt was given to me during the recess

as a term having bean users in the officeo

9 No~ X cKdn't use that exact term, but X used the

worct —X incluled the term tighto

A Well, in our testimony we used the term tough

So ~,, That's the And of terms we'e hear8 in the office,
and X hope that's responsive to your cpxestion.

All righto Then I have one final questions

The first. day that Pane1 1 was testifying X was

'sking QQostions about whether it v@s easy ill the performance

'o8 youx professional responsMility to inclmie or exclude

info'rmation in preparixig testimony. X was asking about

";yhiether k,t was simp',y easier to throw everything in, 'or more
I

"".„ch'fficult to make a professional guctgment that someth'ihg

,:,should not be inclu8e8,
~ I

You indicateC scca cKfficultywith thato.'ave

~„";you Nought about that cpasstion any moreT
~ ~

~~~4 h

A . Ho> sir,
I

ggAXg~yg S~~g Are we read+ for cross by'x'
l

i

; .. Bribe'

Oh, there'ther thing Before you'"r'5

'excuseC as a panel, X want you to have an opportmiity. 'to make

'"'aiy cciamsnts about, this prcxmediag that you Wsh to, and if
'a~ <

~,

you rant to make them ace it might be a little bit.dl'oser
e
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to the Board'8 queshionso Xf you'6 rather wait until the

en', or if you have none at a11, that'. fine, But M new

's a good timaf you can 60 ito
Ba you have anything you @ant, to say, or do you

NXTHRSS LONGS X'ci rather wait.
I

BRo XBBESe %6s would not preclude you makLng

'hem at the encl> as far as X'm concerned, anC X'm Iure the

Chairman shares that vino
CBh32NM SHIRKt Neo

Dance%'X'.PAYESS

MSCBe X eton't have any new comments,

n.'X~ve expresseC. them throughout the hearing in response to
';.:~gestions'; X Mva no problems with the 'hearing,

|

CBAXRHM SMXma A11 right~
- Re Erw&? .';':j k,

CROSS~KQQHISATXOM
~ A ~

SY HR, IIII!
~ 4

r ~'g .. Mgo'oe, gust to piok up on your last nj~se
r

g question+ you saicR ~ X b81ievs Ql r&spPose to the
'j

e tl ~M d3 ti ~ I ha Ctt

'~.,that .tbo ones that you gave vere some of those @hit you'e
'iLeaaR<. And agaEn, the Chairman, of course, is free 4o stop

t

:: mi ai any pokunt, but X H6ah X~a Xkhe to —it might v'aey

~1 he inappropriate f'or the Chairman to.1ead> hut X think
''m entit1eC to 1ea8 you vkth a few phrases and see if they



)og your memory, and see if you zemember ever having heard

them used in reference to CPSXo

Again ve'xe assuming that wherever they vere
\

used they also might be used in xefexence to another utility,
or to your om travel sectiono

h
Have you ever heard anybody say they vere

hard nosed''m gust going to go through a lis't of id)ective
t

- and list a few< not a long list,
MR. O'HBILbe Mro Chairman, ve're going ta

r

;,"object to this LQÃt of cross ex5minaticxno He felt 801MwhRt

:.-'-. xestxained from obgecting to your qusstions, but this 'is

'he ~rat possible form of hearsayo

Ne don't object to Mr Dance and Mr Long

'estifying to their .position evidencing the facts, but to
taRe gratuitous comments out, of context and particularly
as sugge'sted by Hr Edwin< mould simply be evidence that

. should not, be introduced in this record,
I

~
'..' . "-,-. CHAXHHM 8MXTHe X agree, Hr O'HeiILo

asking those cgusstions went very

;,faro Sot all hearsay statements auld be necessarily

'.;-'Qaidmissible at all,'ut unless you have sana basis'.'to

&(Lieve that those ceamants may have been macLe~ X gust don'
E

tid.nh it's fair to have them in gmctaposition to their
testimony Zf they don't recall them themselves th'ey've

'hack a lot of opportunity to .think about it,



So unlesa you have some basis to believe that

those comments vere actual'.y.made —one of the reasons why

X Mt Chat it ms aQ right for us to neke tMs incyxizy -»

-.-and. it may not be aQ right in a tight adjudicative process

','is.that. ve do have a respansibili,ty to determine whether the
r

; <;e™vi8&tiazytrail should lead someplace it's not'oing, in

-':icMitioa to judging the evidence

' ', '".. But X )list don t th9LQc %fe CRD permit you to do
!

.::.@hit<:. unless you have scaae reason. to hell.eve that those
I

.'. "„"'cmaumnts- veee hctually madeo
)

HRo RHHXNs Re~ Chairman, X'have no xeas'o'n 'to

'; believe these comments vers made, but X do have reason to
'';:.'5elieve from Bro'auce's testimony gash a moment ago that

~ y

: 'there may very vali have been other ooaaaents that have been

",. male sM.ch he has noh rocollec@ed or which he may haje
I I

' *

'.„'..Mcollected hut not he )ist stated> X helievs<. that the
I

~ '. 6iconX F11 shaw that those sere same of the comments that

. '„-.5'kVei'een heard in the OMiae, and again, X m only.'~g ~

.";" X'ai 'shay faeahmted hy the Chaiman's question,'"~C g
C ~

; 's&xe4 hks fxuitration, and X appreciated Nro .Danci!5"

spcnsooi
a+

And X ttantecE to Meditate rather thea 4'o ask

qoae again you may cxmsiker it completely inappropriate
ho pursue the 1@ac+ and 'a

CKLXRHM SHXTHs X vmxld have no ebgecticm to
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veL 10
you intezv9.exing Nro Dance, and Chen giving him a chance Co

fo

say LC again< testify again, BuC X Chink having Chase

- thoughts. an Che recczct suggested in that way gusC s~4ply

isn'C fair~ Xt could be Cnken ouC of conCexto
A

Shy don4t you inCerviev him aC a break< and see

,'='X5 your*.comments could refresh his memory. And. thea if they
lg

'o, X.'m sero you'l came back BuC as'iC, is nov, you'e

van us a11 Chose that you recaLL, is that right, Hr Dence?
'I

HX9%8SS MRCEa Yeso «r, all Chat X recal'1 ~

(

XaC me add Chah m have an office of am@'. '100

j2

f7

20

'. inspectors~ and they're noh the most disciplined group,

They.'ve got. their own viem, and express Chemo And ~ther
they'e regulatorJJ requirements you don'C comCro1'ga bunch

.of over 1OO inspecCors> Cheix commanCs, They freel'y:give

=, them~ whether they're regulaCory recyxixements or not;,

~ CHAXRHAH SEETHE SuC all of Chose cammsnCs thaC

;;:;Chose are all Che comaanCs Chat. you can recaZL, yourself~ is
\

''.'that righC2
~,r

SXT2RSS MRCEt Yes<
~ ~

CHAXRHAM SHXTHa X'H. susCain the obgecCion,
~ ~

'k'XnCervtew him if you vanC Co
a ~

HR, EHRXNe Xs it your opinion that X have the
Y

c.~w

';:.righC tn direcCLy interview Mro Dance WthouC should I
aalu Mr Rois'ermission< or

MRo BEXS! Xt,'s okay with me, "-, 'i

1
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BY MRo RSRXhe

Let me ask you to refer to page 68 of the mitten

testimony of Panel XXXo

First of all X'm sorry . va've heard a good

deal about the +ay m which testimony is generally prepared

for ctelivexy befoxe boards@ and %6've hearck some testimony

7 about hex the original testimony in the fall of l977 was

8 "prepared. But. could you tell us hcnt your testimony ~ gust

simpXy the process by which the testimony of Panel XXX was

$ 0 . pxepaxedP

(Nitness Eence) Yes~ X couldo

Ns xeguested mama's from all inspectors that
had. Seen at CPSXs that Msxs in the Regiono Those sl1rvsys axe

" part of the xscoxdo

$ 5

16

l7

f&

aov, X'm referring to the Operations portion,

and the Coastxuction may vaxy slightly But X QaLnk it'
' a'ifferent system, is +hat X'm sayingo

0 - Qsllq I'm gust asking you to conmmnt o'n Panel XXX

f9 aXone,

20 A Okay. Vexy good.

Q And nothing elseo

A Ne requested the different branches to prepare

': input ~ ie"the security area~ radiation protection area< to
~ ~ .

'"'valuate the pxogram in their areao

First ve had a narrative type of respcame< and



V
'i>
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then we developed questions to develop it intoo

~ That"-s about Che way.it wento At this tLme~ X

may aAR>: wja used Che word "provided" inscoad of "clarifying>

$ 0

13

i5

16

17

'18

19

21

.,or sunmusriming,"
~ ~

Q .- X'm sorry2 X'm not follev&g you,

A Nell, in the 1977 testLmany X summarised'the cpu
'':.This thae it"Was not ap intent to summarize any input.

Q Hcm< X may he sd.staken, hut X again have.,to'

."; somiadsat at, this point X'm in the positLon oZ the"'Chairman
~

\

„..'X have to rely on ?hÃQory to a certain degzseo
'I ~ ~ k

~ 1

X hei%eve Mxo Keng tesCLfied this morning:.that
'p 'p

I

the. past Che,process has been that you have infox5mXly

iev&ered your relationship to the licensee in the plant and

',. adopted a positLon and prepared testLmony subsicpamtLyo

Am X correct2

A — -- Offness Lang) Yes, you'ze correcto

9 Maw+ my qoestLon is or ay cgrastLons area

Qaes this testhnony of Panel XXX, as well ''as

'=" 'xepxesenting your ewe personal beliefs, opinions< ~ views, .

xopessent as well the position of Region XX at this date2

A- Yes< X'd say 'that this testLmony would he the

Region .-XX position, Xt has been reviewed in tbe Region and

pretty well concurred in.
9 Ha@~ when did this position heccms when did

you Cake this position2
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Ne11, I believe I pointed out th9.s morning, in

a continuing Lnspection program a position on in other

words, if we are anticipating a hearing at any tine in the

; futures either an operating 1icense or a reopened hearing,,

or any such thing, oux position is sort of developed on a

day to day basis from one inspection to another And it'
.'ort. of a check an&balance ~g, that m identify'problems~

we look for the resolution, maybe hold meetings Wth manage-

l0

mentt we sort of trr to heep the slate clean and cleared

psriociiaiiky as the inspections cantinueo
I

So our position would really be not'n. opposition

$ 2 - 'as long as we ~re not identifying serious problemso or

)7

js

20

2f

',if ma)or problems that had been identified were not beingC'.
I

; jdcc'xsctedo
h+-

Bo X couM anticipate that our position would be
'0l.

'.,one Ln wupport of a license so long as our continuing
1 ~ ISIM'4

'.. 'L'nspectXon pro'gram identifies no serious problems, d could
+\ I

'!".intic'Lpate that ee voul4 be able to support certain actionso

* 0 i'od none of the problems that you have identified
'over the course of your relationship Ln operations vL;~

I

CPSI have you considered to be so serious as to wazrant
4

.withdrawal of support Ln the pastt

A That's correct

Our position is I think this is a uniform

position in XE that serious a real serious problem at





a facility weuM either result in restraining of operations

or zecommandations for interruption of operations< or refusal

to permit a startup, if there were smae problems of Chat

magnitudeo

Zn other words, if es ~re not able to anticipate

coriective actions to any problem, ~as @AM consider it
serious o

8
'

—, So that in rev~ing the evidence avaiXable to

y u pri r to circulatLon f thi momo dum gg ~ 0

m+arandumr and the preparation of your testimonyo your

position +as essentially remained the same that it had been

~2 '.in 19772 Xs Chat. correct2

A ~ Essentially the same< yes~

9 . So 'that ea the date thaC Hro Dance's memorandum

was, Z keep saying Hr, Dance's, Heo 'Long's memorandum

X'm eorms- Br< Ecng's memorandum was circulated in October

$ 8

20

2i

3rd of last year, at that date the'osition of Region XZ

S'eactoz,.Operations and Huclear Support Branch was to
continue"Co support the licensing the construction pexn4C

of the Shee+an .Harris Piant2.

A 'es ~ that~ s correct o

0 . Da you have any reason whatsoever to believe that

any o5 the perions to %born this memorandum was submitted

was not aware of that position?

A To the bsst of mp knmrledge,, everycme who'
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2

responded was aware of Chat. position, X have to say by

virtue of the fact Chat no other pos'tion contraxy to that

3 'ad been stated or discussed at all
9: ~ So mould it be faix to say that in scaamazy then

'hat aLX, of the persons to whom this memorandum was circu»
' 'Iari'sed.were aware that the position of the Branch remained

,
':to support She construction permit period2

A -
~ = X t9aLa)c that's coxrecto Xt wouM have been very

$ 0

prompt+ - announced or stated if our position were changed

:" for some reason Xt would have to be a significant issue,

9 .:. Who.drew up Hho actual1y worded the question

'aire?
A " As Hr Dance pointed out< many of the questions

are —in my case axe. my own specific answers and some of

the questions 'axe Hr Dance's specific answers, those

16

f7

js

f9

20

parti'cularly where dates and figures Axe you talking about

9 . " X'm sorxy< X meant to ask you who actuaIIy worded

* the- fiva questions cKxected to the staff2

A - Hr murphy and X had really the responsibility or

the concexn and X believe M, Mmcyhy~ with our commsnts,

developed the: questionnaireo He initiallyprovMed 'these to

people in his'branch< and then X follew up and sent the
' questionnaires to al1 people in my branch and a11 others in

the office who conduced inspections< security safeguards< .

radiological environmental peopLeo
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2

A11 right

So would it he fair to say that Nro Murphy

that< fox instance, She phrase appearing in Question 5,

CPS''s capability to construct and operate Barris, is from

Mr Nuzphy2'

X believe so~ yes~ siz,

9 Hcm at the ties you circularized this memorandma,

dick you accompany it w9.th any description or discussion of
the standards by which the individuals to whom it. was

' circu1arised wexe to )udge CPSX's capabi.lityt

)2

A ~... As fax as X Rnmt, the only thing ve did< we mat
t

with lots of people) all of our xegiona1 people were in
'olved and expected to answer the questions Se met with

16

them, -discussed the heaxing process and evaxything that had

preceded =this> the reason basis foz'he foxm, and answered
' the questions, 'any commsnts were verbally made w9.th xegaxd

to theix understanding of tha puzpose of it
And X believe that would he about the cmtent of

pxeparation,

20 Q - Okay+

X'm sorry+ X misunderstood You all got together

in a group meeting to discuss it?
A tfe met by branches, X believe, and, there were

probably severaL meetings, and of course at. different times

when people were in the office we held several meetings



0



~ MK/eb3 'I4'101for Chose''in and Chose who cQI59 in 3.aterp Co lMks sure Chat

people understood the reason behind Che questionnaSi.reo
4~

Xt vis'something we didn't do very often This

was one of the few cases Chat such a survey had been.made,

.:.''nd Chere was a little bit of confusion about that.o

9 Shat Mnd of confusion did you encounter?

A . Mostly The only questions Chat were raised Co

TO

me was )ust what the reason was~ what was going Co be done

'Ch'hemq how we were going Co khandXe Chemo and oth'err more
L

', practical. things lLRe Cims frame, whether or not the ques

f4

tionnaire was really applicable to people who hack not been

to the sites or had not been Chere recentlyg Chat sort of

Ching e

9... Bcv Chere were scx5e coBUMnts in the questionnaires

'17

about or statements by soma of the people Co whom the

':-,questionnaires were addressed Co the effect that they didn'C

'„'. want Co testify Were Chere any questions raised in these

: - meetings about having to testify?

A " I ChhCk I heard at least one ecaenent to that

effecOAd.ch I thought at the time I personally considered

S.t pokingly< because the individual one individual, I
'on'. remember nav, I knav he did fillout the questionnaixeo

9 . ~ Nell, what was I mean can you recollect the

X don't remember< really, anyone saying that he
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vel 1
'f didn't went to testify, but several did ask whether they

would be expected to testify to memos that were put in the

records

Q And what vas your response%'

~ Ny response the only thing it could have been,

vhich it vas - was that ve at that time had no idea, other

than those already identified to participate Dx 'the hearing>

ve hid no assurance that anyone else would or would not

be a vitnesso

Dk.d the msmfmrs of your branch, as a rule>

especially szL)oy testifying at hearings of this or a'y other

f2 'ature?
I don't Clink anyone has really oh)ected to ito

':, don't beU.eve anyone Xeoks forvard to it, gust 193ce X

j6

f8

Madelon flqg

certainly don', loafe forward Co ito I'e done'it a nmaber

oC Mmeso But it is a necessity~ and once ve decide what

viduaks vt11 testify, then they axe vsxy glad to get

.to it and get it over Wth.

2f
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c2 mpbl 2

3

in generaLV

But it's not considered easy or pleasurable duty

Xn general, it would not be.

CHAIEBQZ SMXTH: Xn general it auld be a

Catch-22 situation. Xf they enjoyed testifying, they

'vouldn't be competent to testify.
(Laughter.3

MXTHEBS XONGe You mmld mmt to he avare of
scsaeone +ho vms too aaxious to testify.

fo BY MR ERHEHc

Amt X asked you whether ar not you circularized
'any standards.

f3

"smckaeds, whether you are metre of any standards, or

+higgler you have adopted any standards or are attempting to

'a4cipt any cpzasi-objective standards as to the cap'abili'ty of

G

f8

22

25

'Ch'ei.:Xicensee to construct and operate a plant2 That''ust
''iaaX catch-alL cpxestiongso that ve don't have to go

'through a long laundry 1ist of individual questions, X gust

'.theh'jht X ~aid open it up to both of you.

X ted.nk you ancharstand exactLy vhat X vant to

, Rner., and that is:
On +hat basis did any of these persons —'hat

.~ 'the expected;basis for them to.state an opinion conce

'P&X's capabilihyt Did they have any standard other than
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their own subjective judgmental

A (Hitness Long) I believe it would be a combina-

tion of things. Knowing individuals, I Rncer that some

individuals have —maybe some have pet interests, pet

concerns about all projects. 1Myba one man resents being

held up on access, for example. If that particu3;arly

bothers him he's going to pxobably express a stronger

concern in that area.

Same of the radiolog9.cal or environmental people

have very specific concerns which they register at all
plants where Me conditions exist, and they will tend to

l2 dweXX on their sub)ects,

ARd the reason understand@ I m not sure ho%I

. this came about, but we got into the business of identifying

po'ssible issies that needed to be brought before the hearing

j6

20

boa6X. The whole thing,'came about, as I xecall, as a

'result of one of the congressmen's interests in the
~ ~

"sub)'ec't. X'on't think the word was "dissent",'uC 'Ciffering
5

'ojP&d;ons, that sort of thing And ve were all surveyed

. "a&ex,"aX times on that issue, whether or not there we'e

':things that we thou'ght ndqht repxesent a differing opinion

tJtjat had not been identified and resolved

~ So from about that po~<t on, we have been'aking

'a 'very strong effort to identify outstanding concern's, have

people come foxward and tell us if something is stilX
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20

22

outstanding that you think ought to be furthex'iscussed

or if they were not satisfied with the resolution of it.
This has become a part, almost a routine part of our mode

of operation at this time.

Q But again, you have not promulgated or adopted

or authored or come up with any, you know, written ox

codified standards by which anyone within your organization

would be able to stack up his experience against With CPSI2

MR. TROWBRIDGEs Mr Chairman, I don't knox that

an ob)ection as such is proper under the rules of the game~

'even though Intervenor has no contention in this area, said

none, and is entitled to follows through. on matters on which

23

14

„the Boaxd takes an interest, but X would urge the Board to
ezei'ci'se soma of its own discretion in whether the Line and

'repetitive cpxestions, the line of cpxestions and the repetiti
nature of them is contributing to the Board's record of this

17

28

~ pxceedinge

I think a little more inquiry of Counsel for the

4nte~nor as to what he hopes to elicit, that; willbe of use

to"the record would be in order,
. CHAXR2%H SHITHs Zr Ex+in, wouLd you care to

respond2

MR EBRXNs Xed be happy toe

I'ind a very great difficulty in conducting

cross-examination of these witnesses fox the priauaxy reason

- ~ -, A4. ~
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that if you have a line of cpxestioning which you .believe

leads somewhere, when the response to a specific qaestion

is completely swamped hy comment, you can'0 go anywhere

with it. You have Co keep coming hack to where you wanted

Co he in the first place.

X asked him, and he could have. said yes or no,

and Chen we ceuld have proceeded.

Now where X'm proceeding is very simp1y this:

Xt appears to me from —and X'll gu'st state my

conclusion and as' X'm perfectly willing to do'his'n an

unconventional manner. But I'l tell you where X'm getting.

X Chink it's unfair —well, actually X'd 'rather

not do Chat because I Chink it's very grossly unfair to me

to have Co 'do that. Xf you feel Chat I'm repeating myself@

X willCry Co stop that

I Chink my repotition gtLite honestly is consider

'ably'ess than the wf.tnesses'.

CHAXRMM SNXTHc X didn'C meDre the observation.

MR. ERSXH: X didn't mean to suggest that you

'cd, Hr. Chairman.

CHAIR%M SMXTHa Actually there's no motion

before us or anything X think the discussion may he help-

ful.~ So why don'C you )ust go ahead.

MR. EBRXH: A3.1 right.
CHAXRMM SMITHS' did recommend Co you wj.th
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mpb5 respect to Panel I Chat if you'e not. happy with an answer

to a question you can put the burden upon the Board. X mean,

i'f you don't feel that a question is responsive, rather than

putting yourself in a position where you think you must ask

repetitive questions, insist that the question be answered

correctly the first time.

HR. EHNXR1s Nell, X )ust hate to keep interrupt-

ing I'm not impugning the motives of the gentlemen. I
Chixdc'hey'e trying to ba comprehensive and they'e not

$ 0 .trying to —it,'s gust simply that every time you ask a

sort'of simple question, or frequently when you ask a simple

queit3on to which a simple response would spring to yciur

t5

"mind 'that they think it requires amplification.

CHAIRMAH SMITH: And X think their motivation

.'is to make sure that they'e explained it thoroughly.

MR. PBRXNs And my motiviation is simply so

'f8

that X 'can keep —my motiviation in trying to come back to
- the points that I was trying to get at is to keep my om

thinking Qx line and to proceed.

CHAIRMAN SMITHS'ou see, there are sometimes

-differing needs that witnesses need from attorneys is the

.poi'nt they'e trying to go to. And the witness makes'a

very g very thorough exp lanat ion which is not immediate ly
respons'ive, but it does sometimes frustrate that.

Many times in testimony we have had to go beck
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into the mitten testimony and make sure that, the testimony

does start, out with a yes or a no, as the case may be. And

I think it's helpful for you to first fornnxlate in your mind

vhether a question can be answered yes or no, and then go

ahead vith your explanation.

BY MR. EKVXN:

Again, tell me if Xm misspeaking, but, it's my

understanding that, a one-word specific answer to my question

as to vhether there exists specific objective standards by

vhich scaueone in your'ranch could ' quote -- "judge CPsL's

c'apability to construct and operate Harris", the answer would

be no.'.

A 'witness Xeng) The answer vould be no.

9 All right.
And that the process by vhich the individuals

"vho vere asked to anger this questionnaire, that the process

f7

18

$ 9

20

that. they veie expected to undergo in their ox'' mind vas
\

tb vei'gh ai3, of the 'information that they had available and

'exercise their best professional )udgment as to CPGL's

'capability to construct and operate Harris"—quote, exld

'~te' vhatevar that meant

I agree, yes

A23; righto

NC%iF is it not. also true that you had previously

"-'-".again, I'm asking a question that I'e asked before, but
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mpbv in a different context —is it not also true that the

question of —that the way in vhich your branch had defined

the capabil'ity of a 1icensee to construct and operate a plant

vas whether or not, there vere more seriaus problems than

Harris —or CPSL had experienced to date2

Xn other vords, up to the time of the circular-

izition of this document, you had in the case of Harris or

'CPSI mnrer taken the position that CPGX was in'capable of

constructing and operating Harris.

10 Right.

All right.
Xn fact, Region XX personnel hack testifieck at

scene length in 1977 and in response to Board questions to

'the effect, that they vere capable —quate, end quote—
'"to construct and operate Harris", and that that vas 80

despite the objections —X'm sorry —anck the answer to

17 that question vas yes, the last question, being that the

REgion XX persanne1 had testified—
'l9 Xn the previous hearing.

Q 'n the prevteus hearings, okay. And the a'nsver

to that is yes2

A Yes'ir
Q Ance that is so, despite all of the infoxination

that vas -- all of the negative information that has been

brought aut in this hearing to date, anck any information
P
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Yes.

Q. All right>

And the answer to that question is yes.

Yeso

All right

$ 0

12

$ 4

No+ is it not true, then, for someone, for anyone

'in this branch to have answered question number" —the second

sentence —the second question of number .five -» is it not

true that for anyone in your branch to have answered "Xf. so,

'what'is your opinion", to have answered that question, 'my

opinion is that they are incapable of constructing and operat

in@''Harris', they would not,only have had to go agai'nst your

'own testimony or the testimony of —they vould not only

have.; hid to cont'radict your testimony and the testimoiy of

Re. Dance in 1977, but would also have had to define

TS:

$ 9

'"dapabiUty to construct and operate Barris" in a.manner

different. from the definition Region XX has given it lo
'these many'ears?

A ' don't agree that.,they would have. hack to have

gone against, previous answers.
' All.'right.

~ 4, *

r
Do you agree that they would have had to define

the "capability to construct and operate Harris" in a manner

'different from the definition that was the official definitio,
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so to speak, if there was such within Region XX, Reactor

Oper'ations and Nuclear Support Branch2

A Xes, X think so.

X would like to add something to that. The

xequest in Question five simply asks if you have foxmed

an 'opinion, and whether or not one answered the other

questions, he could have formed an opinion for a number of

reasons, hearsay, personal observation, that sort of thing,

which is what some people X believe apparently have done.

$ 0 But X'm asking basically two questions about

number five, not only whether or not a substantive opinion

t2

'l4

'-would-h'ave been. contradictory. to.the opinion of 'the super

visor, because X Chink the record vill—you know, Mr.

'IXisice's position on the capability and your position on the

'capahM.ty of CPS', you Knew, is manifest throughout this

I7 But the second question is to ms in 'a sense the

more 'imycu~nt question, that is whether or not ammering

the sicond sentence on number five would have required an

individual to define —quote —"CP&X 's capabiH.ty to

construct "and operate Harris" —end quote —in a manner

different from the generally accepted definition of that

phrase within your office.
HR. REXSe Nr. Chairman, X ob)ect to the question

in that it is unclear and X don't knew what the question was
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mpbl0 1 asking. When he uses the tezm defined", I don't know wheth

he means defined in the'ind of the indSi.vidual 'inspector. X

think it might be very difficult. The answers axe defined in

the sense that. he would write out. a definition when he gave

his answer to the question, and I'm not sure what he is
driving at.

NR. RHHXHs I am trying to follow a 1ine of

questions, 'and X hid.nk that X have asked earlier I4r. Long

'and Hr Dance whether or not Chere ware any objective

"stazuRards Wa know thexe were no oh)ective
standards.''e

asked them whether or not, at any time

$ 2 'prior to October of 1977 they changed their position as to

the capability of CPS'o construct the plant..X"have asked

theta'what -«basically how they defined "capabi'lay'"', and

they" Mere, I Chink, very responsive. They said that it
'gust never had —the problems they had had nevex XR"Meir

"opinion been serious enough to warrant not finding them

$ 9

20

'c'ipable+ And I find that a vexy reasonable statement of
-'thei'r- position; and that, is the reference X am 'making when

4', s'ay-. ".definition".
Then X asked them whether yr not in their'pinion

th'e persons who answered this questionnaire vexe awar'e of

23
'4

that position, and they said yes

I think it's very obvious that they have defined

'it 'to mean something, in whatever loose manner they may have
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$ 9

2l

done, that everybody in the office knew what that was and

that they all —and to have defined it to have said

differently would have required them to go against their
superiors ox define it differently.

And X must say that Z very much appxeciate Mr.

Long's responsiveness to my more recent line of questions.

CBAXBMM SMITH: Nr. Refs has Indicated, X think-

'R. REZS: res.

X may have missed something in sitting'here, but

I don't think it was ever established, or anyone ever .

established that the idea of "capability" was unifoxm among

the'inspectoxs, that, they ever asked the question or ever

got a x'eadback that everyone knew what, "capab9.19ty" meant

and it meant the same thing to each individual inspector.

MR. EHNXN: Z'm not even asking him that.

MR. REXS: I think the question 9n the form is
on whatever standard oi capability you adght have in your

mind, do you think they'e capable of operating. And X

think that's what they came back and answered.

CHAIRMAN SMZTHa Mell, his inquiry —and I think

ppropriate —is to dete inc whether there's any

. iiherent bias in responses because of the background and

the testhaony, and X think that's perfectly appropriate.

MR. ERWXN: X think they'e been vexy responsive,

very candid and responsive, and X don't have any problem
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mpbl2 with it.
CHAIN~ SMITH: Continue.

?'ll overrule it.

2 Madelon 5

MR. EKNIN".X have very little more'n that line.
Mr. Eddleman has reminded me that, the operative

date that X was putting in these questions is October —is
the time of the circularization of this memorandum,'ctober

'7&', not '77. Me get. confused with these dates.

c3 BY MR EBRXN:

9 Mr. Inng and Nr.. Dance, Nr. Reis'has some —do

you have any'onfusion in 'our mind about +hat X "was asking

~ you=in the last few minutes2

33 Xf you do, X'.d like you to —in order to
proceed expeditiously, rather than repeat questions—

A {Hitness Long) Your question,. as I gathe'r,

mm regarding standards on which the quest).ons would be

27

f&

20

answered and compared with some sort of a standard that ve

. ha'd 'developed on which they could )udge qualifi'cations of
'the XXcemme. And the answer is no.

Ne solicited opinions vitbout regard to iny
it'aiicKaid. X personally would avoid trying to develop 'such

a itandard because 'it might inhibit or limit the responses.
/

Q But gust to carry it one step further so that
"th' "record is perfectly clear on this point, since Mr.'eis
be&;eves there is co~usion, you understand that X was asking
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2

you whether or not in your opinion the members o$.,your branch

were. aware of the way in which —X'm rephrasing it, but

X'llput it. this way because it may be more generalized and

it may help you answer the ~stion better —but. the way
in'hich~ X m as'ou whether poll believe that the members

of your branch were generally aware of the way in which you

and Nr. Dance and other members of the branch approached the

question of CPS''s capability in the past..

Yes.

And you believe that they were aware of your

$3

general belief that if CPSX had no worse problems than

they*had experienced over the time prior to October, 1978,

that'n your opinion they were capable of constructing and

operating Harris.

15 X agree with you.

j8

A (%itness Dance} Xf X may interrupt, X would say

X cto not feel that they would be stifled in their comments.

9 X'm not. even suggesting that. Xt's a very narrow

cgxsstione

20 The phrase was used "capability to construct and

operate Harris"g an'd X m trying as best we can@ sincls we

don't have each and every one of these individuals to

establish a reference for that phrase —if you feel X'm

24 being unfair to your position or unfair to the members of

your branch or unfair to anyone involved, unfair to CPaX,
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mpbl4 for that matter, please feel free to comment.

Again, I'm trying to elicit a response to my

question. I'm not trying to confuse you.

A Ão, I don't see anything unfair. We are t'alking

ab'out, three different branches.

Yes. And I'm gust, talking about, at this point
—X'm not talking about construction at all. You don'

have any -- I'm not asking you about construction in any may.

MR. TROWBRIDGE: Nr. Chairman, if Mr. Erin is
not sugges'ting that the recipients of this memorandum vere

stifled in their response, I think it'8 time the Board

inquired of him what is the purpose of this examination.

CHAXKQGT SMITH! Yes, X wondered too.

X assumed that you vere trying to determine

f5

20

whether the circmmstances surrounding the response to the

inquiry vere such that there may be a bias.

MR EBBING X think the question of stifling, I
don't believe there's any evidence of their being stifled.
I believe there is 'very strong circumstantial evidence that,
as X said„ that anyone anmeaeing number five in a manner

different fraa their superiors +auld have had to have defined

"capability to construct and operate Harris" in a manner

CHAXRKQl SMITHs Okay.

MR ERHXNe And that's really a simple point.



mpb15 And X think that does shov bias. Xt does show bias.

Stifling, you knox, if you vant to be semantic,

stifling, you Icnav, is somebody being scpxe3.chad ox'ut clown,

'ancL there's nothing in any of this to suggest that they

vere coached or that they vere told that they should respond.

CHAXBMAN SHXTH: Okay.

MR. EBRXN: But if there's any confusion,' do

believe that the whole purpose of the line of cross-

examination was Co 'establish a very basic and fundamen'tal

bias within the memoxandum.

f3

CHAXRHAN SMXTS: All. right
BY NR ERNXNc

Ta put this in your testimony nev, your testimony

in 1977 in perspective, have you ever testified in a

proceecKng of any natuxe before the HRC in opposition"to a

construction pexmit or an operating license hy an 'applicant?

I8 A'

~ ~ ) 'P-i:
g'

~ 1 ~ %' 'L '

(Witness Dance) No

(Witness" Xang) Ho

All right
Have you ever requested —X believe Mr'. X'ong

ha's testified earlier that he, in his experience, up + the
~ I

X may be misCRQcc55g maybe it goes through todpg ance

'if'o. he'can tell me —but X believe you previou'sly testi-
'atel1 1*eh 2 ha ~th lesoitl

~of';an oxCLaordRML1ly condition Upon an operating Lic8lllfe at

4
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mpb16 a construction pexmit stage, is that coxxect2

That 's correct

All right.
That extends to now as well. That doesn't gust

go'p through October, '77 ~ Xn other words, you haven'

done it between October, '77 and now either, have you2

No.

All right.
And, Mr. Dance, let me gust ask you if that'

A Oifitness Dance) That 's correct

32 All right.
i3 And you would myect that, auld you not, that

before any application fox' construction pexmit or operat-

ing license should go to hearing that pou would have an

opportunity, if you felt the situation was so sexious as

i9

to be —as to need greater enforcement than you itouM other
I

vise have, to have input directly to the Staff counsel and

. to others prior to the hearing2

HRB flvs 20 Yes.
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Q How have you ever iu the past suggeated: to Staff
\

.. Counsel that, problems with a p~etdaula utiLLty vere so

severe that if you were called upon Co make a .zecommendation'r support aa application< at that time you couxd got ia good

. conscience do so2

(Witness Dance) Xf X understand the question

9

right, no~ that'has eever been. suggested to mso

Q X'm probably coafusiag youo Have yo|l ever told
Staff Counsel or somebody Chato wells you kai

1'0 A Ho, X have noto

Q The togae has come for a hearing and you want me

Co get on the stand aad testify that, X think it'" you Ruow,

15

'- that. they'e capable and right aow X don't think 'so< and you

had better aot ~ if. You want me to testify Yes@ you had

batter aot —you know> you had better put'the hearing off
until they shape up2 ~ 1

~ 19

20

21

A The answer is Ho+

9 'nd Mao Ieng2

A /fitness Xang) The answer is Qo 'But there are

eccasions where we feel lance we- need to complete 'an evaluation

. of a situation 'e're really taXl~g about whis48er we can

'et ready by a ce~Lia date. '~lsatly the 'MCe 'of the

hearing would be set aad

9 That's a pxobXea we all have to coatemd with~

A Red that's about the limit of it



8
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Bas9.cally I'm interested not in the logistical
problems of finishing the review of an applicant but whether

e'd not you take this initial position Chat I'nderstand you

frecpxeatly or you often take< where you review'%shat you Snow

'o date and then you taJm the position and then'"you prepare

the testimony~

i /7l
c ~ And my question iso Have you ever+ prior Co

"hifaringr taken the position that "Me can', now"support an

ap'plication either for a constnu~on permit or"an operating

li'censeo t ~

''og

A (Hitness Dance) Mo»

Thank youe

CHAIR.QQl SMXTSe Maybe the record "should reflect
'15

1,7:

I'8'g"
20'he

fact that you dou't necessarily have a hearing for an

operating license»

%4 RRRXSe I mubsrshand thato I'ui not pre

supposing such+

M HRo ZRÃXN4

Mr~ Xang, I believe you testifi'ed that you have

22

been< as late as this morning that you have been"familiar

with many of the senior personnel. in CPSI for miny years+

A ptitness Xeng) Yes

Q And again< we discussed your statements or the
statements of the )oint testimony on page 9 about conservative
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2:"

ca'5'anagement

organisation and so forth+

Xf X understand the gm~t of your testimony< you

considex that CPsL has bean in a worse position Chan. they

are nut in regard to a number of areas wit'h which you are

familiaro Xs ~dmt correct?

A They have been in worse condition than they are

now

I ' is
~,

'!9"f0'nd He+ Dance~ you would a'gree with that2

(Nitnass Dancej Yes< X would
I

What period. of time would you say we are NQJdmg

. ab'out2 f

1

A Px'e '76o

a .s gVlni g wh t ~, at what d t in piacular?
- Has Clear situation at one point better than it became at a

'ater point< Qi your opinion?

:,f8

f9

gO

'

M31 you give me that again< pl~e2
C'f

1 Xs It your opinion that CPS'as< le@'s say+ less
'I Ad

~ capable at one togae than another~ that Cleir riCbW that
.

— «.-",c ".-

" i'n. your sub)~ve judgment- they vere not doQig 'so we13. over
+'jt

* ono period of time rather than another prioi'to"X&762

Xn other words< should ore taka the" ~iod beginning
' '

with the construction and operation of Robkadon through 1976
PIj

: as one period, or are there points within that'period?
~s

1

A ''ll'spe@cing primarily of X see''ijnifScant

changes beginning in PebclMxyq'6 g significant 'hanges
s. ] .].'j;

4,
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CPsi 's response~ management changaso

Prior to that tiam X'm spealcing of one or two

years prior to that time when we vere having our problems

with Brunswickg the ~75 ~76 time frameo

87

Mould you say '73 ~ 742

The '23 - '74 '75 ~4 frameo

'76 AXX right.
'8 How let, me ask you to refer to page 68 in your

9 testiamay in which you says

"Xn marginal cases< CPaX has been slow

iu applying resourceso"

Mow can X read applying resources os spending

money"2 X mean is that what "applying resources» meaus2

That is an input, to supplying resources+ yes< a

f5

f6

prUuaxy tuputo

Q Does it go much beyond that2 Z meai 'if you'e
i7 taUctug about committing manpower you'e talking about spend

38

79

ing money to hire men+ aren't you2

20 Q. 8o when you say "applying resources» in this can

p1 text, X won't say it's a euphemism but baskcafly aud funda

mentally you mean spcuuiing mcneyg am X correct iu assuming

that2

XSS e

TblhDlc youo





(Witness Xong) PersonneL, plus the training
'rogr8Lxsy

And a11 of that fha3ces moneyo

Yes

Oicayo

So then, again on page 54 oS your testkmany> you

talk about exhsodod York vesksp and you givG ths''dat for
th'at period from mid 1974 to labe 1976, do, you natV

"9 A (W.tness Dance} Yes

Est ms ask you to refer. to .I 'guess'ue are

using Vo1umo 2~ page 43<-Board Bxhibit l.0 X'beXive it is<

pigs 43, Mx~ CantreLl's second pags in which he "5'ayse

CPSO ~ ~ 0

'74
r ThLs is as of 9/16/77~

*k.sa I

"CPSX l4anagemant. sti11 does not

appear~ ~
" 4

fl7 And he puts some Xitt1e arroz and'QxXtes itklL"

20

ao ~ est@1 ERH5s not appear to b'av cccRLLttOd SMl

required manpewer and financrla1 resources 'to as

sure thatoooe"

and so forth and so on~

Again when he's taUcing about this j when he uses
S lf

thosd phrases y xscfuirsd NanpobTor y coIQIhit4ing xsQRLLxod

peap~er and financial ~urcese" you tooJc him S4 mesne did
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~ eh 6 i you not~ spmading monayP

A Yes

All right
Mme CMLrliar Mro Cha~aaa, X balMVe< 'Or- Dr~ ~dS

RslMd you sort of a what everyhocly c&l3.s nowadays CIAO bottom

line question as to the HPCX or enunciator cgxmiCioa of hew

anich would it cost, and you said you didn't burnt - Xs that

'10i

That's righto

All. righto

How'you ~ere asked in 1977 eaux'xe cLsked aalu Co

give yoQL opinion Gs to the capclklility of the CO~any to

'onstmxct and oyccate the pLaatp and you make 'stataaaents

throughout your testimony and you hcLd made statemants ia 2977

throughout youL testimony as to the resources '4vailoMAR to
I

CP &ho

-1.7,

20

How let me ask you something about your knowledge

. of those resoQLceso

Are you fami3,&Lr with the general concLLtioa

~ in the United States of cyxote rprivahQy os@ed utili
tiesr ia 1974

%4 IEXSC Mx' ChlLEXRL!st X 05)ecto We have had 4

hearing ia this proceeding ancL X thin3c ate're getting off oa

f&mncial qaalificatioasp and X doa't think ChiC is the subject

'hereo. X doa't think there is involved in this"proceeding the
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k5

,lg

fact that or the question of whether CPU can roips acMi

tioua1 money to pot ou additional staffo Xt is @eerily a

cgiestion of whether they want Co or will< but there,is uo

cpxestion of their financial qeaX9,ficatious to operate the

plant X think we'e getting off the qusstion-turbo financial

qualificitions, other than the capability; more from a qiMis

tLon of motivation, o8 whether they'1,l pat'n 'Cti'e financial

resources that they have available tO them,

X thick the Board has already 'coucluctd that they
'0' are financially capableo.

CHAXMM SMXTHe That's tnxei Ne don'4 have

:'urisdiction over their financiaL qualification's~ But if+

130
" 4o230

:fP;
1

f'4

"II&'j8

as a zesult of financial problems> there v'as'iiiaNficient
'management fiuaucial resources put into the operation of

Brunswick< that is germane to om consignee'.ation herei That'

:., a different matter entirely frota being able to xaise the

'ftuaucdug to construct the Sheaxon Harx'is withe 'the time

frame and the contaxh of the constnxction permit hearing

Tg

20

DR, IJKDS! Encase meo. Xt seems 4o'me if the
I

question is going toward allocation of re8'oMMi4""or in the

sense that whatever they were or are< you'xe Iiljciing about

allocation of these resources~ that~s a maiagimait choiceg

aid I don't think the question is going howard whether ox

not they coaLC or could uot raise the money< oi.-"have the

moneys



X see two di8feremh areas thsxe< so M one sense

X woold see iC as paefsc41y fine Co ask ~ ques&on on

fiaancla1 a11ocation of Rinancia1 xesouzceso
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t8 NRBloom 2

wbl
2

CHAXRMAM SMXTH: What is the specifi(-„. question?

You didn't finish it, did youP

MR. ZRNXH: X think X did. X was trying Co

establish a background; X'm trying to— The witnesses have

testitied repeatedly that in their opinion the licensee has

the resources. And that's the word they used. A'nd X asked

them what they meant by it. And when we get Co the bottom

line of what they mean by "resources," they say "money<" you

know, spending money.

And they of course also talk about motivation.

.and -commitment. And X'm asking them if they have —'ou

2a

25

17:

28 '.

29:

20

jcnow', if somebody fails to spend money that there are at
" least Cwo reasons: one might be that they don't want to

v
spend the money on it, and Che other might be Chat they don'

have it to spend. And X would take — X mean,' would hope

that Dr. Leeds'omments would not be —would not "completely
- -limit the scope pf my questioning. Because part od my.

i
~ -r» .

~

"ques'tioning is to establish Chat in fact. during the period
~

(
~

in question all external evidences are that CPsL was under-

going a period of eat|erne financial oris9.s, and that'quite
~ / ~

:possihly many of the things that many of the fefioienoies
1

, 'L

that were noted, many of the problems that arose< might very
s

well--have been related to Chat Xf that is so, Xt'.might
s

"..logicilly suggest itself to the Board that if'that'"should

'appenagain in the future a similar situation might. arise.
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~/wb2 NR. TRONBRXDQE: Ke. Chairman, now we'e back at

financial qualifications oP. Harris, with this latter remark

3 And I think that to Che extent Nx. Erwin would attempt to

show, or could show that Chere were financial inhibitionsf

6 or. inability to raise funds, it will shed no Light on the

point he tried to make about management capabilities as

evidenced by performance at Brunswick.

Xf, indeed, he vere able -- which I doubt —to

show'that the company couldn't raise the money, he himself

~0 hai'aid there are two explanations. If that's the explan-

~,.

ation, it has no bearing on management capability at Bruns-

wick. 'f he says he new wishes to project Che possibility
that; there will not be enough funds to fu'nd Hirris~ he is

doing exactly what Etc. Reis objected Cot he'8'trying to try
'the financial qualifications over again.

19'0

2i that.
T$

~ /
~ we~First, these witnesses are not going 'to carry you

CHAIRMAN SMITH: In the first place, X. agree
f

with what you says if insufficient resources were allocated
I.'

~ ~ ~ l
'.", to the operation at Brunswick it aouid be expliine4/either

I'

'""by-.kt didn't have it or if they'did have it they 'dt'cd't want

:" to spend it, or maybe a combination of both. I agr'ee with'

very far in the direction you'e going.
~ ~

HR. EBNlSs I understand'hat. And I would like
to show exactly how limited the distance is. I believe that

~ ~ '
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aB/wb3 X'm entitled to; because they have been —yau see, the

funny thing, Mr. Chairman, is that they've been allowed to

testify as if they knew all of this, and they don'. And I
want to establish that.

CHAXRMAH SMITH: Furthermore-- They may not

8

know. But, furthermore, within the context of what I know

about this case X think it's goi'ng to be almost impossible

to. demonstrate, Ho. 1, if there was an insufficie'ncy of cash

$ 0

flow during the relevant periad that that, is causally related

to the problems at Brunswick. Yau could speculate ind you

could argue, but I don't think that any of the testimany

filaR here, nor can these witnesses —if yau could establish

the first thing —that they could come up with any evidence

of any nexus between the two situations

Mell, why don't you )ust ask.

Do you knaw anything about, their financing?

HXTHBSS KNWCB: Ho.

I9

CHAXRHM SMXTHc Xt,'s not profitable, it's not

going to take you anyplace, so I'm going to sustain 'the

objection.

You might ask another panels X don't knox. But

it's not going to help you with this one.

MR. ERNXH: Nay X ask you to delimit what''m

allowed to ask?

CHAXKShH SMXTHc Ho
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MR. ERWXN: I gust keep on asking questions and

having them objected tot

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

MR. EBNXN: »-until I'm... ~

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Xn the first place, X can't try
your case for you, Z can't outline your questions. But X

do Rnov this'specific panel isn't going to be able to'answer

8:.

9;

your questions about CPSL4s financial condition in '74, '75
'J'

and= '76.

Can you answer questions about th'e
financiil'ondition

of CPIL during those .years,
gentlemen'2,".

17

'fS .

NXTNESS T.ONG: Sir, ve really are not'evolved

in that. Re do involve ourselves in what I believi:Or.Leeds

cilled allocation of funds.: But there, again/ it 8'n Ln-
'- 'di'rect thing.

Zf ve feel —which the comment implieS ' that

funds are not allocated for certain training that is'eces-
J".sary in his opinion, or staffing+ it is not -»" ve don't con-

cern ourselves with overall financial capahiB,ty, only ihere

money is an application ef funds to meet canpXiance'recpaire-

.ments.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: If it''llocated. Xf it's not

28 allocated you cannot explain why it is nott

MXTNESS LONQc That's right.
CHAIRMAN SMITH: No+ exactly what do you vast from



WRB/wb5 'l the Boards

MR. EBNIN: X don't even remember what the last

question was.

CHAXRMAM SNXTH: You started off the last ques-

5 tion by asking a question which was predicated'pon the

6 financial condition of not only CPsL during the period but

the whole industry. —as X recall the question.

MR. ERHXN: X'm not discussing, and X'm not, asking

any questions related to the capability of the utility to

f0 finance the Shearon Harris plant.

f2'HAXRtlhÃSMXTH: X understand that.
~1

HR. EHPXH: ~ther than facts that might be—
that the witnesses might know of their own knowledge.

Hcer X'm not asking whether or not they'can,

~5 whether or not the HBv York money market will support the

17

construction of Shearon Harris; But X think— Shat X would

like to know is whether they were aware. ~ . ~ I think the

credibility of their testimony as to their opinion as to the

gg.: capability, the managmaent capability of the company is

20 ':compl'etely divorced from any )udgment that they may have as

to whether or not the company can raise the necessary capital

funds to finance the construction of the plant ." But that

answer might very well depend upon their knowledge of the.

gene'ral financial condition, the level of revenues> whether or

'not —and the cash flow problem in any given year. Because



RB/wb6 X do think that is directly relevant. And that is not at
C

all the same thing as the financial qualification of the

company-- Really, that is nat really that much xelatsd to
I

the financial qua1ifications of the company ta construct

the plant, the construct the Sheaxon Harris plant.
p ~

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Bow I think I didn't really fully
appreciate your first question. X thaughC your first question

was directed Co during Che period referred to by Nr. Dance

and throughout the testimony here, where'here were operating

problems at Brunswick, could it be txaced back to insufficient

cash flaw on the pert of CPSX ~

12 HR. EHWXH: And you'e saying X cannot ask any

questions along that
line2'4

CHAIRS SMITH: You dan'tknav what my full view

15 on that is.
By full vicar is thaC if the evidence were Co

$ 7 establish, aside fram the financial qualifications to constru

.Shearan Harxis, that CPUT. was having such a cash fleer problem

duxing the relevant period that it interfered with the safe

21

operation of Brmmwick and they didn'C clase it de< Chat

certainly would go to management capability. So I'm not, sayin

that you'xe not following a pertinent line of questtionsg I'm

gust saying that the line that yau're Caking with this pmtS-

culax group of witnesses isn'C going to get yau there.

NR. EBHXNe I dash believe that there are any—
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~ The intervenorswren't in a financial position, .nox're we/

to undertake the kind of investigation that it would roquix'e

to determine whether ox'ot this is She case.

But you yourself, Mr. Chairman, have suggested

that Were the parties ud.ght be able to point to a lineal

investigation that would be fruitful they should do so..And

that is aractly what we'e doing at this point.

CHAXMM SKKTH: Okay. But this is late in the

day. Xf you had a theory predi'cated'pon cash flow problems

at CPsX back then and hdtv that might relate to management

capabilities, it's very late in the day fox us to begin

investigating it..
MR. ERHXHc Nr. Cha9.xman, I believe the record

in 1977 willdisclose that it was our position. But it has

always been only a theory, because we are simply without

financial resources ourselves. He understand the problem

of lack of operating revenues. He cannot investigate this
" problem. Xt is not— But ve have been calling it to the

attention of this Board sinoi 1974 ~

CHAXRHM SMXTH~ BuC in the content of the

financial qualifications of CPaI. to construct and to

initiallyprepare for the operation of Shearon Harris, which

depends not upon the financial condition of CPSL or She

utility industry in 1974 and '7S, but upon the financi.al

conditions today;



~ WEB/wb8 Your po'nt with operation is an entirely dif-
ferent point, as X understand it. Xf it is not... Hell,

it is a different point,

MR. EHNXM: Xt is a different point, X agree.

But it was also made, I believe the record villdisclose<

in argument, if nothing else, in 1977 and 1975 and 197r.

MR. TROHBRINR: That is not applicant's recol-

lection of any record ox argmnent ox testimony.

CHAIRKLR SMITHs lamell in any event, Mr.'x@in,
except for the limited area which X discussed, this Board

simply doesn't have Jurisdiction 'to go into the financial
'ualificationsof this applicant to construct: Shearon Harris

Me have lost )urisdiction. Ne may hive been in error, or

whatever you may say, but ve simply don't have jurisdiction.
.Only as it relates to the management capability 'issue befoxe

us i
I

Zet's take a LO«minute recess.

$8. (Recess)

CHAXRMM SMITH<. Gentlemen, X think it's time to
proceed e

MR. REISe Mr Chairman, one additional'atter on

the irrelevance of the general financial condition of the

market or anything else, in that we are only dealing vi:
not a general financLM„condition but an allocation. And I
don't mind questiyas going to allocation.
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But to shew that we'e not concerned with the

financial condition of the zaa"ket, certainly that there was
!

money in CPsL, CPaL paid common stoc3c dividends for the last

period ~ So that this becomes totally irrelevant.

CHAXRbfAN SMXTB: X might say that you'e alxeady

Moll your point

Yes. During the recess ve went —as a matter

.of fact I gust looked at our initial decision, going over

financial qualifications. And Dr. Leeds pointed out to me

'that Lt was a contested issue, as you all know, because

you cross-examined extensively on it. Me did develop a

:: 'rathex full record on the financial condition of CPUT during
I ~

'",the period '74, '75 and. thereafter. And that recoxd is
available for consideration in this case.

Ne're confident. Chat your l.ine, of quests.oning

.is noC going to be productive, so we'e going to rule that
S

you must lied.t.your questioning to allocation. Ne see no

~ possibility of you developing a record which is going to go
|

'beyond allocation.

MR. ERHXNc X'm sorry< Mr. Chainnint I y9;11 gust
'. -have.- to rest and enter an exception and an objection, bee~use

I don't have any idea what you mean by 'allocation" in this
C

context.

DR. LEEDS'fell X think you ought to clearly
'. understand, Nr. Exwin,, what ve're tzjjing to say here~ at leas
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what.. X'm trying to say. I suspect the Chairman vill clean

up my language and make it clearer fox you.

But the- problem is that I have not reviewed the

record that was developed ia the hearing when ve, reopened

the hearing. But we still have that data. But it seems to me

the point you'e trying to make, and it seems to be the poiat

Hr. Cantrell makes in Volume XX in his letter. And 'the

argument Kr. Cantrell puts forth is, they did not allocate
I

the resources to the- task, whereas. whether or'not they had.
any'0

resources to allocate to safety in lieu, say, of paying as

much dividends as. they did, or whatevex else they allocated

]3

the- money for, is a question we can find the answer'to in
'the pxevious record.

l4 Certainly these two gentlemen don't have the.

.I

l7

20

data: we already found&at out because we asked them that

question.

But the question of whether or not the company

'management chose to allocate whatever resources they had —.

And Hr. Cantrell used the word "Sinancials" X assume that.

means cash in hand ox'borrowing paver. —is a'quest of the

management. And what we'e txying to say to you is, I t9aiak

that ve are not, barring you from askiag questions'a- that
r

area'ut we are saying that to ask questions whether or not

they had any money at that time, there's ao point in it becaus

ve can find out by looking. in the xecord.
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'.ia

Xs that, right2

CHhXRMM SHXTHe Sure You can inquire did Chsy

spend enough money< but. you'e aot going.to be able to

develop enough record here that they didn'4 have enough money

to spend to solve the problems at Brunswick,

QRo LEEpSs Because at least ve can put our finger

on a chunk of money year by year by gust looking at the amount

of conmon dividends they paid and say they could have allo

cated they couLd have, might have chosea to,':ox may have

been forced to aLlocate all those funds to soiiathiag else,

KQLXKQLH SHXTSe Xn our fiadiago 165 XnithQ.

Decision< the applicant's 1976 financial statistics fox
II

WP IW 91~~ I I g

were comparable to those for the average of 'the: hundred

largest electrical. utilities+—

16

20

Nmr unless you can shul us a: plan of ~vidence

heeee vh9.ch it is very late to ba doings that, they LiteraLLy

did aot have enough money to pay competitive salaries or

whatever point you'e trying to make at BxuasvicR< you'xe
r

gust going deem the roaX 18'rong road~ Th'are is no doubt

yo'u'xe goiag chwn tha ~ng road with this paneX

= DR XBBDSs Xs it clears sire what feei're trying

to say2 X don't vant to confuse you oa this issue X'm sure

'24 "

MR> ERRXMe Nr Chairman+ ia all candor< X don'
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know where the line U.es. I will attempt Co shay on— X

wiX.3. enter my exception Obv9.ously X can't do Chat inesanmh

as Xn an attempt Co demonstrate Che good faith of Che

Xntaevenors in this proceeding, X willnot ask any questions

Chat I< in clear conscience, believe Co stray ovir the line

':8

that X understand you to be drawingo

And X Chinkp inasmuch as I would like tham to

appear on the record but inasmuch as our financial resources

'9 're strained and ve would like to mcpedite and make as

$ 0 good uso of our time as MQ ciLng sinceg you knowp none of's
'f'.i.'- who are here today are paid at all, we will just ask the

:I'2 'yiastions Chat we believe faX,X, on this side~

CHRXRKQ% SMXTHS I st sure Chere aLe others who

will be willing to point out Co you if
15

f6

HE4 ERHXHt I really find it scmumhat difficult
Co kit which of my questions vil1 fall on this 'line, but I

f7 wi11 try iQ phrasing them Co stay on this side of the linee

'f9

21
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SX MRo ERN~S

Hro Xang aad Mr. Maceo bothy does eithor or both

of you vsse either or bath of you aware of any program ox

commitment on the part of CPSX maaagomaat 'at any "Chne durga/

the l,ast fkvo or six years Co cut costs? Mere you curare

of any program that @as aver Racln within the o~aniaaticn

as'n earnings hnprovemeaC program?

8

'9

MR~ RBXS! Hr, Chairman< X think thee are tteo

questions. Caa ve have one aC a time? X )Mhfi it: maJces it
vary difficaLC,

T2'vat ms ask the second oaa firsts' ."

're

you aware of CPsX 's earnings QapWvement

I,~

'6''

4'8

'l9

20

{Witness Dence) No

{Witness Mng) Ho~

'ngs

Boo
. ~

Q Are you aware of aay prograa> the CitXe to which
I

= you may aot haec but the purpose of which' t'ai tighten

.the beXt within the orgoniaatica end to incr4MLiii'their earn

?A
~',t

Q IW Illlhl I I II ~ ~I~II
MRo 38XSe Mr+ Ch&xmanr X~a going to object to

this in that-X don', mind hha as'bout progiaus to cut

costs< but increasing oanaiags end cutting cosCi 'I4ght be
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~ different Chingso

Cutting costs y X can possibly see some. connectioIl»

Increasing earnings p no o

CBAXHMLM St4XTHc XC is already answered in the

negative so 5.t doesn'C matter»

HXTHRSS DBMCSe. Let me addo Mro Long has ansvexedg

X haven't»

X have no basis other Chan heirs', that perhaps

management's salaries vere cut during one paxiod".of time» X
~ \

don't knew 'far ho@ lang or, whether it vas tempoxixy ox @hat

BX HR . SHRXHe

Q Hara you mrare of Che deferral af:Che constr~ion
'xogxam fox Shemcon Haxris duxing this. period of"time on. the .

part of CPSX management2

A (Hitness Dance) " X'm avaxe it vas deferred»

Q. Here. you avara of any You'xe nat aware of

any submissions. Co any state regulatory boards o5 the part of
'I

. CPaX 'or xate increases.during this period of. time, vere you2
1

A No»

Q =

y Did you 'eve X believe there his'een testkxsaay

introduced in this pxoceecHng that CPaX's Chat one of. Che

reasons f in the opinion af at. least one inspeetoi or more/
" ane af the xeasons fax Che high turnover at ~vis'viojc related

to le salaries Xs. that, coxxect2

That s correct»'
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~ eb3 Or at least Chat was an evaluation hy somebody

2 Chat the salaries at Brunswick were Low2

That was a speou1ation on my part, 'ind I bs3.ieve

4 Ke Cantrell addressed Chato

{} Neer do you know— Have you cLiscusied with manage-

"6 ment+ with CPSZ management< Chat particular issue or concern

'8

at any time over Che past five or saic years2 '

A The answer is Moo Bad I guess as far as the

9 salarSARS goi the answer is Ho+

The need for trained manpower, yesi'we have

AXX right.
L Mme'n discussiug with Chem Che need for trained

manpowezi did they ever give you a response Chat 'related. Co

Che cost of such Craining2

17

'f8

,f9

siN

Moo
«««g~

Q But you have said that, Cheyi as a'g'eIjeral conclu
'!

sion on page 9< that they are a conservative management

organisation< hough in dealing with Che issues'%pent tend to
!

. create an expansion of manpcerer recyairements,

Did you assume when you made Chat'tatement that
at least one of Che reasons Chat they were Codghiin dealing

'eith the issues that'end Co create an axpansioa'.4'f manpower

««! ! !! «!««d !. e!.!! ««

i':25

:l'!
V.

~ J
« ~\

e3cpnmled their manpower recpaixements2

I ChinJc it is a recognition if. you 'spend money
-~ «,~~ > ~ .«
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you'e going to have Co address it and put it ~ the budget

and that sort of Ching~

Q Nell< Chere's a recognition Chat if you put on

more people you'e got Co pay their salariost &n t Chat

corrects

That's correcto

AlX, right
So that 9.t Ls your testimony that at no CQue has

iny CPsX management ever used Che ever discusi'ed ~ith you

the cost of any. regud.remant Chat you had impose'cL upon them>

or any concern Chat you have expressed Co them regarding man

'1'3

pmeer r~rements2
That.'s correcto

Do you have any opinion satisfactory'Co yourself

16

as 'to blether the cost of such programs entered into or

affected the )udgment of CPM as Co manpower recpxirsments't

No, X don', But X'm a@are Chat X'8;sure for
'tel

anything they do they Chink of the costo

AXX righti
20 5fcv Chere has been testimony that there vera

extended work reeks for periods of days weeks~ months< and

years at Hnxnaeicdc Xs Chat correctP

201 right~

Hew have you cUscussed with any'CPsG management
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what the reasons for those exbmdad —what their )ustify.ca-

tion for those cactoaded work weeks was2

Axe you aware of any )ustificatioa that, they have

made as to those extended work weeks'' either oragy or ia
~

'riting2

X believe theix testimony addresses: the fact, Chat,

there was trying times during their startup'parieX at

Bruaswioh~ X think— X have a personal view, now that we'e

past the poiat+ that when you lose'manpower fox whatever

reason it's gong to cost you more to traia o'Ch@. replacements

so X believe it is a self regulating system to--a .cerlMa

SMd'tSloom
SK fls»

f.7

)9
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CBAXBNM SHXTZo Your point is it's in the best

intazasts of tha utility to —it 9nst isn'L saving monay to

pay competitive vages2

MXTHESS MNCBs So that they don't hava people to

1eave for any mason, or to resign for any xeason, yes

SY MR+ BBHXNe

; Q So they don't resign for the reason that they axe
h

8 not being paick competitive vages2

9 ' Ofitness Dance) Yeso Pringe bene%,ts~ tooo

10 9 ~ X mean ~ X say competitive +ages~ X mean al1

'of .the financia1 xemmexahions that would attend Weir
ts a ~ ~

. employmento

The cpzssLLon is~ then, do you have an opinion

satisfactory to yourself as to why CPUT.'s management did neer

or any evidence which would tenet to indicate vhy CPSL's

manageaent did not follow this prudent course during the

pexiod that ~'xe discussing?

$ 8 MR TROHMXDCBe Oh)ection to the cpmstion until
', ~ have a definition of prudent course,

MR ERWXHa Vo pay colapetitive salaries .to prevent

. „"Qnneoessaxy tuxnovero

MR, &KSBRXDQB! Object to the qaestiono Raplicit

.; in the cpasstion is the assumption that CPSX did not ~
. cxmpetitive wages~ and thexe is no testimony in this xecord

gg to that offecto
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CHAXHMAN SMXTSs Where is the pxedicate for your

questions

HR, ERHXHs He Chaixman~ th3.s witness has

testified that he believes that CPSL did not that CPUT

paid low +ages during the period of time that va'xe tal1cing

about<: and he.'s also testified that. in his opinian and

'Z'I )ust... shaply short cixauiting that there is a manage

ment rationale for- paying higher wages, in order to keep

good'exaonnelp to forego having to pay to forego the
''- extra expense of training themo

V

So I +as gast using that as the pxucLent course,

g-:meaning code ior; his explanation of, why they should do this

,'.-I'm 'asking him. if he can chaw us or teIX. us. why, if he
l

,;.-.Ricie'~'- ot has any xoason,- or has any eridence, i@@ CPS
'

";"didn'0 do what he says they ought to have done durin'g this
pe

~ ~

poxiodo-

ME4. TROHBRXDGB! There's no testhemy"'as to vhet
1 4

1

' CPS'ught to have done, Xet's have a simple question as

:;-'W:ichether or not this +itness jcnaws whether, CPSX ~d
'g ~

' petLt4ve vageso
'I

Ci C

CKLZBHM SMX%ie Z don't xecalX. his testiaeny
I

""
': 3xk4Lg that precisoo Z thin1c~ as a matter 'f fact f $5'.

".".qaa1iNed it as heing a bamceo

NITHESS INN".Se Speculation

CHAZSBAH SHXR8e Speculation~
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HRo ERNXH4 F11 y do X e o o

CBAXSbIM SHXTBc Just give me a moment, pIease,

tPause,)

X'm going by my memos on ito X ChizQc Chat the

most we can say fox the state of the record is Chat Chere

l3

l7

18

j9

2j

am soma speculations and inferences by those who view Ww

turnover rate as high, Chat it was caused hy Iow wages.
+c

But X eau.'t point to a p1ace in the racon wheee -:

''.that's been estabIished, and Kf you can< now is the time
'I

:,';to do it~, otherwise, you'xe going to have to xephras'e your,

','.~stion~ or paII it out+'
~ ~

However, X wouM hope Chat ws don t come 'to'he

'"«j4hd of 18',s hearing where we have a void on it X'ou".2cnav~

-".L';W:;:thill)c"that Chere is sufficLLent testimony that,'QRk6k'Nexs

':":„"-',turnover pxobIems at Brunswick, and M, in fact~ ie Vins

".","caused bJJ insufficient xeaU.cation by CPSI Chat their'ges
~ p

;": wsxe'not then cosepetitive~ then don't make us come bad%

'""through 'aII this if it Iater deveIops'that Chat'p the'case

X.was gust fIipping Qmough the testimony here~
P

X knee that the testimony is that at, present t'here "is

- ''coiapetitkve wages, but I, don't see anyp1ace in Che tesfAaeay

i(here they'm addressing the reIevant period thag
is'.LnvoIved

m. moWSaZama Se unde~stand.

4 p

N4 RBXSe Br Chapman> as X recaII the
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Applicant's testimony it Ls that they examined:. their +age

scaLes~ and then reestablished <rages to make them competitive,

But they never said they veren't competitive hefoieo But

there's an inference there in their awn testimony that they

T46reo

.$ 0

AfAERRM SHXIHe X. know there Ls that inference ~

theie, and this malues it a littLe bit uncomfortableo 'e
go chugging along under some assumptions herep and suddenly

'a fLncl< veil~ no, Applicant doesn't support these assmaption

*. Okay, ve'll gust see +hat happens He'l gust

see what happewso

XC'Lt,'s your opinion that this record does not

eotablish that there +as a problem with competitive wages

during the relative period at BransvLak, X guess ve'll have

'o accept-'hat, bacause right nor X can't point to the
a ~

contrary~ nor can Hro Erwino

js

~ ~
~ W"

- 1

But Iet's see what happens

HRo %80WBRXDGSe Ne ~r HLo Chainmme address

j9'0

2j

'I~

.',the gusstion ai to a%ether CPSL was paying colyetitivs wages

';.'Ln l974 5 6 periodo

CBAXR88Ã 8NXTHs Rolltop My don't you continueo I
really don't think there's too much ee can get< aside from

the b'asic issue- X don't think there's too mach you c'n get

'from this panel. But why don't you proceed Wth your

questioning under hypotheses< and maybe Lf you can establish
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it a little latex on by.cross exmuination that there was a

pzoblem« 'or the recorck otherte9.se clarifies $.t~ then you M1X,

have brought, your ansvezs here into a state where they can

.= be consideredo.
4

BY MR. BRRXSe- .

Q . Mr, Lomg>, Hro Dance, pexhaps the most xelevant

stion that X might ask you at this timi about this issue

': .:i's whether or not, you perceive that you have any duty under

your charter, both organizationally and individua?ly, to

'pirsue an'. answer to why there mm such a tuxnover. in .personne

'. "at Brunswick 1o

That's one- ~stiono X.'m going to ask you

$ 3 other question related to ito But. X.'m going to let, you

j'~msgr this one- before that, ance stick it on the encl'of this

, {Hi%ness Qanee) X'erce8.ve it is my duty -ta

"..-:/,:;.'imraze that they have a properly qualified staffo '

.: '. See< X, pexhaps should have ~, all r'9.'ging.'

~.'" hicks you undertake to investigate the reason's for
,.'~„.,'.the tmdovar-at Bzunmick. that your kaspeotozs pe~iver

Ne pursued the course with" CPSX that ther'e +as a

.::: Rack of 4spth in SWR trainingo

They xespon@ad Co that~ those aoam~ntso ~ the
P,

.: 'Sall oC 'V6 they.had a supe'ivisoxy type courseo. B&ginning

','i6. ~VV they began the SRO t~ainq.o





So I tBCaak th& Staff was being strengthened during

that periock of time

~ Q But this was a perception on the part o8 the
r

turnover at Brunswick was perceiveck by your inspectors some

' years earlier than the improvcMaent that tock place~ +as it
not2

Zn othe words~ I guess what I'm asking~'in sum~

is whether or not this was another example of @hat yoi have

categoric;sect as CPSX 's semess in responding to your ~
A:. - Ho~, I cMn't say Chato

- Stele, I'm asking.

f3

TS

A I: think you don't turn-a svk.tch and turn out l0
: quaLMied peopleo IC ta0ces timeo Eev is the best way to

IAI

',"jet ther'& from her&2 I think~ inde&et'~ they dick
finck'hemselves

in kind of a minimnm cxev, staff> at one time~

.'nck they -took steps to broaden the scopeo. Ae@ ve veie
". Yiavtng discussions vf,th tham to push for that scope or

hroedeaQig. =

~9=
' '- But at. the same tim&, they dbms meet tkei'r.-

20 '. ~XXiications escyLkred by the licenseo

Hoe< aga!Ln, Hro Cantrell's most serious stated

oonoer'n ihout the, staffing problem @as that or thi
=ter~~ mes that if f'tier& to continue, that it ad,ght

.1

makin the ahL1ity of the Q,censee at Brunswick, to deal Wth
'1

':. SR'mergency situationo Isn't that basically th& bottÃRl line
~ g ~ 4

'

'

~ ~
~ p
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I don't Chink the emergency situation at

Brunswick. was ever at stake.

Didn't Hro Cmtzell at some point in a memorandum

ezpreis a.concern Chat they didn't have enough senior

personnel to he in She kx3lst position to deal vith an ~

.," msrgentzy2

Again@ At 8 hard 'Nor RS to o o o I m developing
'

:these gaestions in response to your ansvers to my ear&.er

~ j

20

.iH::" '-'. - The'. proapt'evaluation of pro@le!AS and ~Gag
;-'. Qf,".', 'nse conditions X oonsider teo differeiJtgiX'

ind Rro Dance, had you investiga~~~~the
'„"gpah'sos for the

i:, ~ Sad 'th'e:resu1t's

: j', ~:..~may rea

';theii weald have

~j.:,~v3 'flcscoRRSnd

';:,i'nfokmation2

I

turnover pexceived hy your inspeahpgp,'nd

of that investigation satisfied'ciu'.%jijt

son for that turnover was low salaxieg, +hat

been yeux'hat coarse of action. ji'gad yea

ed2 Hhat vauM you have dane with','th'at" '>

a

%mt mould you hams suggested2 MouXd:you have
>c
(II ~v

question's< and X'm sorry~ hut I can'. point X'don4.t Mow
/

where this appears Ln Rro Cantrell's memorandum or testimonyo

A. -," Hhen X %dade of your statement about emergency

situations, 1'in thinhing of the operating ores, and the
AR;..'.',"
<,'-operating one is Sally cysalified and licensedo:. Oldie.;~f Mro

$::Cjintrel3,':s concexns had to do Mth qualified people.'>t!and
1'"",that +as 'in evaluation of problems,

i ~ )
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done anything2 RouM you has% told the Board anything

different in 19772 Mould you have gone to Re, Long and

,suggested that he you hnov> mould it have appeared in a

. Ietter to CPSX2 Mould you have suggested to Neo Long that

he ash Staff Ceasel to initiaCe proceedings to condition

,:the operating license of Bn~vick upon the maintenance of

personn812

A You'ze ashing me a "what;iX" cgxestiono

Q Yeso That's a ".what-if qaestiono

A " Which it, di,dn'C cams to thato

That's right~

A Me made a specific inspection to deteaabm that

qualified staff existed in accordance v9.th the regulations

So ~ didn'5 get to your, hypothetical cgxestiono Xf ve had

concLuded that their problem +as strictly financial and not.
'

any of the other three things ve mentioned, and if ve held

.~-that beXief at the time of hearing, X thinh 9.t's w~uty
I

.:to bring it to the attention of the Board, yeso
p~r if, in the course of your inspections. over the

,~ Yearsi if . it should come to your attention::that

, theme's a similar pzobXem at Brunswick or Robinson —.again~

:.this is a hypothetical qesstion~ and the problem that;X'm

referring to i's a:high turnover rata, not necessarily. an

item 'of no~ompIiance~ even I beLieve 9.t's your testimony
7

that at no poinC dick this rise to the Level is it'not
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your testimony that at no point did tM.s rise to the level

of an item of non compUance? Is Mat correct?

A I don't recall that it's in my testimony> but

~ . that is cmxecto

9 ™. Okay, But it's also your testimony that it was

; an item of caacexn not only to Mro Cantre41, hut to yourself,

ancL others?

A That's correct

Q Hcgfg Lf this pxobXem< so 1~4ted~ should arise in

the future at Brunswick and you should investigate it'nd
you should determine that 4hs prfmaacy reason fox the

tixnover, high turnover, is lack of competitive salar'Les~

4rhat wouM you recommend anything in the normal course of

business? Mould you comaunicate in any way with this Board?

Ham I~m not talking about any action that you might. take in

regard to the Brunswick opera~kg licenseo X'm talking about.

whether or not you wouhR consider it your duty to do

anything in regard to the Shearon Harris proceeding.

HRo REISE X'd Loca to know what qaestion 'is

pending? I heard about three or four cgasstionso One was

conammication with this Board, one was with regard to the
l

,Sheaxon Harris proceeding, and there was scam>thing I don'

even recall And, as a result, I object to the question

I don't knav )ust what he's asking at this point
'2QLXRMMSHXTHc Shall we read the question back~
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or do you want to rephrase it, Hro Exwin?

SY, HRo ZHRXbc

Q.' Xf at, seas future time during the course of your

inspections of Brmswick and RoMnson it should appear that

.'there; ia'a problem such as tha one you have earlier ctefined,

-';or that your inspectors earlier per'ceived at anm~cJc,
'; naiesly the high turnover of oyerating —senior'perating

I
~ ~ ~

'"personnel would you consider it your duty to report that
-'iKfoamtion to this Baaed, or to any other agency'of;.the

Ii"
=Nuance'ar Regulatory Ccamd.ssion with gur9.scKetion or'super

I

',.vision over She Harris proceeding?
t

I, ~ .'

(Hitnem Dance) Lst ms answer that in seVeIral

;, Cifferont ways~

I can say yis< I would report it to'this Boerd

;-.;.Xf tbay so desired,
l

~c'
~ ~

However< in any caset before Cbe Harris 'ope'rating
C

~"-..'~mad.t acuaa up we wough address. the 9.ssue. In act&~
I

',8;Pemeeiek and Rebinson have their mm specific regigicjmentso
I

';,XC we'ax a high %aeaovm rate at EnxusvicR and RebQison>

operating C'aciH.ties~ we-mm?d address that as'i'e 'need

,"-~,toe

0 Set there you'ro t@LRing about acMresskng,„;tbe

"-'pr'obfeh cps 'kt arises in Bmmaeriek or Bahinson, but t'ien you

',.:say,.CIMLt wouM you censider it't present< abientI a

4kroc@icih, by d6s Board, wouM you consider it at pr'esent
~ ( I
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your duty. to report to this Board or any other agency the

infoxmation Chat ve have hypothesized nbout2 -=

MRo REXSs Hro Chaixman, this question is so
I

. haprecise X have to obgecC to ito

20

22

24

17

18

29

20

Report to this Board"- This Board w9.II go out of

; business.once the CP issues and have no )urisdlction This

"':is'perh of the prcbXceao

X don4t mmt, to nit pick< hut "agencya ho

;;;CR hsI'ays eiIX it, bo his duty to report within cha@eIs to

:<.the SRC that's another cpmsticn But the ~i@9.on 'a8'"asked
1

.~'.xoaIIy. can't be anmeredo I ~

CBKKBRM SNXTHs flsII it~s ~
P

MRo BRX88 3Rd it 0 EL180 stxaying a%ay'~
'" hieicf issue~ which is CPSX's management capability n~> not

+hat ice would do if scxaet96ng happens

The quesCion we have befoxe th9.s Boaxd is. CPaX's

: ~>'m'jmgeaant capabiiity< and ve'xe straying away fxom tha
i1 ~, '
I

(>~!,' -. ~ . CHAXRHM SHXTHe MeII~ with respect to yeur first
E

„4'~%i'cismt Xntexvenors axe faced with the problem-that the
')) <I + I

'-".tnciss."is sitting on thi haeerIelge, they have thi iafonaa
~ I ~" ',tfoa,'m qusstioner often dcesn'to He perhaps doem't

': Reer the right cassation~ but he has the xight to'~t."'~e
I I ~

", anise'r;..he's striving for And X think ve have a xesponsibiIit

'to ~k out a way that he can get that anger
K
j+ >C'o in answer to that first part of it, we'II have
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.,to work'n Chato

22

27

20

Xn answer Co the second part, you may technically
'e correcto But I certain3.y Chink that somebody in the

:position .of Xntexvenors and the Attorney General+ faced with

':--.this Wcard, certahaly'has a right Co wish, to be satisfied

~ .'aLcmg„,tgLs line, and X Chbak we4ll''let himo

X think you may ho tecdanically correct in".",your.
g

;,obfectiono
~ ', -'C

HE4 RBXSe Ray X suggest to Mro. Brwin ChaC".he ask

Xjin'Ly if this inf~&on cd to pro gaacees. kn~gge
r

t.'.:id'e:would'do with it%'ecause the way the qaesti'4x was

acCce4. firsts by suggesting annmrs to tbs Mitness, 'X.'don4C: .
\

":.Chichi he4e going where he wants to goo And I'a+a.'problems

'~from.the point of view. Chat X Incr it can'0 happen -'- X'm

'. sitting.here and Old.nking~ well< the Beard will ga out of

; "'-existence. at Che time, it can!t be reported to.the Board<",-

;<':~t 'is his proper duty', Am% ifwe want to illmhiietk the
1 ~, ~

3'~or'd<..can X suggest Chat qesstion Co tb;o Bxwint Of course
I I

'".„"Nr, Sxwin. doesn4t have 'to. accept it~ 'He's conducting ~,
h

*

;..".asmhhation+ not ms~ at this point

CBAXSNAN SHX'.Mi Soll< I don4t want" Co. ag'what.

you4xe* CtLLnkingo.- Xou, can say what you4re Chinking~
But'Ro'BÃQlc

With all due respect Co'Re Rsi'si X e

': hot s'uxe ..Chat X4m cga,ts as dimb as X.'seem,'ut all'.X 'asked,

"; hha was whether or.not X. was'rying to be as pre'cise as
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possible," This Board theoretically is here only because

, we shouMn't he here, and we all 1mow that the construction

permit has been grantedo It's not a question of when it will
be granted, I don't mean to correct Hro Refs, but the

'. constnxction permit has been grantedo And theoretic.cally

this Board doesn't have any )urisdiction except what the

Cceuaission gives 9.t, I thinko

But all I'm asking of Hr, Baace and Hr Lang

and tbsy'xe trying manfully to respond is whether or not

tlQsy %fould feel any duty ~ I mean this is their. own ~ they

can perceive it any way they wish, and they'e trying to

'anmmr it. straight whether they would perceivi any'. duty

'o let, the Harris people knot if they were having troubles

with Brunswick and Robinson, And I don't tDLLnk that's too

because inspections axe you Rnowr you-re not in

l6

$ S

construction< you'e in operations I assume you get,

. together on occasion and you probably'talk+ and there'
- scuttlebutt.

But wouM you-consider it your duty to caH. up

counterpart in Constmmtion,to call up Hro Bxownlee or

Mc~ 8arpby, or wraxmver it is, and say+ look~ ms'xe having

a terrQQe togae over here> pm ~~~< ~4 Look into this?

Asd %fuld you consMsr it your duty to go any

: further"than thatV Xf they didn't do it, okay, That's a

'imple question, I thinho





~ ~ CHARMS SHXTHc Nov, Rnmdng what Hr Exwin's

; concerns are~ can you comment on it?
3 WXTNESS MNCEe Yeso

Ra would follow through our nominal organimationa3.

chain ~ Ma would take any enforcement action that. we'd need

.-"-'to to'ssuxe 9.t didn't deteriorate to an unacceptable level,

Me vouM be meeting with CPSXo As X understand this Board,

f0

this would be way after it had disbanded, So unless we had
~ ~

. a specific ccamaent to make< or dixection frere this Board>

'.ie would go up through our own organisation chaino

$ 4

Then there comes a point in time when the Harris
' plant would be ready fox an operating license> if it got

. that'ar+ Xt, would certainly be raised there X8 it'
raised up thxough our organizational chain< our operations

'and cons~MZon group axe awaze that's within the same

fS

20

'ffice~ and we talk to each othero

CHAIBICCt SMXTHe You are aware~ axen'4'you~'hat

.the Office of Executive egal Dixector also has xespo'nsibil

'='ities along this 1ine2 He. said he'd put it up thxough his,
cha in/ but you xe RNol eg axen t youp that thi8 Board did

rece&g for exMlpleg Hro COQtxell s notes ~ X m

22 tetifying heie~ but X SSzdc we might get, on to another

point/ to i%at, seems to me naw to be a fairly eel 1 establishe

po1icy that tehen something of materiality axises through any

operation~ 9.t goes to hhs attention of the Boards even if
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wei 15
they are out of existenco Xt )ust goes there~ and it goes

to Che atCention of Chs Appeal Board, and the Commissioners,

* i'.whoever may have somahhfi,ng to do with it.
NRo ERfXNe Again, Kro Chainaan, the only purpose

of the cyzsstion I did not intend for it to drag on for

so long=.. the purpose was that this particular hearing has

been held in zesponse to a concern that coasted prior to the

. 'ranting of the pened,t ChaC eama to light, after the'ranting

f2

' of the permit And X was simply X think there's a

substantive difference hetwcmn the hypothetical that I posed
ll

..and oiroumstances under whioh we are presently .operating~ .

; "And X. Chink they have been vezy X'I not cU.splease6 with

~ "Che xMponse e

'f4
Madelon fls

15

18
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CHAlRMN SMITH: Hell, I think we'e going Co

have Co accelerate the pace a bit.
MR. EBHXN: Hell, I would like to do so'. I'm

sorry if I'm Che one that's involved.

I'm Crying Co figure out which cpmstions "~ I
cane ~ ~ '

BY MR, EKPXNc

On page 9 —I'lwithdraw that

On page 30 of your testimony, we lcokecL this
10 morning at the Bmanswd.ck enforcement. history, and you 'stated,

I believe, Mr. Dance, if X.'m not mistaken, that part of the

12 -- that one way to massage Che figures in '76, '77'nd '7Sf

is Co take into account. the increase in inspection, is that

'right, the level of inspection?

(HiCness Dance) I don't reaaeaher using the word

"massage" ~

No, I'm gust Crying Co get to the point,

You said that ve were Crying Co establish what

. they'mean, and ~u said. well one thing you ought to Re'ep in
'iii'nC is that there has been an Qmrease in inspecti'o'ns,

21 Yes.

9, And so you'e saying, then, that you vouXd

"'expect that Chere should be a higher number of items of
- 'ncixxcompliance as a result of a higher level of Xnspection.

A' Hell> I'H. never go on the record as saying I
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mpb2 desire a higher number of noncompliances -»

Q I'm saying would you expect. it naturally? I
mean, that's the import. of your comment to me. Is that what

you mean, the import, when you said it?'

Yes, that would infer that you should not be

—''t.,shouldn't bs too unexpected to see some ixiarease'n

noncompliance due to 'the increased inspection effort and the

:increased regulatory recpxirements..

9 How can we infer, thee, that had there hmha the

$ 0 sama Xevel of inspection in the years prior to 1978. as there

was in X,978, that we could reasonably ca~et a higher number

$ 2 'of item's of noncompliance in those years? Isn't thaC 'the

Xecfical inference to be drawn from your first
premise?'xcuse

Re ~

Mhich years are we taXRing about?

9, You gust stated that since we'e got a higher

"1'evel. of inspection in 1978, we can. logically em~ t —'. and

X. can. see the point —we can Xogically expect. that 'i'ight
have a higher number of items of noncompliance for that year

"simply because we have a higher XeveX; oZ inspection, that
there's a correlation between the two?

A . There is some- correlation, yes.

23

So would you say, then, that the —I won't say

it's the reverse', but maybe 'the obverse is truef that had





the level of inspection for. the yeaxs prior to 1978 been

as high as it is in 19—or as it was in 1978, you would

logically expect, those numbers, 37, 35, and 25, to be even

higher than they wexe2

They may have been somewhat higher, ye's.

CHAXRNM SNXTH: Hell, would it be a proportion-

a11y equal phenomenon2

HXTNESS DANCE: Yes

People have drawn. some statistics saying So many

inspection hours ought to produce so mach nonccanpliance on

an, average. That's gust based on strictly history..
'V

NR» KSiXI:

g~, there-es a point X mean, statisti'cally,
)ust 'as a 'point of curiosity, there's a point't which that
relationship has got to cease. Xf you were to inspect'

.licensee all the'ime and gust: have people swarming all
. over the plant evexy day of the year, you wouldn't impact

the items you 'couldn't logically mcpect the items of
noncompliance to have increased exponentially't the rate

of the'increase in the man-hours m~ended inspecting the

'planti could you2

A (Hitness Dance) No one said anything about

expanentially.

Do. you )Drink Chere would he a linear reiationship2
~ ~



\
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mpb4 Up to a point,, yes.

Do you have any feel for the point2

Hov many men are you going to put on i't2

You don'. vaat to pay for that. You 'don't want

CO pay =or 100 percent inspection. Nell, I doa't Raov

whether yes do er not, but....
What you'e saying is the Uni,ted States'Congress

hasn't authorized the pa@neat for that.

bet me say their inspection program i'' sampling

10

32

'program Ne sample enough to where ve think we get

.representative items inspected that ve have assurrance that
the 'licensee is doing what, he's supposed to be'oing'to

15

Q But wouldn't you say that if the —couldn'

you say Chat if the licensee is doing what he's suppos'ed

17

38

to'e doing, and he has no programmatic failures,'hat
'there vouXdn't necessarily be any linear relationship

hetwcmn the number of inspector-hours spent at a pea'nt and

th'e number ot items of noncompliance discovered2

20 Xf he hect no programmatic failures2 Are 'those

2$

Q Hell, I'm asking you.

Ham you used the phrase, and I QWdc I uiderstand

what you mean.

A X didn'0 use "no programmatLc . failures ~
'
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mpb5 A11 right,.

X'm hypothesizing a situation —X'm trying to

get what you meant this morning and what this is all about

You hypothesized -- X'm hypothesizing a situation where you

have a utility that is doing its gob, and that it may have

r'odom ite'ms of noncomp3.iance, individual problems wh'ich

arise, incLividual problems in the area. And X'm suggesting

that, wouldn't it be logical to assume that if the util'ity,
the licensee, hacL no programmatic failures, that

their'o

programs were in place ancL that they where cLoing their gob,

that if you expended more time, more inspeAwr time, you

wouldn't necessarily find more items of noncompliance, which

'is. the trend that you have stated is founck.

X all right.
~%V\ gL~'"

Q X mean, vouldn't you accept that that '—

Yes, X'd accept that.
S

's'il

g'o what does that tell you about, you know, +hat

$ 8

19

"do'es 't'e fact that they increase together tell you about the

"'W@igo'of the problems that you are findingt
" "A '11 X'm saying is that, you have to factor'that

Qz, Ne 13.ve in an imperfect society, we'xo . not, all perfect+

Re'hake'rrorsg congmnents do fail That's why ve 5avb

".C'edhadant components

CHAXBHK% SIXTHa %accuse me

X'm not sure that ycnt're characteMz~ M.s
0 ~

1
~ g g4 ~
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mpb6 testimony correctly.

X asserted Che question proportiona13.y eqmD. ~

X meant would it be proport9ona3.1y equal yesterday as comp

, tb..today. Yo'u vent fro'm Chere to would Chere be a linear
relationship between the number of inspections and the

number of noncompliances And he said, R2mmher,'p 'C'o a

- .point, suggesting Chat Chat would not go on indefini'te3.y.

There. wouXd be a flattuming.

Now your subsequent questioning is assuming

"Chat" he's saying Chat Chere is no flattening of She number

noncompliances per inspection, but he didn'Cg he 's'aid up

to a point.,

MR ERRXH'e kh:. Chairman, X don't beliei6 'so.

' incan, X believe Chat X was Che one who introduced th'6

25

27

"notion Chat Chere had to be a limit .Co Chat, and the'X
was the one the posed to him the proposition that logieaLly

Chere had to be a limit, Chat it wouldn'C continue.'incfefini
~ 'ly,

(BDLXRMAH SMXTHs A@el 18F point is Chat he did
'20 'refer to the lhnit in his previous answer.

22 MR. EHÃTHs Acus all I'm asking him now is' he

.has stated Chat it does continue this way, in his opinion,

Co'he point beyond which wo 'are uivilling Co pay. Ahd X'm

saying what does Chat suggest Co him about Che pattsrzUs of
itaais of noncompliance, if Chat is the case.



mpb7 HXTNESS DANCE: Xf I may comment again, you'e
asking me what that limit is, or what we'e willing to pay

I tDaBQc what we'e willing to pay for is the

MR. ERNXN: How I'm accepting that I'm not

'even asking y'ou to define that point. I'm accepting your

'aniwer axui assuming it is very responsive and very cU.rect.

10

I'm accepting that as a point. I'm not even going to try
to define what that point is.

But obviously for this plant ancl 8vsrjj other
. plant you'e Inspecting in Region XX, what you're saying is

13 - ifwe could spend moxe inspector hours, we are convinced

by our experience that we would finct a linear relationship

betwe'en that increase in inspector hours and the numbers of
noncompliance that va find.

WXmm.S DANm: what's true. But I'm not saying

that'- productive

CHAXRMM SMTHa And he also said up to a point

20

21

BY MR~ EBRXN:

X understand the point.

But Lsn't your testimony that there is virtually
that you couldn t Imagine ~ Relly may X ask youp Co poll

hive any Idea where that point would be?

MR REXS: Mr. Chaixnum, at this point.I-'4'Qas
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mpb8 to know «- and perhaps there is a correlation to the ques-

tion before this Beard, which is the question of the capabil-

ity of CPRL.

How if he can show and say where he is going, X

willwithdraw'y objection. But right neer X think res're

'get'ting off on a tangent.

CHAXRHM SMXTB: Nell, the problem 'is you can

hardly hold him to that becauie this is testimony appeared

9 "in the dixit written testimony, and it did explain 'the

'app'ar'ent increase by terms of greater inspections.'-

%here are you going with it2 X mean, X think
f2 that he has appropriate cross~xamination, but X think also

16

you have a right to )mow where he's going with it.
'do'n'C forget, .it, was the SCaM who offered this, on page 30.

HR. EHHXH: They talk about trends, and they

make judgments on the basis of their understanding of the

m'i5aning of these figures.

Ply cross-examination is directed to a,fuller

20

'understanding of what these figures actually mean They

are proposing that you take action on the basis o'f opinions

2$ 'nd recoBRlendatiozls that they make@ and they are basing

those proposals on these charts, these figures.

5%e w'ord is mine, X'm )ust massaging Chem. X'm

Crying Co establish the limits of their credibili~, ~C
'they mean, if anything~
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mpb9 CHAXRKGV SMITH: Okay.

But we'e had—
MR. ERHXN." Ne've had it extensive1y already

hefore g but

CH2&RMAN SMITH: So much testimony on the

'sxplanat9.on of why 13 infractions cannot be compared with
1'3 infractions, and I Qd.nk we have 'a very fu11 record on

this point.

bK. EKfXN: Re11, X'm not interested Ln that
po'i'nC 'at a11. The point that I'm interested in is th''ne
that, I find gust absolutely astonishing, and that 'is that.

12

15

they can point to a direct linear re1ationship bet'.men the

increase in inspector hours and the increase in items'f
noncompliance g which suggests to IBS thcLC there 'are ' that

it 'is like—
CHAIRMAN SMXTH: Now gust a moment.

'7

You supp1ied "sneer". He said "exponen~
Yo'u 'said "1inear", and they said up Co a point, whLch isn'C

'ineare

20 %ITNESS XDTfG: Sir, could I make gust 'one cowmen 2

MR. ERMINE Then I'l substitute "mathematica1"

'for "1inear"

Has that responsive2 It couLct be mathematic

without heing 1inear aC that, point,

CHAIRMAN SMITHS'e11, gentlemen, instead of
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mpbl0 debating mathematical, linear, and e:cponentially, why don'

you ezplain t'o us how the increase in izispections increases

the number of noncompliances and where, as you suggested, it
I

'becomes inefficient and unproductive.

WITNESS LONG: X'd like to say in my opinion,

my 'understanding, it's a little more complicated, for one

thing. Inspections are not really that uniform,. the re-

cur'ring inspections. Ne do try to cover all of the areas.

Xn the table on page 31 it talks of four areas.

-There are ether areas, of course. But if 'we applied a lot
of inspection, additional inspection perhaps in one a'rea,

such as radiation protection, as we do on occasion because

of prob lems g'hen very quickly we don ' find any more

problems unless there's a time lapse when maybe controls

slipped.

But if we were to inspect all areas somewhat

consistently we would see some increase in noncompliances

1S

based on the increase in the nuinber of hours.. This is not.

~ really a real valid conclusion because it's not consistent.

Xn other words, if we doubled the manpower, we'wouldn't

really double the number of noncompliances. There's nothing

that simple.

~ Ne may see increases, but there is a place

when we call it saturation. At some place you'e gust

about saturated all areas with inspections, and the numbers
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mphil of noncompliances will no longer increase no matter how

many you add. They staxC getting into each other's way.

'And the plants just aren'0 big enough Co accommodate it.
DR. LEEDS: Let m try Co get at this another

way. Maybe X can get it clear in my mind by asking these
I

questions, Hr. Erwin, if you will pardon me for a second.

MR. ERHXH: Sure.

DR., LEEDS: X Cake it looking just at the number

of items of deficiencies. on a year by yeax basis is not

adequate because there is variation in the number of items

of noncompliance due Co variations in the number of inspec-

tion hours.

NXTNESS LONG: Yes, sir.
DR. LEEDS: Okay.

Therefore that suggests that one way or the

othex, more inspections or less inspections, those numbers

would change, — is that correct2

IfXTHESS TA)NG: That's correct.

19 DR. LEEDS: And then at least for a beginner in
'this fie3.d, one might then conclude that if X took your

numbers of items of noncompliance or infractions or whatevex'

got down there and divided it by, say, inspector man-hours,

X might have a better measure of the performance of the

system over a period of time, not a perfect one, but a'

better one. Xs Chat a reasonable statement2
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mpb12 ~ NXTNESS LO'iM: That, appea s to be reasonable,

and that method has been Cried. XC's one of those methods

of evaluation Mat have be n utilized, yes.

DR. LEEDS: Another one that cccurred to me is
just divide it by the number of inspectoxs that actually

appeaxed at the p1ant over a year instead of inspection

hours, gust. the number of inspectors. X suspect that any-

io

14

body in the field could then think of other things to divide

it by.

And if you'e got, a statistician in there, y'ou

could get some sort of curve that would say that the corre-

lation, that this is a functional relationship. Xt may be

linear, it. may be second oxder, may be nth order, something

order, but there might be some relaCionship.

Xs that a reasonable expression of what might

happen2

HXTNESS'ONG: Yes, sir.
$8 The one thing that, we haven'. discussed is 'how

the emphasis varies. Security, for example, became a very

significant issue, and very unusually large amounts of

effoxt was placed on the security.

DR. LEEDS: Okay.

But X could peel th'at off and say Okay, some-

thing unusual happened to change the statistics or the data,

so X've got .time intervals in which lo and behold X'm now





mpbl3 inspecting for security or I'm nots'nspecting for safeguards.

At this particular 'nstance in time I'l put. in a big safe-

guards program; I'e been inspecting very heavily in that

area, or security, very heavily in that area, or anything,
P

I could peel those out because the record would show that.

But in basic inspection either one of two things will happen:

you'e either doing that regularly all the time, so therefore

it's just increasing on up and. therefore you might normalize

it out by dividing by some appropriate thing, or you could

$ 0 'peel it out the other way.

Ny question i= fundamental to this. Xs what

you'e saying to me on one hand, here is a piece of da'ta. I
P

'give you these nice numbers. I even observe that, Hey,

they'e going down. And then you turn around later on and

tell me, yes, but you can'4 make too much out of these

26 numbers because, gee, they ought. to be normalized in some

sense, or they ought to be manipulated in some sense so you

can actually interpret them, but then you can't tell me what

that relationship is.
So that's where I think I have a problem with

the data you'e given me. You'e given me some data and

then said Look at it, and after I looJc at it and start ask-

ing questions about it, you say I'e got to do something

with that. The data is not representative. And yet you

won't do that for me.
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~ I feel some:rhat frustrated by this.
HXT?JESS LONG: Nell, on of the complications

that you have recognized earlier is in the table on page 30,

is the mixture of eithex one plant or tvo plants. And some

of the nonco'mpliance items are applicable to both units, for
.example, and others maybe are only with one.

DR. LEEDS: But you see, the pxoblem X'm facing

with that —'nd every time you qualify it it's another

9 example.

$0

$8

$9

X want to emphasize this point,. You just told
me X can't look at that xaw data and yet you didn't make

that evaluation. for me. Hhexe on this page, for example,

does it, tell me that? You know, hera all X see -- X can

read it. X can read, the vhole thing into the record.

Brunswick Enforcement. History. Then it vas changed to read

Brunswick Unit, 1 and 2 Combined.

Hov you'xe telling me it's not combined for one

of those yeaxs?

NXTNESS DANCE: Ho, -he's not telling you that,.

MXTNESS LONGi No

DR. LEEDS: So it is combined. Xt's not two

units, it's one unit.

Xs that right?

Xn '75 were there two units?

HOTNESS DANCE- Ho
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2

10

NXTNESS LONG X had Unit 2g Unit 2 for '76f and

then both in '77 and '78.

MXTHESS BMCE: Shat the numbezs represent is
for'he inspection reports issued to Brunsv9.ck during Chose

'heirs, that's the nu.debar of noncompliances in the Notice of
Violation accompany9mg the inspection reports i

DR. LEEDS: GRay. You counted.

MXTNESS DMCE: Yes, sir.
DR, LEEDS." Okay,

And then you handed it Co me and X got a

correction on the data that said —ve had the question

$3

$ 5

4Madelon ]6

'18

come up, is it both units or one unit Am% new all of a

sucmen X find out X really have to put one unit in th'

first column, is that right
MXTNESS DMCZe That's correct

DR. LEEDS: .The Chairman rea6nds me it's Sot a
/

correction. X mischaracterised that, X apo1og&w'for thsQ, ~

You have always graven me all of the nm&ere.

)9 But you'e JLcAf ~just telling mo that this io the lait X 4Lnd

Unit 2 combined for the whole period of time Xt gust Io

21 h'appens in '75 there masn't a Unit 1, X geess,

WITNESS MNCEs Yes, sir.
HZTNESS LONGED That 's correct+

DR+ LEEDS ORayo

But X still have Chat problem. RX1 of a m3dden
~ I,
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3

.I see something azuR I latch on to it —and I hhte to
characterize it by this cord, hut I want to empress my

feelings for it, because if X'm Mrong on Qxie X mmt Co be

corrected.

X've got a feeling X grab for a ~eiH~f-the~isp
here'nd every time X grab at something I gust can't get hold

of 'it
c8 Xt's not that you never told me, it'e )ust X

f0

keep f&aKing more and more pieces to it, X guess

CHAXKCLH SNXTH: And this is going back to'

point that you made, that —weL1, it's difficult to aisle a

compl;icated business simple.

HXTNEBS LQNt": Sir, this is my ~hole point, and

this has bothered me for some tims new, particularly the

XBP.'hat bothered me quite a bit.

f8

f9

(5DLXRRhN SNXTBs Particularly %he what

WZTNESS ZORG: ZBP, the ELoeeeiILS Peefoaaaeoe

Evaluation device. I had a great problem with'hat bicause

X have hid great difficulty in judging performance ovee

sevex'al years of one facility because of the non-un'iXcemity

of each year of inspection, the variations and the areas

cavered. The qualifications of oux inspectoxs improves

'They'et more efficient each year. There axe many fictors
tbat'maha it difficult. And I am concerned', if X Leek at

. 'numbers 1 3'0, 20, X5, and 10, in that order+ that one
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mpbl? might conclude that this means obviously there is an

improvement. Xt could bmean the opposite. Aad likewise,

numbers that tend to decrease nd.ght ba —X mean increase

migh't be misleading because you have to look at, the ~le
pictuxe and decide >that you did, how many people inspected,

You have to ve9.gh the non ompLiances. Five noncempliances

ii~ area may not be as significant as one noncampli'ance

'-ia anether

$0

So performance is a very cmqplicated thing, end
'I

%re 'have not yet: been able to do it by counCing nonc5npllancee

'ft s'ot nearly that simple We vLsh it mere, but.".'."

Xt's' big gob and ee ruat don't ceo a mNR

"simple +ay of explaining it,
WITNESS MME c Dx'. Xeeds2

~" ~ DR. LEEDS: Yes, sir
WITNESS MRCEe Xf X vere to look at that Cable

27

T9

-:on page 30 and Looking at '77 and '78, recognizing that the

.number in '78 may not be the full year, but if I'm Looking

at that. table and I'm aware that the regulatory z'emir'events

2R

have increased and X'm aware that our inspection'"+o'grams
*

hav'e increased< that looks pretty good to me, pretty 'good

as, being Hey, there is an impr~rement here. But ~t's ap:

'iW'R.
IBEDS c Okay. Nell X appreciat'e" th'at'. X

~ Qd.nh X new understand liat you mean by your ancAfcc'0 %his





mpbl8 question on page 31, when you vere asked:

"Are there any trends ascerhainable

from examining CP&L's noncompliance history2"

And the ansver +as:

"Yes, noncompliances have been

decreasing. "

And +hen the Board H.rst Looked at thi's, and

+he'n E looked at this the first time, X looked at
that'able

and X said —mell, X added up 21 or some 'zm5er for
'1978 and multiplied by 12/9ths and got the 2S an'd X said

Nell, it doesn't look like it's decreasing. But with the

background you'e given ma gust then and earl'ier this day

$3

'l4

$ S

X can see the reason for your statement there. ' can unde@

8085d 'it+
'

So X appreciate your clarifying it for
me'.'7

Thank you.

Bxcuss meg Kce Examine

But X still have this vill~-th~isp 'feeling,

X;"..:e sorry.
4 ~ ~ (Laughter. )

2f HR. EBRXM: Dr Leeds asked a question 'at 'the

begs,nning of his cpKestionsg and X cazl t rephrase itg Out it
t

~ 'Vai 8; really good question X'd really love to have the answer

DR. LEEDS< 'Wwt mac it ahout2
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mpbl9 NR. ERHXM: Xt was gast a generalized —you

very succinctly asked them exactly what X waned to get at,
and X can~t recLlly rephrase iso

OR. LORDS: X should have recorded that one.

HR. ERNXM: And then, as same of us are in the

'habit of doing, we tripped'into another set, of questi'one

But it was vexy responsive.

Maybe we could wait.and let me ~ X don'C Rnae,,

. they'e probably leaving today. X- was gust .thinking hmyhe

we could get it —X don't want to take the time to go bach

CHAX%9LH SIR%8: Let me tell you, we.'x'e going to

$3 'hiv'e'prob3,ems with this- hearing if~ don't move
along'Shen.you

pick up the transcript of that X'm sure that'" are
I'

you gintlemen going to be here for the balance of'he hear

NR., RBXSc They wilL he here 4xenorraer, 'at any
- 'rate

18

:20

CHATRHM'SMXTH~ Secre going to have to above

'along, or otDmxvise we'e going to have conflicts among

witnesses, conflicts among the Board,'nd we'e going'o
have a cKfficult time rescheduling this.

So X'd 1'ike to make a vexy strong effort't'o wind

this up this week And at the pace we'e going, we'e not

'going to do it. And X take a lot, of the 'laxe'too because.

X. had a leisurely pace in my cyzestions and X asked'Xl X
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MPB20 wanted to. But we'lX, have to move.

BY MR ZRKXNe

g X don,'t vant you to discuss anything that mill
he 'extensively —that v9.3.1 he comylete1y covcM".ed hy a

1'at'er panel't hut I ~auld 1Am you to refer to the Emit

'sense'nce on page.20, the last sentence of the dS.scesiion oC

'th'e 'offgas system, the conclusion:

$ 0

Xxl. the inter ing the inopezzBlility of
' 'the system could have an adverse offaat on

'adioactive gaseous releases depending on

faeX integrity. "

~ >\

0 ~ s a

NR. REXSc Shat page are yoe on, Per. EmieF

HR EBWXHc Page 20.

BY MR+ EHWXNe

27

—"'ld:s is the third Line dewa —X may have missed it in
'th'e '.1'ater testimony, and if eo please correct, ce. Set vhat

28
. does that mean?

29 A (Witness Dance) Keh nm Nay the@ HRR'ie go~
'to'"addreis the general cyaostion.

Zf yon t2~c, that veer - if yea think that
~ 'qae'stion is better answored hy them —I don't hekieea't io
. hat'f you believe it is. ~ .
-. """" A The tech specs already have a

"th'em t'o reqed.xo the altemmting offgas eystea in caen the
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mpb21 releases become so high, Chat's already a mquirement.

Hell, I'm not taI3cing about the

I'm'ust talking about in layman's language what it means

A That means if you have leaking fuel versus no

leaking fuel, that the releases are different. Offgas

'releases are greater when you have leaking fueX than.i4

'@au'd had no leaking uel

~ 9 And the releases are —De you believe that

team's any —well....
fQ

f2

So the object —well, what is your spicific
~Xationship .to this problem at this date2 X nieant it Nay

very weH. be more productive for me to gust simply withhold

l5

ale questions entirely.

A Our specific relationship to this pr'oblem ie to

.assure that they'e meeting the current techni'cal specifica-

I9

'ti'on's

'.: ' '" 0 Whatever ~dmg may be

Yeso

Okay 'llright.
How do you have any op~Lan ae to the —''y

pr'ofeisional opinion —you'e been asked by the ChcdL'xnan,

. at lea'st by the CQua&aMLn, I believe, a's to whether in
''.ceitaininstances you believe tech specs ought to have ~

~ <- who'ther certain ~Lngs ought to have been included or
I

hi'ght prudently been included in hach specs for variotue

~ - y ' » *
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mpb22 plants and so forth.
'Are you parsona11y px'ofessional1y satisfied

with the resolution o" this issue since you'e on the stand

nov'nd the others axe going Co testify about i42 Suh, you

Xnan, you'e got to enforce it,, but you also Rnm vhaC's

going one

Are you satisfied that the moat recent tech specs

revision regarding this is adequate2 And X'm as',ng you to

take'nto account Mr. Burke's comments and his responife to

youx egestion an'd evexything else

Za other words, I knox it's noh in jour field
'X'Rn'ow you'e neh responsible for drafting the Sech specs

'5i'..'."f'oE.;: you Incor,'ave.ewing iC with the Applicants ''ut, Co

'y'iu'"thiak that the resolution of this to date i'i ade'quate,

: 'h'e6ause it. sure 'doesn'5 sound lihe ih on page 20
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2d
/eJol

s Madelon

~ 3
p

Qr7itness..Dance) The requirement has been placed

in the. technical specifications which is i,t is the SRC's

position that it is an acceptable uQIRbsro Auld /<our question

is to me personally, do - th~ the tech spec a~mr is
acceptable2 Xt's more of an equation but that value is an

6'ccep ~le value.
'7

':g

Q X mean you previously testified that 'in your

o'pinion X forget exactly what the reference was, but you
f'p

previously testified that —oh> X thizdc it @as the HPCX

buXhhead enunciator would have been that=problem, it. would

have been appropriate to put it in the tech specsi

g'
~ ~

\ ih
I ~

How X'm as3ciag you in exacts.y the same light~
'do. you thiak Chat this Chat the resolutXou- th'at has been

'eached isr iu your professional 9udgmento perfictly adequat
Pl''u light, of everything you kecw about it?

HRo TBDNBRXQGEe Mro Chadmum+ let'a start with
"the resolution has been reached~o ife dou'.t Rior,'@hat

rosolutkou Hr. ERsrin is 4a&ciag about or whether he hooves

what resolution he'e talking about.

,gO 'CALIBRE SMZTH! Mt's see if the vitnesses do+

HXTH888 DMCEa X understand the r'8'volution has

not yet boon reachedo

X 'can get your opiakou X need Co lay a groundwork'o AL1'right+
~ ~ >

il 1
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Where is Che xesolution2 Hhexe is the process of

resolving this issue now2 A3.1 X want tu do is—. You know,

I don't want to put words in your mouth, but hasn'0 a

proposed resolution been reached2

A (Nitness Dance) Xt is my understanding that the

current technical. specification gives a limit+ As long as

that limit is not exceeded, X see no pxoblem

Now it is also my understanding+ and we have it
in our testimony> that CPSI has stated somewhere< and we'xe

checking the source of thatp that it.may be, eight years until
the system is comp1eted

People in our office question that eight year

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Vou mean question whether, that
is an acceptable period, or question whether that's an

accurate per9;od2

WITNESS QANCEs {}uestioning- whether that is not
an exceedingly long period.

I* E

CBAXRMAM SMITH! Xs it unreal&stica'Lly long for
the technology, involved2

WITNESS DANCE: Xes~

CKURMM SMITHS Xt shouldn't take that long2

HXTNESS DANCED'.Xt shouldn'.t take that longg

righto

MR, ERllXN: Xs that specific enough to meet;
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~ WRB/eb3 Mr Browbridge's objection2 I'm just, trying to get his

opinion e

CHAIRMAN SMITH: The objection was in effect

overruled by the answer

Do you have any unanswered questions2

MR. ERWXN! ~: want to knew whether —you knowP

whether he thinks it's unreasonable~

CHAXRMAN SMITH: Never mind the interplay between

Counsel X don't think'ou have an unanswexed question right.

now+ Do you2

MR EBBXNa I think the quastionis whether or hot

Mr Dance considers that an unreasonable whether the eight-

year —you know~ whether—

CEQKXBMAN SMITH: Mr Trowbridge did not, make an

objection to that that X heard. He made an objection as to

what he regarded as being vagueness 'id X miss that2

18

MR TROWBRXDCEa That's quite correct He kept

talking about this resolution< and without any definition
and without any indication that there had been a xesolution ~

CHAIRMAN SMXTHc There is no pending objection~

Unless you'e unhappy with the answer to youx question X.

think you ought to just go ahead

MRo ERNXN! Pine~

BX MR EBRXNc

All X'm asking now is are you satisfied that, in
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: was' ~ your''professional opinion, individually whether or not you!re

involved in the. process, are you satisfied that the COL

t g

I

I

projection that the offgas system will he vill take eight

years to repair is an adequate resolution of the pxoblem%'

(Sitness Dance) X4m satisfied that the present .

technical specification has an upper limit on it so 'it doesn'

concern me too much,

$ 2

Nell, are they meeting that upper limit?
Yes, they are meeting the limit
They are within it?
They a"e within the limit~

They, are, within the limd.t in any events is that,

correct?

That!s coxxecto

0 So you'e not paxticularly concexned about—. Tell
I

'me if I'm correct

f8

The offgas system as you refer to it, on page 19M

is what"Hr —is what was previously referred to as the
1

augmented offgas system Xs. that correct?

20 A That's correct,

9 So .for clarification purposes we- can insert on

19~> ~augmented, offgas system,"
1

A Yes~

And the offgas system that was.blown up, so to
- 'speak, or went out-'of. co'mmission some years ago is not the
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system ve axe referring to here'P

- A No, it is not the system you are refex'ring to

here. And the system that was described by Hr. Nilber. which

you, are referring to has baen repaixed

0 Xt has been repaixad.

And this is the backup system so to speaks

Zt's a moxa intense system.

All'ight.
And the relationship between the two systems is

that —one of the relationships is that should the px'imaxy

system fail, this vould be capable of—
A, Mo~. the augmented offgas system is the system

a= '~ designed to meet.Appen~ X

Q. So it does not have any backup relationship to

the offgas systeH17'

That's correct

Q Sut it is — But this one is intended Co make the,

primaxy offgas system vork better: Xs that Xt, in simple

laymane s texms2

A Much better, yes»
r

Much better Okay

But since they ax'e meeting their own tech specs<

you'xe not concexued you are- not .. Nell-, you still haven'~

X personally have no concern nor

Okay» .
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I NRB/eb 6 'I Our testimony on page 20 was written by one of

oux health physicists, and he has moxa of a concern.

3 A11 right, he has mors concern than you do then

Because X Raow we have the upper limit oa it+ yesi

Now this is sort of what— X mean is there any-

thing about your health physicist's testimony that— I mean

you say he has more concern than you do X mean X'm aot txy-

iag to trap you, honestly. But isn't this what we'x'e talking
about? Xsn't this the kind of situation you had with

Mi~ Cantrell2'-

Xs theie anything that he submihted to you in the

preparation of this particular item in the testimony that is
not that goes beyond it that expresses any more intense

feeling about it than is -expressed here?

A Meat is expressed here is his words, is.our health

'17

physicisC's words e

Q Aud in the exercise of editorial discretion~ you
4

did aot, delete or excise any of his words2

Mo editing
'That's great X gush wanted to ~

So you doa't fee1 as much coacern about, it. as is
expressed ia the testimony> but. you put forward the testimony

Xs that, an accurate kind of
That's correct

You would be a little bit more relaxed, about it
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l

WRB/eb7 > than - personally than is actually—

A

Xt is his speciali.hy area; .yes

So in this sense you'e deferr::.ag to his-
Yes ~

And'ncluding it in toto and verbatim2

Yeso

Thaak you very much

MR~ ERNXNx X have no further questions of either

g of these gentlemen at this point,

CHAXRMAN SMITH: All right
Now: we4re ready for recross~ kh.. Qoeclsn~

MR GORDON: X dou't.have any questions,

Mre Chairmaue.

CHAXRMAN SMXTHi Mr> OINei3.1> or who is going to

yg do it2
MR . O'NEXLLs This wi11 be short< Mr. Chairman

CHAXBMAN SMXTH: X just,reca13. there's a cgxestion

pandtug for Mr. Brown3.ee. Mere you pres@at when that cpiistiou

i.9

PO
MR~ BRONHLEEi 'hat question is peuding2

CHAXRMM'MXTHi That's my problem X don'

remember either X gust. remember the ex&stance of a cgxestiou

NXTNESS DMCEi Perhaps it was updating the

original testimony

- DR LEEDS'hat's correct Xt was iu the
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. wast~a<

2

3

origiaal testimony, and it was ia the conclusion section of

that< if X remember rightly
MR REIS: Xt involved the construction and the

updating of I believe it was'uestion 2 ox the original .phne1e

It might have been a different number but I believe it was

oae of the questions

CHAXRHAN SMITHS X was gust, trying Co alert

Hr Brownlee that he will be up for that question Uafor-

tuaately I can't rmaember the question

Oe Neill
RZCaOSS-aXar~M;XOV

SY HRo O~HPXLL

9 Hr Dance, do you have a copy of Board Exhibit

8 with you at the witness table~ which is the licensee

15 Rectulatory Per formaace EvaluatioaP

Zt might be helpful if you could get a copy~

(Document handed to the panel )

Xf you gentleman would tura to Tab 8 of Board

Rahibit 8, I would 3Uce to ask you a series of factua1

'26

2f

questions and thea if you have aay commmting afterwards, you

mighC xsake iC at that time

This gets to the augers game that we'e been

playing throughout the proceedinge

Zf you look on the first graph of the series of

four graphs in Board Exhibit 8 under Tab 8, do you understand
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I~ WRB/eb<2! that graph to be an update of information that ks ear1ier in

this exhibit with respect to g"aphs that plot weighted non

compliances versus insp ction hours2

I cite that because on these Pagesr'he Left hand

axis is unreadable in all but .che third graph -where you can

barely see the term "weighted non-compliance "

A (Hi@ness Dance) Yes p I understand that is the

13

case»

{}, Sow looking at. the first graph, is it your under-

standing that the relevant period of time is January 1, 1976,

through June 30> 19772

A Yes»

{}. And this graph purports to plot points for boiling

water reactors for that period of time» Is that corxect2

A Yes»

16

)7

{} After plotting those points, is it also not true

that there is a statistical interpretation of those points

based on 8 scores in the middle of that page which shows a

fitof those points to a statist9.cal mean> and then standard

20 deviations from that statistical mean2

A Yes»

{} Theo up in ~ upper .Left»hand'coxner it then

lists the 8 scores by boiling water rector. Is that not

coxrect2

A . Yes'
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Xf we look at Brunswick's 8 score, could- you. read

it, for .us„please2

A 'klus o 6o

Could you tell us what you understand that. minus

~ 6 to mean with respect to the other 16 reactors which axe

evaluated on that page2

A X undexstand the 8 score of. minus 6 to fall in
the average of the major portion of the scoxe

Q Pall in the average of the 17 reactors which axe

considered, during this period'of time? Xs that right?

Yes g six'o

Xf you'l turn to the next graph, sir, is it youx

understanding that that appears to be a similar plot. of boiling

water reactors using data for only the first half of 19772

Yeso

{} Hill you please x'cad what Brunswick's score is
far that data in a similar statistical evaluation of those

plots?

2iOe

Nhat is your understanding of, what. that I score

would mean in compaxison with the other reactors which are

plotted?

Xt's above average
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O m
'HRB/wbl

2

Q And "above average" in this context would he to
a

imply not that there vere more non-comp1iarces hut, rather,
their performance was abave average. if. one were. simply to

measure performance as weighted non-compliance versus

inspection hours?

A That's correct.

Xf you vill turn to the third graph, is it your

9;

te:

'understanding that this is a similar plot of pressurized
'-'water reactors for the period 0'anuaxy 1, 1976 through June 30/

1977?

CXO Yes'

And that purports to plot, again, 'weight'ed non-

camplianqes versus inspection hours for twenty-three

pressurized water reactors?

l5 That's correct.

Q Cauld yau please read the scaze far the Robinson

17 plant during this period of time?

A '
4 ~

20

Q Again, what is your. understanding as to where

1.4 would fall in relatian to the ather plants that are so

analyzed?

1t!s above average.

.MR. REIS: Mr. Chairman, I just want the record
- to reflect that this is nat evidence in the proceeding. He

submitted this - as a Board notification, and the Board accepted
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, MRB/wb2

2

it as a Board notification. T here were references to it in

cross-examination as to what it means. But at this point it
3 is not evidence.

He can ask him to ~wterpret these things: X don'

8 'ee anything wrong with that. But X don't think it is very—

CHAXRNM SNXTH: Let's let him continue this

7 line. Then ask the necessary questions, if you can,

8 which willelicit from these witnesses what direct evidentiary

9 value this may have. Or, if you cmPC,: somebody else will.
i0

12

MR. O'NEXLL: X'd like to complete this, if X

may, so we have the record straight as to what these graphs

says

CHAXRNAM SNXTH: Yes, X agree

~ BY MR~. O'HEXLXs

Q Turning to the fourth graph, is it your under-

i6 standing, looking at Chat graph, that it purports to be a

i7 similar statistical plot for pressurized water reactors for

is the first half of 19772

(Witness Dance) Yes.

Again plotting points for twenty-three pressurized

2) water reactors2

A Right,

0 And would you please read the score for Robinson

for that relevant period of time2

2 ' ~
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~ WRB/wb3 And what is youx understanding of whexe that

would place Robinson in relation to the other plants that

are analyzed?

It's above average.

MR. O'hEXLL: Mr. Chairman, we had prepared

to respond earlier to your inquiry as to what use should be

made of this Board Notification. Mr. Trowbridge is prepared

to respond to that. And if you would like to do it by way

of eliciting some questions X would reques" that Nr.Trowbridge

be allowed to ask his questions.
I

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Of this panel?

j2 MR. O~NHXZZ.: mes.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Xf you are pxepax'ed, and if no

'ne objects;

MR. TROWBRIDGE: Wo, Iir. Chairman; I mis-

communicated somehow with Hr. O'eill. X have no questions

to ask of this panel

- questions, however.

I did mean to explain the line of

19

20'1

As Mr. O'eill has correctly stated, the Board

did ask both the Staff and the Applicant to comment on what

use should be made of this piece of non-evidence in the

'xoceeding. There are several observations that we would

have made with respect to thiss my answer being essentiallyt

Ho use.

We think it xelevant, for example, that the Board
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~ORB/wh 4

2

has had before it a large number of 'inspectors and super-

visory inspectors who were prepared pretty much to follow

up on the notations that the Board noted in this document

concerning inspector views on, principally, the licensee's

attitude toward inspections and inspectors. I think there

has been ample opportunity, and, in fact, the Board has

followed up on that.

Similarly, when we'e talking about th9.s as the

f0

. numbers game, I think it reasonable to po9nt out from this

:- "document that in general not only material from Tab & but

12'Q.ao the material that preceded that for earlier periods

of time. I think 9.t is s9.gnificant from the standpoint of
. 'the Board's consideration that generally speaking Robinson
(

'and brunswick, when you look at all the numbers, fall
generally in the middle, with an improved status in the

latter part of the last six months covered in the update

17
'* section. Aad I th9nk this should leeR the Board comfortably

18 to the conclusion that th9.s is not a document which has been

20
'1

placed before the Board which necessitat'es any great anxiety

or further Lncyxizy by the Board beyond what has already

occurred.

CHAZRM29t SMXTH: So Chatmally there was no need

to ask these witnesses to tell us what was in there; except

to get their —to read 9.t for us.

HR. TRONBRXGGE: That's true, Hr. Chairman..
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HRB/wb5 CHAXRMM SMITH: Okay. I guess it was convenient

that's all that has happened, then, and the witness has

read to us from Board Exhibit 8 the average and above

average.

What input did the witnesses have on that con-

clusion that we could not have drawn for ourselves? Mas that
7 . a mattex of your )udgment, Mr. Dance2

HXTNESS DANCE: E:scuse me, sir?

CHAXRMAN SMITH: How did you base your conclusion

on the individual charts that Brunswick ox Robinson were

.'. respectively average or. above avex'age as the case'may be2

12 Xs that apparent from the charts right there?

13 MXTNESS DANCE: Yes, it is. Xt's based strictly
f4 on non™compliance.

CHAXRMAN SDKKTH: Could, say, for example,

i6: 'r. Leeds have come to the conclusion from that chaxt2

WITNESS DANCE: Yes, sir.
DR. LEEDS: X wanted to ask you before you

concluded< not to conclude that.
Shat'oes "above average" mean? .Goes it mean

they are having more deficiencies than the average plant, ox

does it mean less?

HITNESS DANCE: Xt's above average in performance.

DR. LEEDS: Okay.

MR REXS: Mr. Chairman, whatever we decide on
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fi~ WRB/Wb6 Board. Exhibit.t 8, I just want the record to be clear that

the testimony interpreting something that isn't quite in

evidence isno stronger than the document it's based on.

CHAIRSÃ SIXTH: That's exactly the point I'm

-trying to establish here. My only concern was, they read

to us ~ Now X was trying to establish that their con-

clusions about. averages vere inherent in the document and

not something they supplied. Othexvise we would have a

'problem.

Hav are you going, to make no effortr to see, if

.22

this panel can independently give direct testimony concerning

this chart?

Nell, let's establish it.
24. Do you JQlov anything about this chart and how

it was prepared? Can you support these charts in Tab 8?

Nx. Long says no.,

NITNESS DAHCE: Ne were preparing a xesponse on

this separately, sir. But; no, we can'- support this.
This Board Notification is a trial program.

CHAXRMM SHXTH e OLay. X understand that. But

22 X thought that maybe independent partsfi of it,which you may

22 be familiar with, could support„ it., But you can'.

~ Q

NITNESS LONG: Ne have not vexified any of the
"figures.

CHAXRNM SMXTH: So all. you'e done is, you'e
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~ wmy ~7 used that means to draw the Board ' attention, and the

3,

record's attention to what Tab 8 says, the charts in Tab 8.

NR. O'NEXLX: Yes, Mr. Chairman. And also picking

4 up on Dr. Leeds'oint earlier> about wouldn't this be one

way of doing it,. And this is one way of ctoing it. Once

'ou do it that way, haec's where these plants fall out.

And I Chink that was worCh bringing your attention to that

8 Tab 8 specificallyg it's a long document.

CHAIRMAN SNXTH: Xt's in the form of a hypotheti-

to cal QQestion ~

MR. LEEDS: Yes. And the minute you showed me

f2 Chat X saw Chat, it was plotted versus inspection hours.

j3 Thank you vexy much.

BY MR OINEXLLe

9 Gentlemen, turning Co the question of the HPCX

f6 dooxs, do you xecall when this item was first identified as

>7'n unresolved item by any inspector at the Brunswick, plant'P

18

I9

20

A (Hotness Long) Mhat page was it.
one't

time frame.

9 Subject to check, would you accept for the, moment

A 'Witness Dance) I believe it was November '76,.

i'n th

that it. was IE Report 76-24 for Brunswick, December l5, 1976,

or at least in that time frame2

Pine.

Inspection Report 77-03, again for'runswick, was
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MRS/wb8 1 not, that item closed out as an unresolved item?

The unresolved item was c1osed out, yes.

Has it ever found to be an unresolved item

again?

No.

Xt was never at any time found to he an infraction

or deficiency, was i'2
Non

But you'e not going to stop there, are you '2

(Iaughter)

No i

That's the only question the witness gets to ask

the lawyer.

Xn XE Report 77-13 there was mention made that

the doors were found open. —of July 1977. Do you recall

that?

js

Right.

Has there any mention whatsoever of the BPCI doors

after that inspection report, of July 1977?

20.

23 .

A Hot that X recall.

9 Shen this item was resolved in January 1977, what

was CPaL's actionwhich caused you to close Chat as an

unresolved item?

HR HBIS: I ob)ect. There's no testimony that

it was resolved. I object to the question.
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~ WRB/wb9 MR. O'HEXL": He gust testified, your vitness

testified that it yao resolved in Xnspection Report 77-03,

vhich is in evidence,in a number of places.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Maa that your testimony,

HXTNESS DANCE: Yes.

Now your question again?

BY MR O'NBXLL:

My question, again, vas: %hat action did CPaL

take that caused that item to be resolved?

A (Hitness Dance) Signs vere posted on the door to

~p. maintain closed. And also the operator's Iog vas required

'to check once a shift to verify that it vas closed.

Q And you consider this to be an acceptable response

to in item of concern?

T6 On an interim basis.

9, Has there any mention that it vas on an interim

'basis in january 1977?

A Noi

, 20 I'm not certain about the dates. But go ahead.

They sound reasonable to me.

Mr. Long, returning to the question of turnover—

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: You are stopping there?

MR. O'NEXXJ: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN SMXTH: Are you done vith the HPCI doors
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now?

MR. O'NEXLL: Xes, sir. X've established—

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: So far as vou're concerned
4" that's the last quesCion you want to ask this panel about

.'the p'CX doors?

MR. O'NEXLL: .I thiak the record is pretty

adequate on the sub)act, sir.
CHAXESRN SIXTH: Okay o

BY NRo OoNEXLX,.

Mr. Long, referri'ng to the turnover problem as

you viewed it, turnover occurs for a'umber of reasons,

doei it noC? Xn other words, management change of personnel

)4

in positions would be considered turnover?

A (Nitness Long) Xes

9 Before the L976-77 time frame in which you coa-

'., sider.turnover to be a concern, was aot XaB making some sug

$ 7 '. gestions, or indicating some concerns to CPtI to strengthen

their plant organization at Srmumick?

A Yes. X believe we were addressing QA staffiag
particularly at Chat time.

But you were stressing oCher staffing at this
point, too?

'

Yes g all matters e

Aad in fact, part perhaps in response to your

concerns, there were some additional senior level management
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g6l/wbl3. I lpositions added at tbe Brunsvick plant, vere there not?

Yes, that is correct.

3 Q And there vere some changes in positions at the

4 plant in order. to accommodate the nev positions that vere

created, vere there not?

A I don't'remember the specific positions. But

that's true, there vere nev positions created. I do not

8 recall the specific positions.

9 So that this is a sort of Catch-22 position for

ip CPaZ, in that, in response to some of your concerns Wey

create some nev management positions and change some people

~2 around'nd this starts to indicate that there is in part

some turnover?

Xes ~

16

$ 8

20
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2f eb1 Oae moxa question< Mr . DAnces

Xn preparing your testimony ia 1977, ia response

to the question posed by the Board, you were pxepaxiag that.

4 testimony not only in response to the operations history at

the Brunswick plants but also at. the Robinson p3.aat2

That 8 correct~

MR. O'NEXT c X have ao further questions

FURTHER EZANXNATXON BY THE BOARD

BY CHAXRHM SHXTH

Q Xs there anything else that the Board should know

about the basis for the xeso1ution of Che doors at, the HPCX

bulkheads X'm.left dangling ' did aot understand that the

final resolutioa of that, was just Co put a sign up on the

door, that more was to be done, and apparently't was aot

include'd in the inspection report referred to And you

yourself indicated "Yes', oa an iaterim basis,

A gfitaess Dance) Yes~ PoLlowing the sign~

following the check by the operator in his daily log, X

understand we did have a deviation where we found the doors

open again And this.was addressed ia a subsequent inspection

reporto

9 Mell, when did the solutioa to the problem ia-

volvtag enunciator lights =on the contxo1, panel~ when did that

X think. that pxobab3.y.surfaced ia response to the
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deviation. X wou'd have to xeseaxch that, six

HR O'HEXXJ ~ X believe that. contradicts some

testimony Z gust received, Hr~ Smith~

CHAXRKN SMXTH: All right X simply want, an

explanation~ Sou asked the question which may satisfy your

needs for proposed findings, but they don'8 satisfy my

I

1

I
l~
I
I

needs to understand what's happening here and why, after two

years, you still have a HPCX door problem. Xf you don',

develop the record we need to understand this, sharing equa1

responsibility~ then you'e going to answer fox it
X want, you to explain to me how this pxoblem. came

about Either do it by the witnesses or by mcamination ox

13 by some other means

MR O'HBXLIs Hx~ Smith~ first of all our wit-
nesses will address it but secondlyt, the point X want to

estabLish and which X did is that. there was no infraction,
there was no deficiency~ there was one unresolved.9.tern That

concern became a closed item, and there was no longer any
h

enforcement problem, so. to .speak, with the NCPX doors

2Q Subsecpxently, .because an inspector found the

doors open which was not, again+ an unresolved iteu or

deficiency< CPaZ agreed that they would put an enunciator on

them if that would. help .insure that even with the shift

,~ person checking each watch and even with signs up there+ the

door at. one point was left'open, then we would put this
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2
I

3

C.

1

10 ~ 341

enunciatox thereo

But that doesn't mean that it was a continuing

problem That's the implication that you'xe making in your

statenumt

CHURL~ SIXTH: Exactly right, yes. That is
what X believe %he state of the record shows, that after

~ 5l

7 two years, NRC has been t~ing to get HPCI bulkhead doors

8 to close. when they should close and remain closed~ Aad they

9 haven't done it They haven't been able to do it.
Now if that is wrong, smaebody better get on that-

witness stand with an organized presentation and start from

g2 day one and te3.1 us what happens The pxoblem could be that

we have a mass of information here and it doesn't alL appear

in a cohesive form, and maybe we'xe mistaken,

But X get very nexvous about this business<.

befell, we gotcha. You know+ it wasn't a violation Ne

gotcha. Xt wasn't a non-compliance Gotcha, it wasn't a

devi'ation."

20

But X know right now it seems to me this record

shows that Hr'antrell started ta1king about those doors

befoxe December~ 1977t and December 1977 was the inspection

report bringing it up~ So first they'e trying to resolve

it by posting signs and that d9.dn't work~ So where axe you2

You'xe still trying to resolve it
Now the point is who is responsible for the
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~ WRB/eb4~ ultimate safety of that plant anyway2 Is it the NRC Staff

trying to come up with a magic solution to it, or is it
CPaL with initial responsibility off the. bat2

DR. LEEDS'et me ask a question just to make

sure it goes in at this point in the record, I'd like to

ask CPSL attorneys on this

I gather that you asked Mr Dance if this was

a closeout item and you established the date for that Is

that correct2

MR O'NEILLc That4s correct»

DR LEEDS: And then you asked has it been cited

)2'3
as an infration or something like that after'hat. How X

may be wrong on the choice of words Now correct 'me on this
f4 if Zam

MR, O'HEXLL: Yes~ You are slightly incorrect

in that I asked if'thad ever been cited as an infraction
or deficiency at any point, and the answer was Mo

'R LEEDS! The answer was Ho

And then you stopped,, as X gather< Xs that
correct?

MR O'NBXLLc You'e missing a guestioni I asked

him if there had ever been any mention of. this problem again

after auly, LS77.

DR. ZZEDS: Okay~ any mention whatsoever had the

~ answer to that was No?
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2

MR. 'O'HS~e That's corrects oiro

DR. LEEDS'nd tbeu Chare @as a series of ques

tions that, cams that said< "Somebody found the door opono"

's that right2 That indicated the door vaa opens

MR. O'HBXIXs Not after July 'VV< siro That w'as

the lash mention of ito
'7" DR, LR%)Ss Xn a document~

MR. O'J&XLLI Lhayvhore to our hnmtMdge> oiri
DR. ~Sa okcyo

So no HRC inspector has ever found that door open

after that magnic dahe of July and vzete it cbwi on a yiec

of paper and sent ih to you2

MR, OoBEXLT a That's what va tria4 ta estabXish

$(7,

l8

by" the line of crossmxamination, sir+ and thati's'ur bo&ef~

and that's vhat my cpaestions vera based on

'HRXRMMSMITHS M scee time prioV."Co July XIVV~
'I

it +as decidod betvean MRC and CPSX that signs on the 4oor

'gust aren'h going to do it Xs that right2

MRo OIHBXX@s That's not anyone''6stku~y~ X

belidveg sir'

CHAX38hM SMXTHs Nell+ is it th'a faot2

MR~ O'HEXGZ e The fact is that CP4X CgxeeC that
dnuuciators would be put on the.doors+

CHAXRHM SMITHS Mhen2

MR JOHES! Mr» Chairman> X thiat thdt there's a
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2

letter attached to somebody's testimony~ probably Mro Cautrell a~

to Che effect. Chat CPS'ad in a letter Indicated that they

would enunciate the doors< and that was In the''fall of
'77's

X reca3.1

MRo REXSa I don't Jmav which exhibit It Is< but

it was a letter of October Sp 1977< and X~12. tiXX you In a

minute o

MR JOHESe Mro Smith< we intend to HbRress this
and we'11 be happy to address any Issues that s'ceo to be

unclear Xn preparing our directfhstimony 'of course we hacl

to try to develop some understanding of what Issues would and

vouM not. become rolevant In the course of the hearing~ had

one of the problems that we had with the process 'is that mong

of the areas where we have disputes with XnspcctXon and

Znforccuaeat fall Into those vary gray parts ofOui regulate
where there is no clear requireaent~

f7 Whom there is a clear ra«gairement or where there

is a clear safety issue that Is hamediate and needs achhnassing

-X thizQc we resolve those And they genemQ.Xy dd'get resolved

So In many cases on these alarum and things of

2j this natury wcl re tabling obout areas where pcLLSaps ther
" has bean some difference of opinion as between us and the HRC

as to the urgeicy and the establishment of prioritieeo %a

can address this and our vtews of it when our witnesses CaJua

th'e stand, and we willo
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testiiaany2

CHAIRMAN SMITHS'ut it, is not in the direct

~ 5

HRo JQHESl At this pointp nop sirp it is noto

CHAXHHAH. SNXTH! Xou see bein a la X have.p g

difficulty It teak me a long togae to get -eadem".for. this

hearingg frankly I had to spend a lot, of time'p'"a'nd I regarded

this as. a layman as a problem that, has beein plaguing this

hearing since the moment we becmae aware of Mro- Cantrall's

aoteso

)0 Ohp oh,. there's the HPCX door probX~" you

knowp and it stands out, there as a problem,, And now here we

'12 are hoping to hs within a fear days of the end of"this hearing

-'and Smote 9s no cohesive ex~mation anypxaco M-"~ record

-"that I can see about, this problem
t

.Xt, does seam that for aver a yeir 'ibid CP5X has

'16

i7

..$ 8

20

been comu4tted to put enunciator X,.ights on'hcit Cooro

MR,-. JOHESe And obvtouslyp Hro; Champ X thinjcp
'I's it wil1 come out in the testhaonyp the compQijr has pro

: ceeded to in a: ste~isa, procassp to install Whose enau

'i'ators on the unito Xt is not simply a matter of running a

wire to a doorbell Xt.'s a good bit more 's0phi'sCicated, than

thato, And I tkdLnk that we will show
thiso'he

point', isp howeverp that, there have been

ewhLinistrative controls and X think that this is clcuu in the

record that controls were established that ~''Satisfactory
t
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to the HRC and they closed the item,

They wrongs to tvmhingtoa+ Washington did aot

pick the issue up as being one Chat required further @than

tioa, They were satisfied ~ith the administraCive control

approach, That is shill in effect+

Xt is noh as though the doors ere standing vide

open a11 the time and aot raceivtag attantioao 'There is a

control over the doorso

CBhXRMhQ SKXT8c i'M.ch is the sigas2
'Ro

JONESa The signs+ and it is my iiadersteading

that a shift supervisor or e foreman has to inspect. the doorN

once during each shift Co coafiua that. they'are ia fact. shuto

CHAIRMM SMXTBa Por 14 moaths those have been

the controls which have baca agreed upon by the HBC and CPSM

MR. JOHFSa That's my understandings
yes'aaXmmm

SMITHS's thaC right2 Xs 'that. correct>

Mr» Deuce2 Xs that your understanding of 'it2
MITMEss DAHQEa Pnua the initial yro5laua ia

Decce&er ~ ~762

CHhXKNH SHXTHa No~ ~ shed ouC Vith aa ini
'pexblem of somewhaC more than Cwa years agoo X think

Hri Centre&. noted those pea>aps ia Hovea@cc'f ~77~ aad than

they becaae more formal ia December of '77~ and thea the

solution was to put a siga up and the door was 'found open
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C I,

X'm ~ging to recapitulate whah X understand the

record to beo

So somewhere during 1977 we Caj.ked about Ada for

a while The HRC in8psctors say, "Mell s" gas crea'4 going

to make it<I or CPUT say, Pell< signs ate aoL going to ma@a

Ne ajrae. But. don'L go change the tech spicsi Me'll

put Qnuacietors oao
t

So that solutioa was 'arrived at ia Ocihober of
1977e

Nmr 14 months late" we are leaning X doa'L

Know what we Raow about it but during the date of JaauILry

16th'he enunc9.ator lights werea't oa,

How it is very difficult for ma t'o'Ming this
all into focus when you get one bit of testimony'"over here

HRB
Leadoa fls

54'apiagp

"NelX,, you didn't complain about it after a certain

date " XL's very hard Aud it's particularly hard X

px'spared X studied for this ~ But it's virtuiIXyimpossible

for the public to muierstaad this problem Xa,the waY this
I

record is fragmented they never will
Ho+ X have ao worry about the Ccum~sioa'a Appeal

\

Eoard They w931 rise to the occasions they'ilt understand'it~ But right aow our gob is Lo understand it i@id try to mdtro
P

sure that the record is completeo
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~ CHAZRNM SlCXPHa Do you have anything maze you

, want to tell us about HPCX buZchead control doors? Did X

,)0

f9

20

xecapitMate the history of it accurately?

%ITNESS DMCEe That's fine.

Xn Mr Cam~~H.'s testimany this is found on
g ~

s?

MXTSESS MKCEs That means we haven't- foWd. them

aine ~,.'I I, /
~"

(Laughter,}
~ .

' ~

DR XZEDSc Zat me illustrate one other pioblemo

X h'ave Looked ahead at X have read in':the past<

~ ~I

~ ', \" ~

~
~

f
~ C ~

:
. p'age 19. end 20o

4 -f:-r DR. XBEDSs That's correcto Do you agree 1th

<'..the dates that are in there, Mro Dance? Xn Nr. Cantxell's
, ~

<:.'testimony an page l9 and 262

MITBBSS MRCSs Res, X wouM agree with the dateso
~ >v s

CKLIBNM SMTHs Okay, So> then< what is hhs
7g

<. "-','.significance of the fact that the matter has not been
\

;.-'-:mentioned again since? What's the significance of that?

;~,~)aloes *that mean that XSB is satisfied with the interim

',;,',contxol

~i.

z )'.»".

i "iE, '$
~

,~ OPECl".4g

"ind X shaxe the Chaixman's problem of txjjing to get'n my.

mind this mass of testimony but in the dixect testimony.

of Mr+. Banks, for example~ which X gather was prepared —at
'

lease, the date X. have en the testimony is january 16~ 1979,

On page 67 of that testimony is ~ indication that pLans ha~a
g
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been made to install annunciators, and I find out today of

'course< X realise the Licensee has not. had a chance to

cox'rect .this testimony because he had no witness to take the

- stand but. X find- Chat a statement is made that plans have

been made to install the annunciators, which leaves it
".dangLing again And X gather installation must have been in

progress'lmost, at that time,

~ MR JOHESa That's correct, There's a mistake in

the testimony in that regard~ Dro Leeds

CMXRKQl SHXTHe- Shat
testimony'R

'* JONES'n CPsE's direct testimony Xt does

not sti6f precisely where we are in construction or

instaLLation of the annunciators

Z 'think Mx Dance testified this moxning, based

upon word he had xeceived from CPSX technicaL people~ that

the annunciators hack in fact been instaLLed now',

l7

$ 8

$ 9

DR. XBEDSa Xn fact, that. testimony says that Hr~

Cantrell's testimony is factuaLLy correct Xn other words,

'that thing hadn't been installed in September of: 1978,'

" 'ear, after CPSX's acknowledgment weLL> not a year —'orry
'Hr, CantreLL's testimony says that CP4X acknowledged in a

Letter to Mr, 0'Bailly dated October 5 about the problems

' of keeping the doors closed, and then in September of 1978

the voxR hack been initiated, but the principaL inspector

. - found it wasn't complete in September of 197& ~ Ance 'Chan we
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find over here plans have been made, and yet —you see„

that's our will-of-them).sp problem that X was sort of

xeferz'ing to eaxliero

HRi JOHESs Ne will txy to address this. You know,

8 't~s helpful having ~We colloquy during the course of the

hearing< and with our panel coming on we can add"ess many

of these issues that hme been narrowed, Thexe's an awful

lot of information implicit in this hearing~ and it's been

'jezy difficult to develop every piece of it down to the last

fQ detailo

$ 2

But those things that have clearly become matters

— 'f interest and concern we will txy to address including the

$ 3 - pziority that we established for this particular mo'dification,

~4 .'and how it fit in to all of the other modifications„and

19

'."things that are going on in theplant, ~

The implication that may be left right nm4 "is

'-.=,,that this was the most important safety item outstanding in

'.;::the planC> and X VLQQc that we'l be able to establia'h that

:. -',:%hi really $ t i 't the

CHAIRS SNXTHN But this isn't my zeaL basic

.- ".concexn: ~ basi'c concern is ifwe'd allcrvred the~record to

'.=.:.„"stanct at the end of Mr, O'Heill~s examination of this pane%:~'4'+
'.':.the inference could faizly be drawn that as of October, 1977

'-!'.no,pxoblem. X%3, NRC is happy. Amk that's not the testiaxmy
I

The only thing it means is that it so happens that

s'
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they didn't find the doors openo But it's still a pending

matter, isn't it, Mr Dane 2

HXTHESS MNCEe Yes~ it iso

CRKXRNhB SHXTHe Aud when you say it's taken away

from %he unresolved matters, that tells me something Maybe

'that's a word of art~ a term of art~ that X need to know mors

abouto

But'he truth is XfeE is not happy< and it'8 still
a pencLLng matter, But the net result of your examination of

this panel would have led me to an exact opposite

conclusion, arid it may be because of my ignoranceo

But whatever mjj i~iorance is, you'xe stuck with

it for this hearing

'l4 HR O'HERTZ e K ~ Chaixman< you will recall that

17

the hierarchy of concerns have been defined, and they go

down through violationp infraction< deficiency, unresolved

item, And those are closed out And now there may be some

pending concexns o

20

But ifwe get deem to that level, then X Vaiak
I

" the record should establish that's where we are's 'far as

XSB is eeacexnedo

CHAXRMM SMXTHe Very good Very good That~s

finei-
But X might say it. would have been very helpful

and X think it wouM have been beneficial to your view of
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this case, if your examination of this panel had gust rounded

out the 'mcord that one littLe bit, because there was the

possibility that this would go unchallengedo " can tell
'rom his demeanor that ha was still hanging on that pointo

Mow, you'xe gust, saying X'm going to do what my

"responsibility is, and it's somebody e3.se's responsibility
"""to plug up the holeso

1

NRo i7(2KS e

That's a scarey way-
Mro Chairman< we intended to address

further; as we have indicated, the alarm oz annunciation
. system and its status through our direct testimony.

X think the matter would have come up 'again, and

" .we would have brought it up

7 think your point is well <mJam~ and Me understand

-I

CHAXRKLH SKM~!a Yeso You see, X'm tired '.

'i"'l':;.gee'irene is tiredo The witnesses are tired had we'~
Caliiiy's be as sharp as we wouM lance to be> and i+i '„cauld gust

'. ~ port 'o5 @it through here and, "Mell, let4i check thaO'one
'i','-::~ J

",::;"ogF,.-that's been explained~~ when in fact the explaaat9.on

"l~-jess on1y. a partial explanation,
g

~f 1
'

X'would liha< ifpossible,'o finish 'with'..~s
.1 A I

".-"." PpanX tonighto but X donot want to do it at the ri'sk';aif
I+),..'e
,; ~ having an &>perfect or distorted record,

m. 0>mXXZ,e Ve w r finished, sir.'

CKLXBMM SMXTHe, Vere youP
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eel 6
MRo 3EXSc X have some questions.

CHAXRMAH SKiTHc Nr.. Rais?

RZDXBBCT EXQGMATXOH

BY MR, REXSs

Rounding this one out at this time, those HPCX

doors that are referred to, ~~hat room or what compartment

cKck they lead inCog do you, Ram'? Shat are the HPCX 8oors

connected to?

A

(M9.tness Dance) The RHR room and the HPCX.

That's the residual heat removal system, isn',. it?

That 8 correct,

And is that a piece of ECCS equipment?

A -. Yes, it is,
' And in CPSL's response in the Brunswick PSAR,

'did they indicate anything about the RCCS ecpxIpment being

in watertight compa3~nts~ do you Rnov? Do you xecall?

A Xt said they would be in watertight compartments<

2$

~ yes»

Q Hmti thexe was ta?k befoxe about admin9.strative

controls of 8anuaxy l977o Xs it your testimony that those

odministrative controls vere found violated later?

A Yes't paso

24

~ 9 And was it after that time that CP&L committed
k

itself to install annunciator alaxms?

Yes o'
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Nr. Long, pr viously in th9.s hearing thexe was

1'0

talk
NR. PNXS: Hro Chairman, can X ask ho+ long ve're

going to go this evening2 X'm vi3.ling to go for another

houro

CHAXK4M SHXTHe Ho+ many more questions do you

have of th9.s pane12

HR REXSs I'm not quite sure, hut I can continue

for avhile and see. I want to ask them< for instance'—

there Mere cgxestions raised about the training center, and

32

I thought MR. Long vouM be the appropriate one to take

, that up~ and I was gust about to go to that

DR LZBDSe You might ask them haw tired they

are ~ They'e the ones

CHAXRHM SliITHe Yeso

NR, REXSe Sec.+ ve +ant to complete it this

..itisek> and X'm sure they'd like to get off and get i 'good
I

~ ~ night's sleep~ instead of vorryingI

I can ask theme Haw tired are you2

CHAZRKST SMITHS''ll leave it up to you< tbe

X think they'e indicated go ahead+ or given sees

".'on-c'amytal signo

SY NR. REXSe

There vas talk about the training center of CPtX
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at the Bhearon Harried site. Can you tell me what was the

extent of MRC~S 3.os&>g at that center, and what did they find@

A (Hotness Long) $fe did discuss this with our

regionai: opexator 3.ioansing esmniner < regional xepresentat9.ve

7-

'e's caH.ed, and he had conducted evaluations of the center,
I

and he gave us a memo Mth attached coxxespondence regarding

'the issues which we felt would satisfy the guest9.an that we

had daised last time,

There is not a certes%,cation, as such, but it's a

T4

memo.indicating acceptability within the scope'of his

, evaluation

Q
" Have, personnel of CPSL passed through the training

centex and completed the9.r courses thereP To,your knowledge?

A; Some have, but X have no idea how many

16 9 -. Did any of those people who completed their courses~

cKd they ever receive any certifications from HRCP *

A.-.~..X do not hnevo
~ <1 QsC

Q . ', You don~t Racist
I

A - Roe

2j A Qfitness Dance) Mc' Beis~ X don~t 3mow the -:az~r<
I

,either, but E understand some Robinson people have'een

.'examined at the training center,

9 — And did they receive 880s or RO Iicensest

A gfintess Long) X'm not awaxeo
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A (Ni,tness Dance) X'm not aware

Going to page 3l of your testimony, Chere was a

Question earlier about th& reportable events o 8110 reports those

events in the XZBs? Who makes the report?

The xeports coma from the coxporate office,

The xeports come from CPS', not within the HRC, is

that correct?

That.4s coxxect.

0 -'r, Xeng~ as Co AHSX standards, who adopts those

'stanchLxds? What is Che organizational setup to adopt those

', standards?

tacitness Xang) Mall, many of the standards —X

34''l5;"

]6,

;:could gim you a little backgzeund on it.
Many of the stindards are developed with HRC

;representatives on the work gro~s, but when they are published
i

the NRC'Office of Standards is charged with making a d'etermina-

f7

20

2'ion

of Che acceptability of Che standards And these are
t ~

equated~ endorsed, or in some way recognised in oux'y'stem

.thxough the Regulatoxy Guide issues

9 You mentioned work groups within ANSX itself
Are the standards adopted by the work groups,

or is thexo another group within AHSX Chat adopts the

23< s'tandards after they axe pzoposed by the work group?

The working groups actually write the standardo

They prepare the various drafts, get Chem through. the comment
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cycle, iron out cmmmnts ox concerns registered by all of the

public and NRC and other people who comment on &em, and then

it moves up thxough the AMSX channelso The ASME is the

operational organisation that's processing AÃSX standards xight
nor,

X see And the 'xe adop d by —that's th
P~rican Society of Hschanical Zngineexs, which adopts the

standards'2

They'xe responsible for the mechanics of getting the

32

$ 5
I

16
t

$ 7

18

2G

23

ANSX standards published

g X see Xs there a group in ASME who votes on these

standaxds after they'xe proposed by the wox)c groups, and the

lsachanics axe gone thxough'P

A Them axe subcommittees. Certain types of standards

come under different subcomm9,ttees, and the subcommittee is
a.highex leveX of appxovalt ironing out last~ute differences

of opinion, And the subcommittee makes recomraandations to
the main conm4ttee of the ASIDE, or the major AHSX committee.

Q . And the ma)or AMSX committee pxomulgates the

'st'andaxdsg They'xe the ones who adopt it?
A, Wce it's approved~ they promulgate it
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~4-3/S
Landon

fls NRBloom

HBX/wbl
3

Q Do you personally, Mr. Long, feel that all the

quality assurance standaxds in the 45 series of ANSI

to which you testified before are conservative2

'tive, yes.

(%itness Long) X Chink they are quite.:conserva-

Q Xn your work with ANSX do you work on the 18

series as well?

X am not a member of any: 18"series, only tHe

5 45 series.
]0.- 0 The 18 series is the ones that deals with the

qualification of plant pexsonne1, i'n contrast with quality

assUrance?

Yes.

-which is the 45 series2

Yes.

MR. QOB1&N: I think we're px'obably going to have

to wxap it upi You know> if you want Co have an evening

hearing I'l1 set it up But normally I understand they lock

$9" the doors around six around here/ Coo.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'kay. Xt's five-thirty. And

2$ unless Mr. Gordon mnkes special arrangements—

MR. GORDON~ Me're supposed Co clear it, wiCh

State Security and- several people.

CHAIRMAN SIKTH: All right Ne'll either have to

leave or allow him Co go make special arrangements. So
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wsz,yes unless you can wrap it up very shortly, Mr. Reis, X think

we had better ad)ourn.

MR. REXSi X have about fifteen minutes.

CHAXRNM SIXTH: All xight. He had better )ust

Why don'0 we get an ear'lier start tomorrowP

Would that be satisfactory?

Can we come in hexe at eight-thirty, Mr. Gordon,

9 do you Wink?

10 24R, GORDGR: X. think Chat will be fine. ',

CHAXRHM SMXTH: Ckay. Let's begin tomorrow

at eight-Chix'ty,
I

Xn reviewing Che original tes~4ony the cyzestion

that X had for Mr Brownlee, X'm not going to ask it. Sop

Mrs Brownlee, X'm sorry to keep you here in inticipation

about it. And Chat's why you were here. But as far as X!m

l8

'concerned you'e, excused. X.don't have anything further.

MRe GOHD($ e Xf you see g Mro Chairman g CcABorrov

$ 9"

2l

,'you'x'e. going to want an evening session, if you let me know

X can set it up. Maybe it's moving along such that you

~
'won't reqakre one.

?A,

CHAXRHAN SMXTH: X do think— Let's come back
'1

:hexe at eight-thirty tomorrow morning and talk about the=
~ ~

.: schedule off the record.

So we'e off the record. Ne',re adgourne'd.



/wb3 (whereupon, at Ss35 p.m., the hearing'in tha

above-entitled matter was recesseC, to reconvene at.

8:30 a.m., Nadnesday, 7 Max'ch 1979, Xn tha Dohhs

Bailing g Public Utilitjj.Coaunission hearing room.)




